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PREFACE
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SAFE'IY

AND RELIABILITY SYSTEMS OF PWlls AND RWRs

May 22-26, 1995. Brno. Czech Republic

The International Symposium on Safety and Reliability Systems of PWRs and BWRs
was organised in Brno by the Czech Nuclear Forum and Energovyzkum.
Mr.O.Matal opened the Symposium and introduced Energovyzkum Ltd. activities.
Mr.J.Beranek, Chairman of the Czech Nuclear Forum, summarised past development in
Europe that leads to the major conclusion that successful upgrading or shutdown of existing
reactors is a necessary condition for public acceptance and is essential pre-condition for the
future development of nuclear power in the Eastern Europe. Mr.J.Stuler, President of the
Stace Office for Nuclear Safety in the Czech Repub/ic. presented the activities of his office.
The relation of nuclear power to ecology and safety was analysed in the address presented by
Mr.J.KIemensevic, Vice-Mayor of Brno.

Mr.AJohn, manager responsible for safety in Nuclear Power Plant Dukovany (Czech
Republic) contributed by a survey of events related to and performed in Dukovany.
Mr.P.SIacala, manager responsible for operation in Nuclear Power Plant Tcmclin (Czech
Republic) pointed out implementing of an extensive program of design modifications and
safety improvements in Temelin (VVER 1000) - based on recommendations of safety reviews
and assessments performed and on the requirements of the national regulatory body.
Mr.T.Mikus, genera! director of the Nuclear Power Plant Jaslovske Bohunice (Slovak
Republic) prepared a survey of safety related modifications in design and procedures
recommended by international missions and carried out in Jaslovske Bohunice. Mr.Z.Kfiz,
IAEA Vienna, presented IAEA activities in area of safety of nuclear facilities.

In the seminar papers were presented on

• diagnostics and in-service inspection as tools contributing effectively to safety
• safety and reliability of NPP operation with specific accent to VVERs
• experience of the NPP operation and new approaches to nuclear safety

There has been a common feeling of participants to continue discussion on safety and
reliability systems recently implemented at PWRs (VVERs) and to exchange experience
gained from their commissioning and operation at the next international symposium in Brno.

Olilfich Maial





FINAL PROGRAM OF THE SYMPOSIUM

Monday, May 22 Day of the Arrival

15:00- 18.00 Registration and Accommodation

18:00 - 22:00 Welcome Cocktail in Hotel Belveder

Tuesday, May 23

08:00 - 08:30 Introductory Address
Oldfich Matal, Energovyzkum Ltd.

08:30 - 09:00 Problems Encountered and Approaches for the Deployment of Advanced
Reactors in Eastern Europe,
J. Beranek, V.G.Fedorov, V.Shervashidze

09:00 -10:00 Czech State Office for Nuclear Safety Activities
Jan Stuller, Czech State Office for Nuclear Safety

10:00- 10:20 Break

10:20- 10:30 Nuclear Power, Ecology and Safety,
Jiri Klemensevic, Vice-Mayor of Brno

10:30 - 10:45 Address by A. John,
NPP Dukovany

10:45 - 11:00 Safety and Reliability of NPP Temelin,
P. Slacala, CEZ-NPP Temelin

11:00 -11:30 A Survey of Safety Related Modifications Performed in NPP-V1 and V2
Jaslovske Bohunice
T. Mikus, G. Pokojny, SEP-NPP Jaslovske Bohunicc

11:30 - 12:00 IAEA Activities in Area of Safety of Nuclear Facilities, Z. Kfiz, IAEA, Vienna

13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:00-16:00 SESSION ONE

Diagnostics & In-Service Inspection

16:00-16:15 Break

16:15- 18:00 SESSION ONE continued

19:00-22:00 Official Dinner



Wednesday, May 24

08:00-10:00 SESSION TWO

Safety and Reliability of the NPP Operation

10.00-10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:45 SESSION TWO continued

11:45- 12:15 Lunch

12:15 - 18:00 Visit to Moravian Castles

19:00 - 22:00 Dinner in the Moravian Wine Cellar

Thursday, May 25

09:00-10:00 SESSION THREE

Experience of the NPP Operation and New Approaches to Nuclear Safety

10:00- 10:20 Break

10:20-12:30 SESSION THREE continued

13 00- 14:00 Lunch

14:00- 16:00 SESSION THREE continued

16:00- 16:15 Break

16:15 -18:00 SESSION THREE continued

19:00 - 21:00 Technical Discussion
Cocktail

Friday, May 26

08:15 - 14:00 Expedition to the NPP Dukovany
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INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS
0. MATAL, Energovyzkum Ltd., Brno

Welcome to Moravia, welcome to Brno. 1 am very glad that the International
Symposium on Safety and Reliability Systems of PWRs and BWRs is taking part in the Czech
Republic.

Brno was founded in the 13th century by the Czech King Venceslaw the Second.
Today Brno is an industrial town with many companies and corporations. Some of them are
manufacturers of nuclear power plant components as well as suppliers of power plants, as the
First Brno, Engineering Corporation and the Kralovopolska Corporation.

In the Czech Republic there are further known suppliers of nuclear power plant
components and nuclear power plants, as the Skoda Pilsen Corporation, the Vitkovice
Corporation, the Modfanska potrubni and the Skoda Prague Corporation.

Only ona nuclear power plant has been in ope.ation in the Czech Republic now. It is
NPP in Dukovany with 4 units of type W E R 440 and power rate of 1720MW. In
construction are two units in Temelin of the type VVER 1000, each of 1000MW power rate.

We are very happy that many Czech companies cooperate with NPP Jaslovske
Bohunice (4 units of VVER 440 in operation) and NPP Mochovce (VVER 440 units in
construction) in Slovakia.

We hope that this symposium will contribute to extend personal contacts and initiate
technical discussions of colleagues from France, the United States, Germany, Great Britain,
Spain, Russia, the Ukraine, Slovakia and the Czech Republic as well as the representative of
the Internationa! Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.

Ladies and gentlemen, let me introduce Energovyzkum Ltd. to you briefly.
The majority of Energovyzkum today's team was a part of the Research Institute of

Power Generating Equipment in Brno. This institute was a part of Skoda Plzefi State
Enterprise before the political change in 1989.

The team substantially contributed to the development, design and delivery of
• micromodular steam generator of 30 MW power rate heated by liquid sodium for

Russian Experimental Fast Breader Reactor BR 60
• modular inverse steam generator of 30 MW power rate heated by liquid sodium for

BR60
• inverse steam generator of 28 MW power rate heated by liquid sodium for BR60
• two micromodular steam generators of 200 MW power rate each heated by liquid

sodium for BN 350 in Sevcenko (now in Kazachstan)
• steam generator heated by CO, for NPP A1 in Jaslovske Bohunice

Since 1991 Energovyzkum has been a private limited company. Its main business areas
are:

• Diagnostics and monitoring systems
• In-service inspection tools
• Probability safety assessment
• Design, testing and structural analysis of equipment's
• Quality assurance
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Ladies and gentlemen, now lei me introduce to you speakers of today's opening
session .
Mr. Jifi Beranek, Chairman of the Czech Nuclear Forum,
Mr. Jan Stuller, Chairman of the Czech State Office for Nuclear Safety
Mr. Jin Klemensevic, Vice-Mayor of Brno.
Mr. Alc5 John, Manager in NPP Dukovany, responsible for safety
Mr Petr Slacala, Manager in NPP Temelin, responsible for NPP operation
Mr. Milan Mihalik, Manager in Jaslovske Bohunice, responsible for maintenance and repair.
Mr. Mihalik will address our symposium on behalf of Mr. Mikus, General Manager of NPP
Jaslovske Bohunice,
Mr. Zdenck KHz, representative of the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.

Ladies and gentlemen, I wish our symposium is a joint success and hope you all will
enjoy it.

Dobro poshalovat, dorogiye dmsya.
Soyez le bienvenu. Bonne chance.
Herzlich willkomcn und alles Gutc.
Buenos dias y bienvenido.
Vsetko dobre na sympoziu, priatelia.

Thank you.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND APPROACHES FOR
THE DEPLOYMENT OF ADVANCED REACTORS IN
EASTERN EUROPE
,/. BERANEK, Czech Nuclear Forum, Prague: Czech Republic
V.G. FEDOROV, Gidropress, Moskow, Russia
V. SHERVASHIDZE, Committee of Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND APPROACHES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF
ADVANCED REACTORS IN EASTERN EUROPE.

Past developments in Eastern Europe resulted in a relatively high level of development
of nuclear power in some countries. A brief study of the main features of this development
and of the present situation in this region leads to the major conclusion that successful upgrad-
ing (or shutdown) of existing reactors (operational or under construction) is a necessary' condi-
tion for public acceptance and at the same time is an essential pre-condition for the future
development o[ nuclear power in Eastern Europe. Analysis of the actual situation in Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, the Russian Federation and Ukraine highlights the common problems and
also the conflicting views. A set of necessary conditions which are of importance to all
countries to permit the future deployment of advanced reactors is outlined in the paper. These
conditions are divided into three groups: general, technical and public acceptance conditions.
On the basis of these conditions, the highest priority has to be allocated to the positive eco-
nomic development of, and to the resulting need for, additional electricity generating sources.
The second basic condition is the existence of a market for advanced reactors. The greatest
possibility of entering such a worldwide market will be limited to countries with a stable and
positive economy, like the Czech Republic, Hungary or Slovakia. The Russian Federation will
probably continue isolated development of advanced reactor s> stems for its own needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

More and more people, both experts and members of the general public,
believe that there is an extreme need for a new generation of nuclear power reactors
in order to save our global environment.

The future development of nuclear power depends not only on technical
progress, which in a general way is already reaching a promising level, but also on
a whole spectrum of complicated and interrelated elements of a political, economic
and social nature. Thus, this is not a technical paper and is therefore subject to many
limitations, one such being oversimplification.

It should be noted that the nuclear power situation in Romania as a special case
is not considered. The development in the Czech Republic covers to a great extent
the situation in Slovakia and partly that in Hungary.

2. PAST DEVELOPMENTS

The influence of the former USSR in Eastern Europe over a long period of time
resulted in a relatively high level of development of nuclear power, as expressed in
the number of operating nuclear power plants (Table I).

While centralized economic policies and planning permitted concentration of
the required high level of financial, technical and human resources, the results
achieved did not incorporate the necessary level of quality, owing to the monopoly

TABLE I. STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN EASTERN EUROPE

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

Hungary

Poland

Russian Federation

Slovakia

Ukraine

Number of units

Operational Under construction

6

4

4

-

28

4

15

—

2

-

-

18

4

6

Nuclear share in total
electricity generation

(%)

32.5

20.7

46.4

-

11.8

49.5

25.0
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enjoyed by the Soviet supplier.There was also limited pressure for, and small possi-
bility of, technical development, with the resoh that Soviet reactors are generally
poorly engineered, with an inadequate defence in depth safety concept.

Also, in individual countries the formulation of energy policy was monopo-
lized, in this case by political organs, which resulted in limited evaluation and assess-
ment experience. Nuclear power "prestige* projects were subjects of concentrated
effort under special conditions which resulted in inefficient project management.
Taking all this into account, it is obvious why no meaningful legislation was needed.
As a final consequence of such a system, based on a political and technical mono-
poly, the principle of confidentiality, instead of public information, was introduced.

A natural reaction after the Chernobyl accident, which can be seen as the first
evidence that this system was faulty, was the development of the 'Chernobyl
syndrome', which had a very great and almost permanent impact on many Eastern
European countries.

This simplified description of the main features of nuclear power development
in Eastern Europe is far from being a complete and comprehensive review. In addi-
tion, development in individual countries in this area was influenced by local politi-
cal, historical and industrial traditions. Nevertheless, all of these features are sources
of additional problems encountered in Eastern Europe as compared with Western
Europe and other areas.

3. PRESENT SITUATION

Eastern Europe is currently facing a deep political and economic crisis. After
the changes, now more than three years old, a transition period began with new polit-
ical and economic goals. Unfortunately, the global economic recession and political
and economic problems of an unparalleled order of magnitude have combined to
dwarf the importance of the problems with nuclear power in the public perception.

While the reliable generation of electricity in nuclear power plants is an
element of stability, the general trend has been to urge the improvement (v.'ith avail-
able foreign assistance) of the safety level of nuclear power plants of Russian design
in order to introduce or strengthen the opinion that nuclear power is safe and reliable,
and therefore acceptable. The list of countries in Table 1 with nuclear power plants
illustrates the size and importance of this problem for individual countries.

On the basis of a general level of safety, reactors of Russian design can be
divided into two categories:

— Reactors suitable for renovation lo reach a recognized level of safety;
— Reactors not fully suitable for renovation — such as the WWER-440

Type 230, or the RBMK types.
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The final judgement as to which reactors should fall into the second category
is a painful process, because a decision to shut down these reactors conflicts with
the need for the electricity they produce. No general decision is expected; however,
the RBMK reactors in Ukraine will be shut down, while those in the Russian Federa-
tion will remain in operation; WWER-440 Type 230 reactors may be shut down in
Slovakia, but this will not be so easy in Bulgaria. Also, the renovation period for
the first category of reactors may last up to five years (Czech Republic and Slovakia),
but may also need a period of 10-15 years, depending on many factors, but mostly
on a combination of Western assistance and economic possibilities in individual
countries. Most conditions for [he future deployment of nuclear power, as discussed
later, apply also for the present period of upgrading existing nuclear power plants
in the areas under review.

This short description of the present situation in Eastern Europe leads to the
main message — successful upgrading (or shutdown) of existing reactors (opera-
tional or under construction) is a necessary condition for public acceptance and is
at the same time an essential precondition for the future deployment of nuclear power
in Eastern Europe.

4. TYPICAL EXAMPLES

The description of the actual situation 'ti a few selected countries that is
presented in this section highlights the common problems and also conflicting views.
A basic conflict which is obvious and of importance is the continuing Russian effort
to maintain its traditional monopoly as the only nuclear supplier in Eastern Europe,
as compared with the wish of most countries to also achieve independence in the field
of nuclear power.

4.1. Bulgaria

Bulgaria [1] is an example of a country that receives nuclear technology and
has no importanl nalional nuclear industry. The nuclear power programme, with a
total of 3160 M\V, is based on four units of the WWER-440 Type 230 and two units
of the WWER-1000 Type 320, all located at Kozloduy. The construction of a second
nuclear power plant at Belenc has been halted owing to a shortage of investment
funds and a ncgati\e public attitude towards nuclear energy. However, the past
orientation towards nuclear power is more than reasonable, bearing, in mind that
Bulgaria imports more than 75% of the necessary primary energy resources. There
is a possibility of producing natural uranium, but owing to the stagnation in the
uranium market, domestic uranium mining became ineffective. It has been stated that
the nuclear programme created under communist rule is against the national interest.
This statement, an unexpected consequence of the democratization process, is no
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more than political rhetoric. Nevertheless, it has to be taken into account when
considering the future.

The positive trend in upgrading nuclear power plants is demonstrated by a
number of improvements made to existing units, thanks to Bulgarian efforts and
foreign assistance. This positive development is supported by a broad international
programme to increase the safety culture through further training of nuclear
specialists and of operating personnel, in particular.

As in other countries in Eastern Europe there is a clear reoriemation from
Russian towards Western vendors and suppliers.

Economic difficulties, which have arisen during the transition period due to the
introduction of free market conditions, limit the possibility of fundamentally renovat-
ing the operating nuclear power plants. Bulgaria depends more on foreign assistance
and credits from Western banks than countries like the Czech Republic and Slovakia.
This situation is further aggravated by the lack of experience in bidding, purchasing
and financing practices.

In summary, completion of the necessary upgrading of existing nuclear power
plants and the future further deployment of nuclear power will depend on improve-
ment of the economic situation, revival of the industry, a well defined energy policy
(as a result of the need for increased electricity production), and finally on securing
political and public acceptance of nuclear power programmes as the best available
alternative for electricity production.

4.2. Ukraine

Ukraine [2] is an example of a country which in the past formed an integral
part of the former USSR and is now also developing independence in the nuclear
field. The country is in the middle of a deep economic crisis, which is having a great
influence on the generation of electricity (9.4% less production in 1992 than in
1991). The high level of dependence on imports of fossil fuels (only 40% is covered
by domestic resources) underlines the importance of nuclear power, which continues
to increase its share from 25.7% in 1990 to 34.5% in the first quarter of 1993. In
addition to the operating reactors, there are six units under construction, all
WWER-1000 Type 320 units. As a result of a moratorium imposed by the Parlia-
ment, further construction has been halted until 1995. Three of the units under
construction could be put into operation in one to two years. The shortage of oil and
gas last winter was the reason for a proposal to restart construction, at least partially .

The centralized development of nuclear power in the former USSR was con-
centrated in Moscow, and mainly on Russian territory. However, in the Ukraine
there are two research and training reactors, one critical assembly, a uranium mining
and yellow cake production facility, and a uranium hexafluoride production facility.
In spite of these relatively large nuclear activities, Ukraine does not possess any
scientific, design or technological organization that is capable of providing indepen-
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dent expertise in the different areas of nuclear technology. There is a shortage of
qualified personnel and a lack of national legislation and norms. Historically, all of
these functions were concentrated in Moscow. Today, a significant effort is being
made to create all of the necessary infrastructure to assure the safety and reliability
of nuclear power.

All Ukrainian nuclear power plants were designed before the issuance of
modern safety standards and rules and one of the main tasks is the re-evaluation of
their safety, which is based on national and international programmes. The main
objectives of these programmes, which are only just being started, is the develop-
ment of short and long term operational measures.

Another significant problem is the supply of nuclear fuel and the recycling of
spent nuclear fuel. For political and economic reasons, the former practice of receiv-
ing fresh fuel from the Russian Federation and returning spent fuel for reprocessing
has been suspended.

Despite the exislence of uranium mining and ore processing facilities, there are
no facilities for uranium enrichment, spent fuel storage or reprocessing. In particu-
lar, spent fuel from the WWER-1000 reactors creates an acute problem at a number
of nuclear power plants, since on-site storage facilities are almost full. Compact
storage is now being introduced, but if no final solution of the problem is found, the
power stations will be closed one after another in the near future.

Ukraine has no problem in obtaining fresh fuel from the Russian Federation,
but after 1991 the fuel price increased by a factor of 200 and is still rising by 30%
per quarter. Ukraine is considering the possibility of breaking the Russian monopoly
by introducing free market principles, such as building a new regional fuel clement
production line, to supply itself, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Hungary.

In summary, the political and economic situation in the Ukraine does not make
it possible to forecast the development of energy in general, and of nuclear power
in particular. It is evident that until the year 2000 it is hardly possible to speak about
a contribution of new nuclear power plants, except those for which construction was
frozen by the moratorium. The main tasks in the near future are: assurance of safe
operation of nuclear power plants, creation of the necessary infrastructure and, most
of all, the training of highly skilled specialists.

4.3. Czech Republic

The Czech Republic [3] was in the past a recipient of Russian reactor technol-
ogy. Another feature was the large degree of involvement of its national industry
(85%). The political and economic situation is very stable and the inflation and
unemployment rates are comparable with those in Western Europe.

Nuclear power is a reality, with four WWER-440 Type 213 units at Dukovany
acting as a stable and reliable source of electricity and receiving positive public
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acceptance. The installed nuclear power capacity of 1760 MW is relatively low com-
pared with coal Cited p/ant capacity of 9362 MW. The burning of low quality coal
(peak of 110 million tonnes in 1985) creates a heavy environmental impact (the
production of 20 t of CO2 per capita is the second highest in the world, after the
USA). The necessity of reducing coal burning was and is one of the main reasons
to introduce nuclear power as the only available alternative. The coal fired plant
capacity will be reduced gradually by 1456 MW in 1995 and by 1700 MW in 2000.

The involvement of the Czech (and Slovak) industry also permitted a certain
degree of independence in formulating national laws and regulations, in particular
in the area of nuclear safety, mostly using IAEA recommendations (safety reports,
quality assurance programmes, quality of operation, regulatory functions). Twelve
years ago, the Czech regulatory body made its first attempt to renovate two
WWER-440 Type 230 units (now in Slovakia) using its own safety evaluation and
assessment. Recently, this renovation was successfully completed and a substantial
construction plan is being developed.

As a Jogical devefopment of this trend, the orientation of the nuc/ear power
programme was changed soon after the political changes in late 1989 as follows:

— Construction of Units 3 and 4 at the Temelin site was stopped (WWER-1000
Type 320).

— Construction of Units 1 and 2, which was at an advanced stage, continued
under the assumption of modernization of its safety systems by using Western
technology.

— Western organizations and suppliers were invited to co-operate in the entire
nuclear power area.

The first phase of this co-operation was not very efficient and was soon over-
come through acceptance of free market principles by the Czech organizations. The
key element in efficient co-operation is to behave like a client who knows what he
or she wants and who is able to formulate his or her requirements and to evaluate
proposals. A good client must have the necessary financial resources, or enough to
create confidence in foreign partners.

Using this straightforward approach in evaluating the bids for instrumentation
and control and nuclear fuel from ABB, Siemens and Westinghouse, the latter was
selected as the supplier. The originally not very positive position of the Czech
Government changed to 17 members in favour and 1 undecided. The main reason
for such a positive decision was the proven need for new power plants. This decision
was in fact a breaking of the Russian monopoly both in reactor technology and fuel
supply for WWER-1000 reactors. In addition, a formal bid is under way (jointly by
utilities in the Czech Republic and Slovakia) for nuclear fuel supply for the
WWER-440 Type 213 reactors. Some potential Western suppliers are considering
Russian subcontractors, but expectations are that there will be price and quality con-
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trols and an emergency hack-up mechanism in case the Russian facilities are not able
to maintain supply.

In connection with construction at Temelin, a few more steps will be taken this
year, such as improvement of project management, basic legislation, decisions on
a national strategy for fuel management, and storage.

4.4. Russian Federation

An analysis of energy production in the Russian Federation [4, 5] shows that
at present, and in the future, nuclear power is the most economical method of elec-
tricity generation. The averaged cost of electricity (in relative units) during a plant's
operation (30 years) is: 100% for a nuclear power plant, 110-120% for a coal power
plant. 140-150% for a gas power plant.

The territory of the Russian Federation includes 80% of the industrial potential
and 70% of the technical and scientific potential of the former USSR such that, with
regard to the established co-operation, a nuclear programme with a total installed
capacity of 180 GW could be supported.

After the Chernobyl accident, and even more so over the last few years, the
original Soviet nuclear programme was drastically reduced. Orders for new nuclear
power plants were cancelled and the construction of plants, even those at the final
stage of construction, was stopped. Overall, research work, construction and exten-
sion of nuclear power plants were interrupted at 39 sites with a capacity of 109 GW.

On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly evident thai in conditions of
economic crisis, nuclear power is an 'island of stability' in power generation. This
stability is a major factor in explaining the decline of the 'Chernobyl syndrome",
which has been clearly observed in some regions (northwest, centra! and the far cast
of the Russian Federation).

Nevertheless, there is still a major public sensitivity to nuclear power, which
according to the Russian view is currently being aggravated by the growing (perhaps
forced) anxiety in the West about the inadequate level of nuclear power plant safety
in the former USSR, particularly at units designed in accordance with earlier safety
standards.

The Russian position should be noted that, even if it is possible to shut down
the one RBMK power station in Ukraine where most of the other nuclear units are
modern WWER-lOOOs, such a solution is absolutely out of the question in the
Russian Federation, where the 'old' RBMK and WWER-440 Type 230 units account
for more than 30% of the installed nuclear capacity. The schedule for permanent
closure of outdated units will inevitably be determined by the feasibility of replacing
the lost capacity and by the general economic situation.

In the view of Russian specialists, the so-called 'East-West' co-operation is far
more efficient on a bilateral basis than on an international level. They are nol satis-
fied with 'soft assistance', where sincere organizations and parliaments are involved
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in endless talk and, at best, create additional profits for Western companies at the
expense of 'assistance to Russia'. Even less useful are ideas for constructing on the
territory of the former USSR nuclear power plants of Western design on a turnkey
basis. Specialists are convinced that this approach is unacceptable, at least for the
Russian Federation, since it leads to stagnation and elimination of its scientific and
technological potential.

With the dissolution of the USSR, political barriers have appeared between
parts of the nuclear-industrial complex spread among the different Republics, and
these constitute a new destabilizing factor for nuclear power. This development, cou-
pled with the difficulties facing the economy and the sudden deterioration in the
social/psychological pattern of the society, could have very serious consequences in
the longer term. It will certainly take some time to set up new administrative struc-
tures in the Republics of the former USSR.

In this context it is, however, encouraging that in June 1992 members of the
CIS signed an agreement on basic principles for peaceful nuclear co-operation. The
leading role of the Russian Federation in such co-operation is obvious, as the country
possesses about 90% of the nuclear potential of the former USSR. For example, the
nuclear fuel cycle infrastructure that had been developed for military purposes made
it possible to deal promptly with the problem of providing fuel for civil nuclear
power plants, and with large margins existing capacities will be sufficient up to the
year 2010. Moreover, there is the potential for using tens of tonnes of plutonium and
hundreds of tonnes of high enriched uranium from nuclear weapons. The con-
siderable amount of nuclear fuel resources is one of the long term economic factors
likely to determine the future of nuclear power.

The commissioning of the Balakova-4 nuclear power plant put an end to the
virtual three year moratorium on starting new nuclear power plants. The programme
of nuclear power development approved by the Government is beginning to be real-
ized at last. This programme identifies three stages of nuclear energy development
in the Russian Federation:

— The pre-2000 period is a 'renovation stage', during which modernization of
operating units is performed and construction of nuclear power plant base load
units of the third generation is started;

— From 2000 to 2010, the growth of capacity is based on third generation nuclear
power plants;

— After 2010, there will be a larger scale development of nuclear energy.

5. MAIN TASKS AND CONDITIONS

In spite of the different situations and developments in individual countries as
illustrated in Section 4, the future deployment of new nuclear reactors in Eastern
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European countries will depend on the existence of a set of necessary conditions
which are of importance to all countries. Most of these conditions were introduced
in Western countries over a long period of time and their implementation involved
many mistakes. Countries in Eastern Europe may benefit from this experience. The
Proceedings of this Symposium may serve as useful guidance.

5.1. General conditions

The following general conditions should be available in Eastern European
countries in order to formulate the need for new nuclear power plants:

— Economic stability based on a complete set of new laws and rules;
— The existence of a large utility be it privatized or not, but under governmental

control;
— The acceptance of free market practices by this utility;
— New ways of co-operation between utility and government;
— The development of a national energy policy with a clear need for nuclear

power as the best alternative;
— General acceptance of the national energy policy and full commitment of

authorities and organizations to implement the policy;
— Competition between nuclear and non-nuclear options and potential suppliers;
— Existing rules and procedures for bidding, evaluation and decision making;
— Rules for involvement of the national industry;
— Availability of feasible financial schemes (domestic and external);
— Possibility of obtaining governmental financial guarantees.

5.2. Technical conditions

The following technical conditions should be present in formulating requests
for new nuclear power plants:

— The exislence of a market for new nuclear power plants with competilion
between potential suppliers;

— High safety and reliability requirements;
— The level of safety should be expressed in an understandable way (such as no

evacuation, limits on ground contamination instead of probabilistic safety
analysis);

— The development of a national long term programme of management and
storage of highly radioactive wastes (spent fuel) with identification of
individual steps;

— Access to external experience and, if relevant, to international schemes.
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5.3. Public acceptance conditions

These cover:

— The existence of a fully independent regulatory body with adequately qualified
staff;

— The development of necessary legislation, including third party liability;
— The development of safety standards which are flexible enough to accept

different approaches by individual suppliers;
— The re-establishment of confidence in nuclear power through upgrading of

existing nuclear power plants and through shutdown of obsolete ones;
— The introduction of an information system for the public which should be

timely and transparent;
— The introduction of an educational programme to eliminate the 'mystery' of

nuclear power.

6. CONCLUSIONS

As in most Western countries, nuclear energy in Eastern Europe is undergoing
a crisis of stagnation which started relatively late but developed very quickly. The
main problem is to improve existing nuclear power plants and to keep them in safe
and reliable operation. All nuclear power plants which were under construction have
currently been abandoned or are under a moratorium, with the exception of the
recent commissioning of one unit in the Russian Federation and continuation of con-
struction of two nuclear power plants (improved by Western technology), one in the
Czech Republic and the other in Slovakia. The continuation of construction may be
seen as the first signal of a changing situation.

On the basis of the conditions for future deployment of advanced nuclear
power systems, the absolute highest priority has to be allocated to positive economic
development and to the resulting need for additional electricity generating sources.
This priority is demonstrated by the recent positive prospects for nuclear power in
the Pacific area, where the dynamic growth of economies has overcome relatively
easily all of the concerns and barriers which are well known and have been
documented in the background papers for this Symposium.

The second basic condition for the future deployment of advanced nuclear
power systems is the existence of a market. Requests must be answered by commer-
cially available products with all the usual guarantees.

During the next 10-15 years, the possibility of entering such a worldwide
market for advanced nuclear power systems will be limited to countries undergoing
stable development of their economy, like the Czech Republic, Hungary or Slovakia.
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This may also be accomplished through new methods of international co-operation

(joint investment, sharing of production, etc.).

It is highly probable that the Russian Federation will continue isolated develop-

ment of advanced systems and may start construction of prototypes using its tradi-

tional system of governmental financing and control. The internal Russian market

may be large enough to support this development.
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NUCLEAR POWER, ECOLOGY AND SAFETY
,/n'i KLKMHNSbTlC. I Ice-Mayor of Brno

Do we need electricity produced in nuclear reaclors ?

The necessity to produce electricity, no matter which way was used to make it, arises
from the demand for energy. It is the demand which determines the requirements and targets
of energy production and enables to make strategic planning and to avoid mistakes.

The demand for energy is closely connected with the number of inhabitants which
increases considerably, particularly in the second half of this century. In 1993, the World
Energy Council estimated that the global number of inhabitants in 1990 had reached 5.3
billion. The increase within 1960 and 1990 represented 2 billion which breaks all the records
reached in the past. On this basis it is possible to predict that in 2020 the number of inhabitants
on the Earth will reach 8.5 billion.

The nuclear industry has existed as a yreat idea for more than 40 years. The present
practical experience, however, does noi correspond to the enthusiastic notions from the early
times of nuclear industry. Instead of opening the era of the brave new world abundant in
energy "too cheap to be measured", the nuclear industry had to struggle heavily to get rid of
the mental connection with the atomic bomb which has obviously initiated diffidence,
disappointment and even the fear. The acceptance of nuclear energy by the public was changed
as soon as the nuclear industry stopped to make its promises and the popularity of nuclear
energy has decreased considerably since then.

The role of nuclear energy in the upcoming "struggle for energy" will be dual. The
unique wealth of its resources and recyclability is a guarantee for a partial buffering of the
blows caused by the shortage and critical jeopardy of the supplies caused by political instability
and higher prices of the fossil fuels. Secondly, the advantages of nuclear energy from the
viewpoint of the environment, following from the negligible atmospheric immissions and
negligible volumes of waste, will partially compensate for the consequences of the overall
increased demand for energy and the amount of fossil fuels burned in power plants.

Nuclear Energy and Environment

The environmental questions belong to the issues that were not fully exploited by the
nuclear industry

Carbon dioxide represents the main component of gaseous mixture causing the
greenhouse effect since its concentration in the overall emissions is as high as 55 %. The
destruction of the naturp.l cover such as rain forests together with burning the fossil fuels - this
latter being even more detrimental - lead to ever increasing level of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. This obviously increases the greenhouse effect. The concrete potential
consequences are known too well: dry periods, formation of new deserts, inundation of many
low altitude regions and weather changes - all this are the consequences of a seemingly
insignificant increase of the environmental temperature by only two degrees centigrade. The
production of electricity in nuclear power plants does not practically lead to the carbon
dioxide formation at all.

The nuclear energy producers, being influenced by the fear of the public from the
irradiation and its consequences, were forced lo accept full guarantee and insurance covering
everything "from the cradle to the grave".
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Having a touch of "new science" and dealing with somewhat dramatic properties of the
atom, the nuclear energy production was subjected to such "dissection" which was unheard of
in the case of other industrial branches. The emissions are being monitored, the collective
doses are calculated and mortality predictions are made. More known and more "comfortable"
forms of energy production from the fossil fuels are being left at peace. It was only recently
when the world-wide temperature increase and carbon and sulphur oxides containing
exhalations have become the environmental issue. This has enforced new reinvestigations in
form of comparative studies in which the effects of different energy production modes were
examined. It is becoming more and more obvious that none of the modes can operate without
contaminating the living environment.

Recycling in Nuclear Energy Production and Living Environment

The production of nuclear energy is an important, if not indispensable, component of
the energy resources available to date. Apart from nuclear energy production there is only a
limited practical use for uranium. Using the latter for producing energy, the stores of fossil
fuels can be utilised as an important industrial raw material for many other purposes. The
nuclear energy offers undeniable benefit to the living environment in comparison to the energy
obtained from fossil resources. This advantage becomes even more important if we look upon
it from the viewpoint of a possible doubling or tripling the demand for energy during next few
decades.

These advantages do not follow only from the electricity production in the nuclear
reactor. The recycling and waste management are equally important aspects as is the fuel
production and reactor operation. Reworking of the spent fuel will enable the to the nuclear
energy producers to manifest their positive attitude towards one of the best accepted
environmental principles - recycling.

Ecology and Nuclear Wastes

When considering the measures taken in connection with guarantees as to the
radioactive waste, namely at the stage of disposal, there are many questions arising.

The main problem of waste management is seen in the concept stating that the
guarantees should not interfere with the measures used to assure long-term safety of
radioactive wastes including the spent fuel, in geological storage. The requirement as to the
protection of certain nuclear materials must be placed during the whole nuclear cycle until the
stage when the materials can be considered as waste from the economic point of view. The
guarantees must hold also for materials which are still considered as being potenlial targets for
clandestine activities and military purposes. At this point, the necessity to continue in
guarantees may get in conflict with the plans concerning the handling and waste disposal using
methods which would assure long-term safety.

The main target of the radioactive waste management is seen in the designing the
systems for manipulation, modification and disposal of radioactive waste which would assure
the protection of humanity at present time as well as in future. The fears for the sake of future
are particularly justified in the case of long half-life decay radioactive components present in
some kinds of wastes namely in highly active wastes and in spent fuel.

The quantities of radioactive wastes produced by nuclear industry are relatively small
in comparison with the overall level of production of industrial toxic wastes. Although they
are different as to their form, these wastes are not especially toxic if we compare them with
conventional toxic materials. The processes are known which can cope with all kinds of
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nuclear wastes and there is corresponding equipment available or the research in this field is
successfully developing

Safety

The suspicion that the VVER - 440/230 units (first and second unit in Jaslovske
Bohunice Nuclear Plant) could not operate reliably because of their insufficient safety features
or because too mild safety regulations has not been confirmed by analyses of their operational
ability. The subsequent type VVER - 440/213 (Dukovany Nuclear Plant, Mochovce Nuclear
Plant, third and fourth unit in Jaslovske' Bohunice Nuclear Plant) whose basic arrangement is
identical with that of VVER - 440/230 but it is features are more sophisticated, exhibited
somewhat better operational results than its predecessor. Although the indicators of
availability in the case of VVER 440-230 have decreased considerably during the last three
years, it seems to be caused to a considerable extent, if not totally, by the necessity of
implementing the programmes of additional equipment of these units. It does not seem likely
that it could be the result of more strict application of regulations and western supervision on
these blocks. The basic character of the frequency and duration of non-planned shutdowns
remains the same

It follows from the above that, as an engineer being involved for the predominant part
of my life in the problems connected with the energy production, I am convinced about the
correctness of the orientation towards the nuclear energy as a useful energy source and that 1
believe in its further development in future As an engineer I am fully aware of the risks which
arc connected with the exploitation of atomic nucleus for energy producing purposes. For this
reason, I am in favour of all the activities whose target is to improve the safety and reliability
of light-water VVER reactors operating in nuclear plants.

As a representative of city of Brno which is only thirty kilometers far from the
Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant I welcome the initiative of the Czech Nuclear Forum and that
of Energoresearch who organized the international symposium dealing with the problems of
systemic assurance of safety and reliability of light water reactors just in the city of Brno.

The research and development as well as designing and production of nuclear industry
components has had a long tradition in Brno Let me mention at least some of the companies
involved in this field: Kralovopolska, as., Prvni brnenska a.s., Chemunt a.s., Energovyzkum
spol.s r.o., Vitkovicc-vyzkum a.s. VUT Brno and others.

The predecessors of these organisations together with the representatives of the city of
Brno participated also in the project which was based on the idea of supplying the heat for the
city from the Dukovany Nuclear Plant. This project considered the construction of a 41 km
long hot-water pipeline to transport the 840 MW thermal output of the plant to Brno. In
comparison with other suggested concepts dealing with the energy supplies to Brno, this
solution represented at the time the reduction of natural gas consumption by 200 mil. cubic
meters, 11 thousand tons of fuel oil and 120 thousand tons of brown coal and corresponding
reduction of emissions The action started in 1989 and it had to be stopped in 1991 for the
lack of investment money from the side of investor which was at the time CEZ s.p.

Using the Dukovany heat would mean not only a considerable improvement of the
quality of air in the city of Brno but also cheaper heat which would not be so much dependent
on the foreign resources such is the heat obtained by burning natural gas. We expected also
the interest from the Dukovany Nuclear Plant because the supply of heat would improve the
energy utilization released from nuclear fuel from 31 to 42.5 %. The production of heat will
lead to the reduction of electric output of the plant by cca 152 MW. The duration of this
reduction, however, does not exceed thousand hours and could be partially lowered by a
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purposeful operation of the heat producing complex. During the remaining part of the year,
the missing output would be below 50 MYV

In 1992, the city of Brno tried to create a company which would continue in this
venture but the activities in this respect were terminated for the lack of financially strong
partner. At present, we have restarted the negotiations with CEZ a.s. about the possibility of
transferring the heat from Dukovany to Brno because already three foreign partners have
contacted the city representatives and expressed their interest in this venture. The cost of
produced heat, reliability and operational safety of nuclear plant as well as its remaining
service life are the decisive questions which are of the utmost interest for the foreign partners.

1 believe that this symposium will help in answering some of these questions and that
Brno, similarly as Prague and Melnik, will shortly enter into a close cooperation with the
Dukovany Plant.



ADDRESS BV A. JOHN
CEZ-NPP Dittany, Cxch Republic

Mr. Chairman, L^ies and Gentlenien,

Allow mS to say a few words of introduction lo (his conference on behalf of the
management of Pukovany Nuclear Plant.

It is by coincidence that some time ago we reminded to ourselves the 10th anniversary
of operation of tne first unit in Dukovany Plant. After the start-up of the first unit in 1985 and
subsequently of t ne others, we h3ve been operating all four units equipped with the VVER
440 reactors since 1987. In this *vay we have been supplying annually cca 12,000 GWh of
electric energy \O the electricity system which covers approximately 25 % of energy demands
of the Czech Republic.

Since the safe and reliable production of electric energy is the main target of the CEZ
utility I am glad 'Hat 1 can state also on this occasion that the level of safety of our plant is
good.

The opeWonal safety of a nuclear reactor can be evaluated on the basis of many
criteria and by i^irtg several ways- For this purpose one can use both numerical criteria and
internal or extefnal assessment of Plant operation. The operation of power plant systems is
also one of the citcrja. The first extensive check on the international level was carried out in
1989 when the Dukovany Jsjuclear Plant was assessed by the OSART mission and
subsequently in ' 9 9 | by the HEoSART mission who examined to which extent we applied the
recommendation of this basic safety check from the side IAEA. In 1993 there was an
inspection in tbe field of evaluation of our prevention systems carried out by the ASSET
mission and init'ated also from [he side of IAEA. The results of both assessments carried out
on the international level were very favourable for our nuclear plant.

When losing at the development trends of the numerical safety criteria one can note
the decreasing trend in the number of defects and failures, the improving coefficients of
non-preparedneSs safety systems and the decreasing number of accidents due to the human
error. On the o^er hand, one has to admit that there exist criteria, such as the number of
accidents classify according to the INES scale, in which we do not exceed the rating 0 and 1
but we are still liable to reach a more steeply decreasing trend over the long run.

If I look at our power plant through the eyes of a dosimetrist I have to note a steadily
decreasing value of the collective dose equivalent which by its value of 1.4 manSv in 1994
belongs to the 'o\vest in the world. Finally, when a very strict examination of Dukovany
Nuclear Plant Was made by the inspection of the State Office of Nuclear Safety they came to
the conclusion t '^t the operation of our plant was safe.

This, however, does not mean that we are satisfied with the present state and that we
will not try to improve the safety ana# reliability of our plant even more. In 1992 we started in
cooperation with the State Office of Nuclear Safety the activities connected with the first level
of the probability safety assessment. This step was finished in the last year and in this year we
have started the 'cvcl 2 of probability safety assessment. Already in the course of evaluation of
this assessment w e have accepted and put in practice some technical improvements, out of
them e. g. the ftfodjfication in the area of the high pressure feed pumps was included into so
called good prance within the \VANO framework.

The prOB'amme of finai completion of the plant is also being finished. Within its
framework thefe were many improvements and complementations of plant systems which
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were accomplished. Some of the modernization measures are worth noting such as e.g. the
waste water plant upgrade, the exchange of generator switches, reconstruction of the reactor
venting centre, warm-up of hydroaccumulators, the installation of CERBERUS fire alarm
system and introduction of the continuous monitoring of radiation in the vicinity of the plant.
Out of the other ventures which have been accomplished it is necessary to mention the
Regional Depository of Low Activity Wastes and the equipment allowing the bitumenisation
of liquid radioactive wastes.

Within the framework of international cooperation we have been actively participating
in the WANO association activities, where most of the nuclear reactors users are associated.
Moreover, we have been cooperating with NUMEX association which assures the information
exchange and cooperation in the field of maintenance. We also participate in some of the
IAEA programmes.

The target of our systemic improvement of safety level is the preparation of the
reconstruction and modernization of the whole plant which is foreseen to take place after the
complex evaluation of all systems in the period of 1998 - 2000. The main purpose of this
reconstruction is such an increase of reliability and lifetime of plant systems that would enable
to extend the operational life of units in the Dukovany nuclear plant to 40 years.

We meet many of you, dear friends, in the course of our daily routine and I am
convinced that also this conference will contribute to the further development of our
cooperation.
Dear participants, allow me, on behalf of the management of Dukovany nuclear plant, to invite
you at the end of your conference to go round the Dukovany nuclear plant and see the
equipment there. Those, who will be unable to accept this invitation for the reasons of their
demanding working schedules are invited at any other time - the doors of our plant are always
open.
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SAFETY AND RELIABILITY OF NPP TEMELLN

P. SLACALA
Nuclear POM er Plan!
i / J 05 Temi'liii
Czech Republic

1. Introduction
The Temelin Nuclear Power Plan! at Temelin. Czech Republic, is implementing an e\icnsi\e
programme of design modifications and safety impiovemcms based on the recommendations
of safety reviews and assessments performed and on the requirements of the national
regulatory body. Domestic and foreign suppliers are invoked in the modifications major of
which aie the replacement of the instrumentation and control system and of the nuclear fuel.

2. Design Modifications
2.1 Core design
The most important modifications in the core design related to the recommendations of the
IAEA review mission to Teinelin Units 1 aud 2 of 25 June - 6 July 1990 are the following:

• Replacement of the material used for the central instrumentation tube, the snide thimbles,
die spacers and the fuel cladding by Zr-4, due to its mechanical properties and low
absorption cross sections,

• The new fit el pellet design does not have a central hole, it is plain and the ends of each
pellet are slightly dished to allow for axial expansion. Further, the fuel rod design includes
axial blankets to reduce axial leakage.

• The modified fuel design includes also an integral fuel burnable absoiber of ZrU: coated
pellets. The use of discrete and integral fuel burnable absorbers allows to reduce the
concentration of boric and at the same time should ensure that the moderator tempeiature
coefficient is negative for power operating conditions.

• Replacement of partial length control rods by full length control rods and use of highly
enriched boion absoiber material with the Ag-Iu-Cd tip provides an increase of the control
rod worth, of the shutdown margin and increases the lifetime of die rods.

• The modified fuel for the Tentelin N'PP is designed for base load and load follow mode of
operation.

• Low leakjge loading pattern and special power suppression assemblies on the cove
periphery can be used to reduce the fluence on the reactor pressure vessel wall.

• Constant axial offset control piocedures will be implemented at Temclm NPP to minimise
peak local power densities by controlling the power distribution during load changes. These
pioceduies aim at minimising xenon oscillation effects on the axial power distribution by
keeping xenon iliMiibittion in phase with the power distiibution.

• The BliACON coie monitoring system is used fur core monitoring, core measurement
analysis and model calibiation and core predictions. BEACON is based on a \ery fast 3D
nodal code using the same ncutronic solutions as llie code used for core bum-up
calculations.
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The Westingliouse Electric corporation (WEC) fuel design could lead under certain conditions
to a higher fission gas iclease compared to the Russian design. At a similar linear heat late and
similar condition for heat transfer from pellet to coolant the temperature of the pellet could be
higher due to the plain pellet desigu. ZrB: generates He under irradiation and a smaller plenum
in addition could induce a higher internal fiiel rod pressure for the same amount of fission gas
released from the fuel. Evidence ou the WEC fuel behaviour has been also published in Nuclear
Energy. Vol. 31, 1992. No modelling of Uiis fuel was presented during the meeting. The above
considerations have been addressed in the safety analysis It was suggested to perform
independent confirmation of the fuel performance.

The methodology used for fuel design was successfully tested and applied in main1 WEC
designed PWRs.

Zr-4 is proposed as structural material for cladding and guide tubes for the first time in
WWERs. The water chemistry (boric acid, potassium hydroxide and ammonia as oxygen
scavenger) has shown good results with Zr Nb (1 %) used in the Russian design. The choice of
Zr-4 was justified by its good behaviour in an autoclave test comparing pure water and the
K.OH water chemistry. Recent tests in autoclave of Zr-4 in potassium and caesium hydroxide
also showed better results than the more aggressive lithium hydroxide which is in use in the
USA. However, tlie qualification test of Zr-4 should take into account both oxidation and
hydrating especially with the use of ammonia. It was stated that although the proportionality of
oxidation and hydrating is verified for high level of oxidation in lithium water chemistry, this
result is not transferable to other conditions. Further, the irradiation should be performed based
on regulatory requirements to quality Zr-4 for the Temelin NPP.

Rather significant distortion was observed on some WWER-1000 fuel assemblies irradiated
beyond the 2 year cycle to date. Consequently, the reliability of control rod insertion within
design limits was affected. Compared with the Russian desigu some features of the modified
fuel assembly design indicate a possibility of higher vulnerability of an assembly to bending,
such as thinner cladding and reduced number of spacer grids. Nevertheless. WEC expects
reliable functioning of the new design based on its experience. Use of Zr-4 for guide thimble
material with possible decrease of axial growth and axial stresses should reduce material creep
and thcrefoie assembly bending. Increased radial clearance of the guide thimbles (the diameter
in the upper pan is larger thain in the dash pot area) should facilitate the control rod insertion.
Tcmelin NPP and WEC arc aware that the fuel assembly design modifications represent a
mixture of negative and positive factors with respect to assembly bending. International
operational experience feedback will be carefully monitored. It was also suggested to give
more attention to the thermal hydraulic tests carried out by Skoda and to further evaluate the
observations made so far at WWER-1000 plants in Russia, Ukraine, and Bulgaria.

The rod cluster control assemblies designed with H->C pellets with Ag-ln-Cd tip appeals to be
an improved solution. However, it could be suggested to use for cladding material austcnitic
stainless steel with improved inaduuion assisted stress corrosion cracking behaviour to account
for increased stiess inside the cladding caused by Ag-ln-Cd swelling and helium pressure.
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2.2 Instrumentation anil control
The extensive instrumentation and control (l&C) upgrades includes the safely systems: primary
reactor protection svstem (PRPS) and diverse protection system (DPS) as well as the non-
safety systems: reactor control and limitation system, plant control system tuibinc control
system and in-corc instnimentation system. Botli safety and non-safety systems piovide
information to the unit information system. Manual controls for these systems are provided to
both the main control room and the emergency control room.

The Temelin is. after Sizewell B, tlie second plant which will be provided with this new
integrated approach of I&.C system design makes extensive use of digital based electronics
which offers greater flexibility, more reliability, on-line diagnostics, automatic surveillance
testing, greater chaunel accuracy and less drift.

The basic hardware (PRPS) is a proven technology and is used in a number of US plants. The
DPS is new and should ensure that a postulated PRPS common mode failure will not be a
significant contributor lo plant's core damage frequency.

WEC'S justification of the limited application of the DPS for transients only is based on an
evaluation of the likelihood of an accident and a PRPS common mode failure which was found
to be smaller than the frequency of initiators within the DBA. Further, if DPS would be
desiaued for accidents as well, the multiplicity of systems could lead to erroneous start of the
ECCS.

The DPS system is also digital and is considered diverse with respect to hardware, software and
cxpcits involved in the design of the system and design verification/validation.

For the whole l&C system it was suggested that independent verification, dynamic testing, etc.
are necessary to validate appropriate functioning under normal operating and accident
conditions. This need was requested by the Czech regulatory body and CEZ has initiated
related activities. It was also mentioned that extensive testing of the Sizevvell digital I<tC
systems did not require any changes.

2,3 Monitoring :uul diagnostics systems
All monitoring and diagnostic systems of the primary and secondary circuits will be integiated
into one comprehensive system at Temelin NPP. Primary and secondary circuit monitoring and
diagnostics as well as seismic monitoring belong to the main on-line system. The primary
system is mainly related to monitoring and diagnostics of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary. The operational conditions of numerous rotating machinery and valves will be
monitoicd by poitable equipment which belongs to the main off-line system. The monitoring
and diagnostic system is not pan of the I&C system, however, sometimes the same scnsois are
used. Tin: total number of sensors used in the monitoring and diagnostic system is about 1300.
The original design provisions and Czech and Slovak experience with previous systems have
been vised to develop the new design which is also based on western standauls. The Temeh'n
monitoring and diagnostic system is intended to provide the information required for plant
personnel to lake the necessary operational and maintenance actions.

It was suggested to pay more attention to the RPV head penetration nozzles which were
identified to be a vulneiable area for the existing WWliR-1000 reactors. An insufficient leak
detection system could lead to a severe corrosion of the vessel head from the outside.
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The uncertainty to localise loose parts is =0.25 meters based on the dispersion of stress waves
in metal using linear model at piping and vessel surfaces. The minimal weight resolution of
loose particles is 200 g according to amplitudes and distances from separate acceleromcters
installed on the surface of primary components. The system sensitivity for loose particle
monitoring is designed in compliance with the US NRC Regulator)' Guide 1.13.

The importance of die monitoring and diagnostic system for safety and reliability seems to be
well understood by the plant management.

A similar systems is working well at the Dukovany NPP and it is planned that this plant will
provide support to Temeliu.

2.4 Plant information system
There is one system to be used for both units. The design concept of the system is based on
experience form a similar system in use at other plants.

This comprehensive information system is planned to be used by approximately 1000 useis on
site. It also includes such features as documentation coutrol in Czech, Russian and English
languages, maintenance records, personnel doses, training records, etc.

2.5 Accident analysis
The Czech requirements related to safety analysis report were presented. For Tenielin NPP it
lias been agreed between the plaut and the Czech Regulatory Body that a supplement to the
initial "Preliminary Safety Report", developed on the basis of the "Technical Justification of
Safety (TOB)" will be prepared according to US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.70 "Standard
Format.

The presentations about the accident analysis covered only the Westinghouse scope of supply.
The selection and categorisation of accidents and the related acceptance criteria weie also
presented. The analysis methodology used by Westinghouse was presented, including a brief
description of computer codes used and the effort to validate them for WWER modelling.

Some particular analyses, such as the case of the steam generator collector break were briefly
discussed, but no detailed results were presented.

In the working group discussions, participants were informed about additional analysis which
are being carried out by other organisations in complement to the Westinghouse scope of
supply or as an independent verification of calculations.

2.6 Severe accident analysis
The analysis of severe accidents is not a formal legal requirements for licensing of nuclear
power plants in the Czech Republic. However, some severe accident analyses have been carried
out in order to develop accident management strategies.
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Severe accident analysis is being carried oul by NRI Rez. usiug computer codes available
inteniaticjially. Part of the work is performed in the frame of a related IAEA Regional
Technical Co-operation Pioject.

The results are still preliminary and the associated uncertainties are large due o limited
possibilities fot code validation.

The main topics being investigated are the development of more precise and reliable
computational tools for the analysis, the development of feed and bleed procedure, methods for
retention of melted core in the reactor vessel, the installation of the filtered containment venting
system, hydrogen control, coriuui penetration through die foundation slab..

Studies underway arc still preliminary. Assistance for the review of accident management
strategies and proposals for modifications might be requested to the IAEA. Among those
hydrogen control, retention of melted core in the RPV and in the containment venting are the
most relevant.

2.7 Emergency core cooling system design
The present design of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is little modification with
iespect to the original soviet design. However, most of the components have been
manufactured in the Czech Republic.

There are some modifications on the actuation logic of ECCS. due to the difference in I&C. A
significant improvement has been implemented in the sump design, with the inclusion of new
sump screens, vortex suppresses and a double pipe design for the suction line up to the first
valve. The heat exchangers have been manufactured of stainless steel and the low pressure
pumps have been replaced by Sulzcr pumps.

2,8 Probabilistic safety assessment
A pi obabilistic safety assessment (1JSA) has been recommended in previous IAEA missions to
Temelin. Currently, a full scope level 1 study contracted to NUS Halliburton is underway
including shutdown risks, seismic hazard, fire, flooding and other external. The study is to be
expanded to level 2 and kept as a "living PSA" to incorporate plant modifications and
operational experience. Phase Level 1 study will be completed for internal events in March
1995. foi external events in May 1995. The Level L2 study will be completed in October 1995.

The PSA needs an independent peer review. 1PERS reviews have been requested by CEZ to
IAEA.

2.9 Klcctrical systems
In principle, it consists of a 3x 100 % airangement, with complete separation and independence
in each subsystem.

Modifications iiitioduccd with lespect to the original design are related to the substitution of
some components, such as the lectilieis supplied by ARC and new cables manufactured
aceoiding to IliC standards. Penetrations will be supplied by Skoda under an 1TSC license.
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A new concept of selective protection has been adopted, under which the smallest part possible
of the system is switched oft" in case of localised failures.

The diesel/generator system is of Polish origin, similar to the ones used at Kozloduy.
Discussions about the diesel actuation criteria and the protection logic could not be conclusive
due the lack of detailed information at the meeting.

Although fires are planned to be treated in the PSA. a comprehensive fire hazard evaluation
needs to be performed. Review of methodology to be used and/or improvements to be
implemented would be beneficial for the plant.

2.10 Steam generators
Modifications include:

more stringent requirements on the material quality including modified steel making
process and material procurement control, (less than 0,012 % S. low inclusions fraction
favourable inclusions geometry and distribution),
modified collector hole drilling technology.
implementation of the hydraulic tube expansion technology,
hole drilling and hydraulic expansion were complemented by the measurement of
residual stress, which was found to he cotnpressive at the hole surface,
modified collector manifold seal and manhole cover design to reduce leak rate in case
of failures,
modified feed water distributor and blowdowu design,
secondary water chemistry modification.

These modifications cover the weaknesses identified. Further, the research results of Vitkovice
confirmed, that at low content of dissolved oxygen in secondary water (conforming e. g. to
EPR.I requirements) the Temeliu steam generator collector material is resistant to stress
corrosion cracking in high temperature water. However, it should be noted that the root cause
for the collector cracking problem in other WWER-1000 plants has not yet been identified
precisely.

A programme to identity root causes of the collector damage, to verify the design
modifications proposed and to accordingly optimise the in-service inspection requirements is
necessary in order to resolve the issue and to provide means to prevcut catastrophic failure of
the collectors.

The most important design modification can be summarised as follows:

Primary system
Replacement of in-core material (internal grids guide and instrumentation
tubes) for reduction of Co content.
Change of the high temperature pH regime to 7.0 ~ 7.2.
Continuous gamma analysis of primary coolant.

Secondary system
Change in design, material and fabrication procedures.
New chemistry in secondary side.
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Chemical Control
Oil line processing of chemical parameters measurements through the Uuil
Control System.
Operational procedures for chemical control based on. the EPR1 guidelines.

2.12 Lifetime assessments
The Temelin's plaut ageing management programmes under preparation including a general
description of die goals and scope of the ageing pilot studies for: reactor pressure vessel,
reactor internals, steam generator, pressurizer, primary piping, secondary piping, emergency
core cooling system, service water system, cables, cm! structures and other components.

2.13 Component backfitting and replacement
Among all of tlieui. the following backfirtiug and modification should be highlighted:

new spent fuel storage rack
new design of the pressurizer safety aud relief valves
new conti ol i od drive mechanisms
new essential service water control valves

2.14 Environmental impact
For a nuclear power plaut project, it is esseutial that an environmental impact evaluation be
made prior to licensing and operation of die plant. Consequently, a study was carried out by the
NPP on the environment around the Temelin NPP to determine the existing levels of
background radioactivity and pollution through oilier substances. Based ou the results of this
study aud on ihe anticipated discharges from the plant during subsequent operation, it was
reported that die limits established by the Czech regulation will not be exceeded.

The presentation also dealt with the instrumentation which will be set up to monitor the
radioactivity in and around the plant.

2.15 Training of operating personnel and plant simulator
The training programme for Temeliu NPP personnel provides basic training, training for
changes of jobs, continuous training and miscellaneous training For the purpose of training,
Temelin peisonnel are divided into five groups:

main control room (MCR) personnel.
university degree engineers,
personnel on shift except MCR personnel.
maintenance personnel.
other personnel.

The training incorporates theory, training at a nuclear power plant, simulator training, test for
obtaining a certificate, shadow training, qualification certificate and authorisation.

A full scope \V\V1;R-IOOO simulator replica of unit I located at llie site vvi]l permit to train
personnel in normal and accident conditions. The main control room personnel obtain a
"certificate" after successful completion of the training established. Subsequently, a theoretical
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examination conducted by the regulator is required to obtain tlic operating "license". Finally an
authorisation is issued by Temelin NPP to operate die plant. The license is subject to renewal
every two years.

The present intention of Temclin NPP is to train the operating personnel during the six-raonUi
period prior to core load.

2.16 Emergency operating procedures
As an improvement of nuclear safety, symptom based emergency operating procedures (EOP)
are in the development process for Temelin NPP. These procedures will replace the old event
based emergency operating procedures.

The implementation process for Temclin EOPs will follow several phases:

development of EOPs in accordance with methodology of Westinghouse Owners
Group (WOG),
verification of EOPs.
validation of EOPs at full scope simulator,
operational personuel training.

Development of EOPs as the first part of the implementation process is based on co-operation
of Temelin with Westiughousc and comprises following phases:

familiarisation with Temelin design, training on WOG methodology, development of
emergency strategies applicable for WWER-1000 design.
development of Temeliu specific emergency operating guidelines carried out by
Westinghouse and Temelin engineers with die responsibility on Westinghouse side.
emergency operating procedures will be finalised by translation of emergency operating
guidelines into the Czech language.

Verification and validation of EOPs will be performed with involvement of the Czech
counterpart (Temelin staff, plant designer EGP, plant technology supplier SKODA, etc.).
Training of operational personnel at fill! scope simulator will complete the EOPs
implementation process. According to die schedule presented, the emergency procedures will
be prepared for use eight months before core load.

2.17 Emergency preparedness
The Temelin NPP emergency preparedness programme would be based on regulatory anil
industry standards in line with IAEA. 1NPO, US NRC and other current industry practices.
Special emphasis will be placet! on the areas of response organisation, classification system and
emergency action levels, on-and-off-site notification, protective action measures, emergency
response facilities, equipment and communications, on and off-site emergency plans and
emergency implementation procedures for both on-and-ofl-site organisations, medical support
and recovery actions.

It was repotted that, in the case of an emergency, the following emergency response facilities
will be available:

emergency control centie, including the technical support centre
operational support centre (cm-site).
off-site emergency support centre (25 km fiom the plant).

[re
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A national crisis coordinating centre will be set up in Prague do co-ordinate the emergency
response at the national level. General exercises on-site and off-site to test the emergency plans
and identify deficiencies will be conducted prior to core loading.

List of abbreviations

AEG
BEACON
CEZ
DBA
DPS
ECCS
EGP
EOP
EPRI
1&.C
lEC
INTO
1PERS
LBB
LOCA
MCR
NIU
OSART
PRPS
PSA
PTS
RPV
SG
TOB
US NRC
WEC
WOG

Electrical Components Supplier
Core Monitoring System
Czech Power Utility
Design Basis Accident
Diverse Protection System
Emergency Core Cooling System
Energoprojekt. Plant Designer
Emergency Operating Procedures
Electric Power Research Institute
Instrumentation and Control
International Elecuotcchuical Commission
Institute for Nuclear Power Operations
International Peer Review Services
Leak Before Break
Loss of Coolant Accident
Main Control Room
Nuclear Research Institute
Operational Safety Assessment and Review Team
Primary Reactor Protection System
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Pressurized Thermal Shock
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Steam Generator
Technical Jistification of Safety Report
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Westinghouse Owners Group

Applied Literature:
Repoit of a consultants meeting "DESIGN MODIFICATIONS of TEMELJN NPP, part 1:
Summary of technical discussions (Vienna, 2S. 11. - 2.12. 1994)
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A SURVEY OF SAFETY RELATED MODIFICATIONS
PERFORMED IN NPP-Vl AND V2 JASLOVSKE BOHUNICE
T. MIKUS. G. POKOJNY, SEP-NPP Jaslovske Bohunice
Paper presented byM. Mihdiik

Ladies and gentlemen,

Allow me, on behalf of the SE-EBO managing director Mr.
Tibor Mikus, to great your symposium and wish its successful
development and in the end the important conclusions acceptance.
I would like to exuse of Mr. Kikus who is currently on the
fellowship abroad.

As you probably know, the site Jaslovske Bohunice (Slide N°
1) is the first site in the former Czechoslovakia, where nuclear
power was used for the first time for industrial targets. On the
site the first experimental NPP Al was built and also a couple of
years operated. It was NPP with nominal power 150 MWe on the
basis of natural uranium, cooled by CO2 and moderated by 0,0,
which was connected to the grid in the year 1972 and operated
with a break until 1977 when was shut-down definitely.

On the site fo-ir units WWER 440 (2 units V 230 type and 2
units V 213 type) were gradually constructed and started-up. The
units were connected to the grid as follows:

V-l: Unit 1 XII/78 V-2: Unit 3 VIII/84
Unit 2 111/80 Unit 4 VIII/84

Currently, these are all nuclear units operated in Slovakia. The
next site is the Mochovce site, where four units WWER 440/V213,
are under construction.

In the last year 1994, the distribution of electricity
production sources in Slovakia shows the next picture (Slide N
2). On the picture you can see that from all consumption 25 162
GWh in 1994 the Slovak Power Plants company produced 86,7 % and
from that approximately 55 % was produced by nuclear units
Bohunice V-l and V-2. Till the May 15, 1995 was produced at
Bohunicc NPPs 145 220 901,9 MWh electricity from which

- V-l 86 524 406,9 MWh
and

- V-2 53 696 495,0 MWh.



The main parameters of V-l operation (Units 1 and 2) and v-2
(Units 3 and 4) are on slides N° 3 a, b, the operational history
of units in 1994 are on slides N° 4 a,b,c,d. Slide N° 5 schows
the load factor of units and slide N 6 6 number of failures
depending on year of the operation including safety related
events. According to the international 7 degrees scale of
failures classification - INES, all the failures at Bohunice NPI>s
were the lower level than 1.

Numbers of failures at V-l and V-2 in 1994:

NPP

VI

V2

Number of

reported failures

65

56

Number of safety related failures:

Total

20

IS

Importance

Special
INES 3>1

0

Middle
Ines 0*1

3

3

Small
INES=0

17

15

No failure was assessed as a safety expecially important
event. All the safety important events at V-l and V-2 in 1994
were within the cathegory of defence in depth decreasing, no
event was in cathegory with radiation on-site or off-site impact.
These results are the evidence of attention which is payed by the
operator to failures analyses and backfittings implementation
with the aim of our units technical level, safety and reliability
permanent increasing.

From the point of view of the operation radiation influence
on the workers, in 1994 collective doses values were recorded, as
follows:

- V-2: 1 Sv/unit
- V-2: 0,5 Sv/unit

what is comparable with the western units.
Slide N° 7 shows collective doses at V-l and V-2 in years.

From the viewpoint on the environmental influence it can be
stated that good results were reached due to the fact that gases
and aerosols exhalations reached values under 0,5 % of the limits
per year, tritium activity in released condensate 15 % (V-l) and
13 % (V-2) of the year limit.

From the above described you can see that nuclear power
plays a big role for the Slovak economy and its importance will
be increased after the first two units in Mochovce will be
started-up that are currently finished on 80-90 %. Heed of their
finishing and start-up the current Slovak government declared,
too.



Obviously, except of economical view, which is very
important, after the Chernobyl accident in 1986 the operational
safety and reliability of our units has a preferenclal
importance. Big commitments in the area of nuclear safety
increasing arise from the Slovakia membership in the IAEA. Our
both V-230 and V-213 units were subjected by the IAEA specialists
missions in the area of nuclear safety and reliability assessment
in the last couple of years.

From the most important missions it can be mentioned:

NPP V-l;
- IAEA mission in 1990 and repeated mission in 1993 on the

failures assessment - ASSET
- IAEA mission focused on the seismicity
- IAEA mission DOSART and repeated (1992, 1993)
- PSA Level 1

From the conclusions the set of measures was accepted for
the operation:

1/ To implement the modifications in the range of so called
"small reconstruction" by which the operation of V-l is
conditioned till the end of 1995 (fulfilled).

2/ The modifications currently under preparation in the
co-operation with Siemens in the range of so called
"gradual re-construction" what is the condition for the
operation beyond the 1995.

NPP V-2:
1/ The international actions already realised:

- IAEA OSART mission after 10-years of operation of the
3rd unit (submitted preliminary document "Operational
Safety Report after 10 years of operation")

- IAEA missions on seismicity
- and others, the results of which are the documents

- for fire protection assessment
- for PSA-Level 1
- LBB
- and documents resulted from the common actions

for all V213 units, i.e.:
- the "green book" - NPP Greiswald - 5th unit

assessment by GRS in 1992
- the document from the consultants meeting in

the IAEA in 1994 "The ranking of safety issues
of the WWER 440/V213 reactors

- document from the VVER 4 4 0/V213 Operators Club
which determines the list of modifications
that have to be realised till the end of 1998

- SIR Mochovce 1993
- Conclusions from missions SIRM and RISKAUDIT

at Mochovce NPP-1994



2/ The international actions going on:
In the framework of regional PHARE program an

independent evaluation of Dukovany N P P is going on by the
ENAC consortium, the evaluation of Bohunice V-2 will be
fluently connected to that. From that recommendations for
improvements on the current international view to the
nuclear safety will conclude. Those will be included into
the long term plans for the reconstruction of V-2 units.

Ladies and gentlemen,

as you have seen from the above mentioned, we are paying a
big and permanent attention to the operational safety and
reliability. Design weaknesses of V23O units according to current
world criteria we are aiming to compensate by implementation of
separate and independent diagnostic systems and other technical
and organizational measures. V 213 units we analyze according to
the international criteria with proposed measures realization
with the aim of acceptable level of safety reaching for the whole
rest of lifetime.
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
i l l l l l l l l l l

Production /GVh/

Load factor
/*/

Nuabcr of xcactor
trips / - /

Duration of the refu-
elling outage /days/

Self consuoption
/*/

Efficiency brutto
HI

Collective radiation
exposure /oSv/

UNIT

1
2

Total

1
2

1
2

Total

1
2

1
2

Total

1
2

Total

Total

1978

19

19

-

4

4

48,84

23,45

23.45

30,05

1979

2 145

2 145

63,1

1

1

9,38

28.38

28.38

50,65

1980

2 479
2 043
4 522

67,9
50,4

3
7

10

78,2

8,09
8,68
8,35

29.45
29,57
29,55

113O.S6

1981

2 396
2 737
5 133

64,3
73,6

3
5
8

48^9

7.92
7.73
7,82

30,41
31,02
30.73

1652,37

1982

2 985
2 855
5 840

79.1
76,2

3
5
8

43,8
73.1

7.63
6,94
7,29

30,39
31.32
30.56

3152,32

1983

2 976
3 174
6 150

79.0
84.5

0
2
2 '

38,2
38.2

7,47
7,16
7,31

30,78
30,87
30,82

2196,13

OF
1984

3 482
3 004
6 486

90.1
77,6

2
1
3

0
43.8

7,25
7,37
7,31

30,77
31,04
30,90

1081,40

THE UNIT 1
1985

2 640
2 648-
5 288

68,4
68,4

1
1
2

79.7
79.7

7.36
7.68
7.52

30.29
30,42
30.36

5284,42

1986

2 691
3 052
5 743

69,6
79.3

0
1
1

45,4
39,7

7,61
7,18
7,38

30,29
30.70
30,50

1556,95

1987

2 924
3 133
6 057

75,6
81,2

2
2
4

44,9
31.5

7,59
7,35
7,47

3D.74
30.68 '
30.71

1601,83

1988

2 230
3 178
5 408

57.5
82,2

0
2
2

124,8
40,2

7,57
7,24
7,37

30,92
31.12
31.04 !

2820,03

AND UNIT
1989

3 073
2 839
5 912

79,6
73,8

2
0
2

v\s
7.36
7,11
7.24

31,02
30,97
31,00

15)1,28

1990

3 024
2 896
5 920

78,2
75.1.

1
0
1

44,3

7,54
7,32
7.43

30.38
30,66
30,51

844,62

1991

3 070
1 785
5 855

79.4
72,3

3
0
3

49,3
103,2

7,52

7,'3S

30,49
31,25
30,85

1609,<3

' 2 EBO NPP
1992

2 492
2 704
5 196

64,2
76,1

1
0
1

104,5
70.2

7.69
7.74
7,72

30,34
30.67
30.51

2864,28

1993

2 509
2 238
4 747

64,6
57,6

1
5

.6

103.5
130,1

8.02
8.09
8.05

31,10
31,04
31.07

2967,53

1994

3 103
2 999
6 102

79.8
77,3

0
2
2

41.9
41.3

8,09
7.92
8,01

30,66
31.13
30189

1063.53

Total

44 238
42 286
86 524

72.7
75,1

27
33 •
60

61,8
61,6

7,74
7,48
7.61

30,42
30,85
30.63

31417.7



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE UNIT 3 AND UNIT 4 EBO NPP
I I I I I I I I I I I

Production /CVli/

Load factor

m
Kucbc'r of reactor
trips / - /

Duration of the refu-
elling outage /days/

Self consuaption

/ * /

Efficiency biuilo

in
Collective raJialion
exposure /oS\r/

UNIT

3
4

Total

5
4

3
4

Total

3
4

3
4

Total

3
4

Total

Total

1984

753

753

99,3

12

12

£.93

B.93

30,01

30.01

10.9S

1985

2 923
1 1 7 1 •
4 09-1

78.9
95.1

7
5'

12

54,5

6,88
7,52'
7,06

31,22
30.50
31,01

685,75

1986

2 878
3 095
5 973

76.8
82,9

5
2 •
7

47,6
46,9

7.0S
6,70
6,88

31,10
31,16
31,13

410,85

19S7

2 145
3 311
5 456

55,9
86,3

3
5
S

62,4
39.6

6,90
6,85
6,67

31,25
31,32
31,29

963,39

1988

3 073
2 992
i 045

SO.O
77.7

2
0
2

50.7
43.4

6,72

6.88
6,80

31,32
31,35
31,33

621,88

1989

3 212
3 033
6 245

83,7
79.1

1
3
4

46,6
48.5

6,83
6,77
6,80

31,34
31,36
31,35

433,33

1990

3 039
3 077
6 116

79.2
80,4

2
2
4

45,6
52.4

6,91
6,59
6,75

31,49
31,53
31,51

393,07

1991

2 778
3 056
5 834

72,3
79,8

2
0
2

71.6
44.1

6,93
6,71
6.82

31,23
31.10
31.17

701,36

1992

3 141
2 712
5 853

81.7
70.4

0
0
0

42,5
71.8

6,80
6,96
6,88

31.03
30,98
31,01

737,44

1993

3 204
3 071
t 275

85,2
79,9'

1
0
1

42,8
45.3

7,20
7,01
7,11

31,51
31,04
31,28

528,83

1994

3 028
3 004
6 032

78,5
78.1

1
1
2

44,0
46,8

7,32
7,08
7,20

31,88
31,34
31,61

476,83

Total

30 174
28 522
58 -696

78.3
81.0

36
18
54

50,8
51,0

7,01
6,87
6.94

31.31
31,21
31.26

5963.71
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LOAD FACTOR
UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2

100

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

UNIT1
UNIT 2

63.1 67.9
80.4

64.3
73.6

79.1
76.2

79
84.5

90.1
77.6

68.4
68.4

69.6
79.3

75.6
81.2

57.5
82.2

79.6
73.8

78.2
75.1

79.4
72.3

64.2
76.1

C4.6
57.6

79.8
77.3

UNIT1 W UNIT 2



LOAD FACTOR
UNIT 3 AND UNIT 4

too

UNIT 3
UNIT 4

1984

99.3

1985

78.9
95.1

1986

76.8
82.9

1987

55.9
86.3

1988

80
77.7

• UNIT 3

1989

83.7
79.1

Mu\

1990

79.2
80.4

MIT 4

1991

72.3
79.8

1992

81.7
70.4

1993

83.2
79.9

1994

78.5
78.1

•



FAILURE FREQUENCY VERSUS
TIME OF OPERATION (NPP VI)

180

160

120

1 0 0

8 0

GO

4 0

2 0

Frequency

~ 173'

[ Reported failures t'r:::l Safety significant

147

I

32

M
23

111 95-

30 :
37.

33 30-

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990' 1991 1992 1993 1994

Year



FAILURE FREQUENCY VERSUS
TIME OF OPERATION (NPP V2)

Frequency
160 i

Reported failures E-:::l Safely significant

UiilJ

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Year



COLLECTIVE RADIAT. EXPOSURE
PLANT DATA (UNIT1, UNIT2)

[mSv] (Thousands)

0 r
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1936 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

I PLAMT Ml0.03008 |o.0*065 11.1 308B1 1.88237|a.15232[2.1 »a is | t.QSU )s.28442| 1.58885 )<.8O183|2.82008) 1.31 t2a)o.B4482| t.BOMj) 2.8842a) 2.88783 |1.083g>|



COLLECTIVE RADIAT. EXPOSURE
PLANT DATA (UNIT 3, UNIT4)

[mSv]

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 '1994

PLANT H i 3.11 ) 10.38 | 685.75 j 410.85 | 963.39 [621.88 | 433.33 j 393.07 }701.36 )737.<>4 j 528.83 j 476.83]



IAEA ACTIVITIES IN AREA OF SAFETY OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
Z.KIUZ. IAEA Vienna

The International Atomic Energy Agencv (IAEA) is an inter-governmental organization within
the United Nations' structure which was founded in 1957 for the international co-operation
in the area of atomic energy. In its Statute, it is stated that "the Agency shall seek to
accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity
through the world".

The former Czechoslovakia belonged among a group of countries which prepared the
foundation of the IAEA in 1957. Currently, the IAEA has 123 Member States. Membership
of the former Czechoslovakia to the IAEA ceased after its separation in 1992. The Czech
Republic and Slovak Republic have been accepted as new IAEA's Member States during its
General Conference in September 1993.

With the development of nuclear power in the world in the last decades the Agency's activity
has been increasingly oriented to the areas of nuclear safety and radiation protection in nuclear
facilities.

The above-mentioned activity of the IAEA may be grouped into the following areas:

- creation of safety regime by means of acceptance of international Conventions;

- preparation and issuance of Safety Standards (recommendations) by means of various
types of publications;

- provision of various types of Safety Services by means of missions, expertise,' etc.

The following international Conventions (Treaties) were accepted under the Agency's
leadership:

- on civil liability for nuclear damages (known as Vienna Convention), which entered into
force in 1964;

- on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons (known as NPT), which entered into force in 1970
and was renewed in 1995;

- on early notification in case of nuclear accident, which entered into force in !9S6;

- on assistance in case of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency, which entered into
force in 19S6:

- on physical protection of nuclear materials, which entered into force in 1987;

- on nuclear safety, which entered into force in 199-1.

The preparation of the Convention on radioactive wastes safety was initiated in 1994.
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The Czech Republic and Slovak Republic arc a party of all of the above-mcniioncd
international Conventions and fulfill all of their obligations which arc stipulated in these
Conventions.

Besides that, the Acencv is the central point of r.vo important international Information
Systems:

- Incident Reporting System - IRS (1984) which is oriented for collection, assessment and
distribution of information on safely important events in nuclear power plants among
experts of nuclear community;

- International Nuclear Event Scale - INliS (1990). which is focussed on prompt distribution
of information on events occurred in nuclear and radiation facilities to the public and mass
media.

Since the early beginning of its existence, the Agency has started with the establishment of
a set of Standards in tliree main areas: nuclear safely, radiation protection and waste
management. A number of Standards have been issued in the Agency's Safety Series.
TECDOC. Tecluiical Series and other documents. They represent international consensus and
important element in strengthening international co-operation in the above-mentioned areas.
The Standards for nuclear safety of nuclear power plants arc very well known as NUSS
documents. The Basic Safety Standards (BSS) are a key document in the area of radiation
protection, which was jointly issued with other international organizations (FAO, ILO,
NEA/OECD, PA! 10, WHO). A set of Standards for waste management known as
RADWASS is now under preparation.

The Standards published in Safety Series have a four-step hierarchial arrangement which is
expressed by the color of the cover page: Fundamentals - silver color, Codes -" red color,
Guides - green color and Practices • blue color. The difference among various types of
Standards consists of procedure of their preparation and approval. But in any case, in
difference with conventions, the Agency Standards arc not mandatory and have character of
recommendations. In many countries, also in the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic, the
Agency Safety Standards have been used as a background material for the preparation of
national legislation (law, regulations, directives, guides). Many Czech and Slovak experts
took active participation in the preparation of the Agency Safety Standards.

In mid-80s a stcp-by-step shift in the Agency's safely activities started. This shift entailed
a move from development of Safety Standards only, to direct assistance to the Member States
by organizing various types of Safety Services.

Currently, the following IAEA Safety Services are available:

INSARR (1972) is oriented lo tevicw the operational safely of research reactors, but may also
address a variety of specific issues (seismic, modifications, etc.);

RAP AT (19S3) is designed to help developing Member Slates identify existing or potential
radiation protection problems;

OS ART (19S3) is aimed to help Member States enhance the safely of operation of nuclear
power plants by their reviewing operational safety practices and performance. OSART
missions visited all NPl's in the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic. They were performed
in Dukovany (1989), Bohunicc (1991): prc-OSART mission visited Tcmelin (1990) mid
Mochovcc (1993). As a rule they were followed by follow-up missions on each site.
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ASSET (1986) is focussed on the analysis of safety-related operating events with a view to
identify the root causes of deficiencies to assess adequacy of corrective actions and to offer
an action plan for further safety enhancement. Similarly like OSART, this Service has been
used by the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic: Bohunice 1-2 (1991), Dukovany (1993);
follow-up mission in Bohunice (1993). In addition to missions several seminars were
organized under the ASSET Service.

IPERS (198S) is offering independent reviews of PSA studies being conducted in Member
States for specific NPPs. These reviews of PSA Level-1 were conducted for Bohunice 1-2
(1993), Dukovany (1994) and Temelin (1995).

IRRT (1989) is providing a peer review of the practices being implemented by the regulatory
bodies in Member States. This type of mission was conducted both in the Czech Republic
and Slovak Republic in 1993-94 after the establishment of new regulatory bodies in both
Republics.

ESRS (1989) is offering advise on widely varying engineering safety aspects such as
seismicity, fires or ageing. Such type of missions were conducted in Bohunice and Temelin.

WATRP (19S9) is providing advise in the area of radioactive wastes storage and disposal.
This type of mission was conducted in Mochovce site to review the safety of regional storage
site.

ASCOT (1993) which offers evaluation of safety culture on basic of principles and
recommendations set forth in 1NSAG-4 report. In 1993, a seminar was held in the Czech
Republic and in 1994 in the Slovak Republic.

Two new Services have been established during the last time: IRIS (Irradiation Safety) and
TRANSART (Transport of Radioactive Material).

All of the above-mentioned Services and other activities (education and training course, co-
ordinated research and development programmes) arc provided to the Member States by the
Division of Nuclear Safety in co-operation with the Department of Technical Co-operation.

Since 1991 the Agency initiated an extensive programme of assistance related to the safety
of nuclear power plants in countries operating nuclear power plants with WWER and RliMK.
reactors. This programme is based on Exliabudgctary funding. Besides many Safety Services
applied under this programme (OSARTs and ASSllTs). comprehensive design analyses,
including accident analyses have been performed including evaluation of proposed
modifications and safely upgradings. This Agency programme of assistance has been very
valuable and effective for both the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic, especially for the
assessment of safety upgradings of V-1 in Jaslovske Bohunicc and design changes of WWER-
1000 Units in Tcmelin, .which, in principle, confirmed the decisions taken by national
regulatory bodies.

In genera!, the effort and results achieved in safety upgradings of WWERs in the Czech and
Slovak Republics are assessed by the Agency very positively. This positive situation is caused
both by active national approach and technical capabilities and by effective Agency assistance.
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Abstract

ALLY (TM) Equipment Condition Diagnostics System is designed to provide

effective, actionable and timely information about the condition of technological

equipment important to safety, reliability and economic operation of Nuclear Power

Plants. The distributed architecture allows access to the equipment condition

diagnostics information by all the people (operation, maintenance and engineering)

responsible for assuring the safety, reliability and economic operation of NPPs.

The scope of ALLY system evolved over the past decade based on the design and

operational experience of pressurized water NPPs worldwide. Application of

ALLY to Temelin NPPs, under the title Temelin Monitoring and Diagnostics

System, is one of five key scope of safety upgrade activities that the owner of

Temelin NPP has engaged Westinghouse to supply. Temelin Monitoring and

Diagnostics System design incorporates not only the applicable design and

operational experiences of PWRs but also the experiences of engineers from Czech

and Slovak Republics, and Russian Federation'who are responsible for design,

operation and maintenance of VVERs. This paper summarizes the general

capabilities by ALLY and the key elements of ALLY application for Temelin

NPPs.
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Introduction

The environment for diagnostic solutions in the nineties has changed significantly

in favor of their applications111". The primary reasons are: First, the advancement

in technology has made cost-effective solutions possible. Second, the operating

experiences gained in the preceding two decades have helped system designers to

develop effective solutions. This is mainly due to the research and training

conducted by such agencies as Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in USA

which have helped quantify the benefits of diagnostics to operation and

maintenance'2'31. Third, the owners and operators are beginning to recognize that a

well designed, efficiently integrated solution can help realize NPP strategic

objectives of improving safety, reducing operation and maintenance costs,

extending plant life, and manage equipment for their life cycle1'1'6'. Consequently,

many fossil and nuclear plants are implementing integrated diagnostics solutions.

New plant designs under development are adopting these solutions into the basic

design.

The owner of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Temelfn, in their efforts to upgrade the

safety and reliability of Temclfn NPP, have chosen Westinghousc tecr-nology in

five key areas. The Equipment Condition Diagnostic System, called ALLY, was

one of the five. The other areas of upgrade are: Instrumentation and Control

System, Nuclear Fuel, Emergency Operating Procedures and Radiation Monitoring

System. Reference 7 describes the first three of these four upgrades.

In the last five or so years, several studies have been reported on the subject of

upgrading the safety and reliability of Soviet-designed pressurized water reactors,

VVERs. These studies were principally done under the auspices of various

international agencies and organizations (e.g. IAEA, WANO) and other

* Indicates number of refcrenct contained in this paper
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governmental bodies representing G-7 and other nations. For example. Reference

8 summarizes the findings and recommendations of WANO (World Association of

Nuclear Operators). Diagnostics is among the upgrade priorities identified in these

studies. On their own initiatives and in keeping with the findings and

recommendations of the international community, the Temelfn owner chose to

implement ALLY technology based on Temelin Monitoring and Diagnostics

System.

The objective of the paper is to briefly summarize the key elements of ALLY

technology as a background information and to describe the design and key

features of the Temeh'n Monitoring and Diagnostic System.

ALLY Equipment Condition Diagnostics System (ALLY)

Thi: ALLY product is an integrated diagnostic system designed to complement the

Process Protection and Control functions of the conventional Instrumentation and

Control System (I&CS). The I&CS is designed to provide the nuclear safety and

process control functions. As such, the focus is to provide information to the

operators necessary to monitor and control the plant safety during all modes of

operation (e.g., startup, full power and cooldown). The operator's man-machinc-

interface to the l&CS resides in the plant control room. Whereas the focus of

I&CS is operation, the focus of ALLY is the condition of technological equipment

and how the equipment is affected by the various operational loadings including

age-related degradation mechanisms. The complement to the plant control room is

the Plant Monitoring and Diagnostic Center, Figure 1. Most of the latest VVERs

include Plant Monitoring and Diagnostic Centers as part of their design as do the

modem nuclear and fossil power plants.

The ALLY architecture basically consists of three layers of hardware and software,

as shown in Figure 2. The first layer consists of sensory inputs from special

sensors installed for the purpose of equipment condition diagnostics and inputs

from I&CS. The second layer is comprised of special processors that calculate
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various diagnostic parameters to determine ihe state of equipment monitored. In

Figure 2, these processors are shown as dedicated subsystems to calculate

diagnostic parameters due to loadings including vibration, stress, corrosion and

leaks. These are, in general, IBM (International Business Machines) PC

compatible systems. The third layer consists of a set of computer workstations

dedicated to the functions of communication interface, database management,

knowledge-based processing and man-machine-interface. Figure 2 also shows key

elements of the I&CS with which the ALLY system interfaces.

ALLY design recognizes that to obtain the maximum benefit, the system has to be

customized for a given plant taking into account the technical, people and

organization issues. The design philosophy of ALLY requires that certain key

issues have to be addressed in the various stages of design.

First of all, one must understand the three principles involved in achieving the NPP

goals:

• The goals can be achieved only by the actions of people about the condition

of equipment for which they are responsible.

• People should have access to effective, actionable and timely information

about the condition of equipment for which they are responsible.

• Once provided with the information, people have to make the right decision

to effect the necessary changes in operation and maintenance towards the

ultimate NPP goals.

Therefore, the main objective of ALLY integrated diagnostics solution is to provide

effective, actionable and timely information to the responsible people. Secondly, in

order to produce this information, one must integrate information from the

following three main sources of data:
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• Design data including manufacturing, assembly and installation relating to

the physical condition of equipment and its limits of operation. This sel of

data seldom changes during the equipment life.

• Operational data containing information about the physical condition of the

equipment, interacting environments, loading and performances. This type

of data changes more frequently.

• Maintenance data containing information about manufacturer and user

imposed maintenance requirements and record of maintenance history. This

type of data changes but less frequently than operational data.

As part of the traditional I&C System, typically there are about ten to fifteen

thousand sensors attached to the plant equipment for the purpose of making

measurements to monitor and control the process aimed, primarily, at assuring

nuclear safety. A large amount of information necessary to determine the condition

of the plant equipment is hidden in the sensor data available through the l&C

System. Since the focus of the traditional I&C System is process protection and

control and hence the operations people, there are not enough sensors to measure

the physical condition of the equipment. Therefore, additional sensors (although

small in proportion to the I&C sensors) have to be added for the purpose of

condition monitoring and diagnostics. If only data from the process and diagnostic

sensors arc to be provided to the plant people then cither these people will be

overwhelmed by the data or plants have to add significantly more people. This is

due to the fact that this data has to be analyzed, combined with design and

maintenance data and interpreted before decisions can be made. Therefore, just

adding sensors and collecting data will be counter-productive with respect to the

plant goals of safely, reliability and economics.

Therefore, in this respect, the key issues that are to be addressed, consist of the

following:
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• Deciding upon the minimum number of sensors, data processors and models

required to accomplish the diagnostics.

• Extracting actionable information from the mass of data utilizing modem

tools including Artificial Intelligence.

• Designing the information hierarchy without overloading the user.

• Designing the man-machine interaction to be simple to learn and use.

• Defining the complete set of information and data necessary to meet the

needs of many disciplines of people in the three groups (operation,

maintenance and engineering) of people running the NPPs.

It should be noted that ALLY integrated diagnostics systems fall into the category

of soft systems as opposed to the hard systems as defined by Bontadclli and

Kirby1''. The fundamental characteristic of soft systems dictates thai success

depends on evolutionary design with careful consideration for human elements.

ALLY has evolved over a period of about 15 years and incorporates lessons

learned experiences from the application to PWRs worldwide.

ALLY provides information about the factors affecting the equipment condition

relating to safety, reliability and life. We can divide the information needed into

the three following categories:

Category 1

Information required for making nuclear safety related plant shutdown decisions:

• Unidentified leaks exceeding certain values requires plant shutdown.
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Leaks in steam generator tubes (inter-circuit leaks) exceeding certain value

require plant shutdown.

• Seismic Motion exceeding certain value and subject to plant walkdown

requires plant shutdown.

• Containment environmental radiation level exceeding cenain values requires

plant shutdown.

• Loose parts exceeding certain mass and energy values require plant

shutdown.

• Containment leak exceeding certain value require plant shutdown.

Category 2

Information required to control (minimize or eliminate) certain loadings that are

difficult to design for:

Thermal Stratification, Cycling and Striping

• Corrosion, Corrosion-Erosion and Micro-Biologically Induced Corrosion

(MIC)

• Row Induced Vibration

Category 3

Information required to determine magnitude and role of degradation affecting

structural integrity of major equipment:

• Thermal and Mechanical Fatigue, Vibration

• Thermal and Irradiation Embrittlement

Wear, Cracking
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Temperature and Radiation Level Inside Containment

• Seismic Motion

• Overload and Piping Displacement

ALLY considers design requirements arising from several different sources. By far

the most important source is the USNRC documents consisting of Regulations,

Guidelines, Bulletins, Information Letters and Research Reports. It is because of

the following reasons: USNRC is formally responsible for and has been tracking

design and operational experiences worldwide to assess their impact on US NPPs

and requires appropriate actions by the NPP owners; almost all of the Regulatory

Agencies of West European and Far Eastern Countries follow the lead of USNRC

and is expected that the countries possessing VVERs will follow this direction.

The second source is the Czech Republic (and CSKAE) national decrees and

standards. The third source that contains specific and useful requirements arc the

standards issued by the ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)

Operation and Maintenance Committees. The fourth important source is the

technical requirements defined by the original NPP designers (for example, for

VVERs from former USSR and the associated countries). In addition, one must

consider requirements of specific governmental agencies and standards committees.

In this category, requirements from regulatory and standards committees from

countries adjacent to those having NPPs should be considered. Since the focus of

agencies and committees are predominantly nuclear safety, one must review the

design and operational experiences of NPPs and consider requirements that are

important to a given NPP from the viewpoint of NPP economic goals. In addition,

one must include practical design considerations such as relating to training,

Ltandardization of data and information, and proven technology.

The ALLY is made of many subsystems that are designed to monitor and diagnose

conditions related to a particular degradation mechanism or an aging mechanism.

Figure 3 illustrates the various plant components monitored by ALLY and the

associated subsystems.
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ALLY can be operated in two modes, namely, diagnostic and navigational modes.

Under the diagnostic mode of operation, the system automatically diagnoses pre-

defined conditions, prioritized and displays them. For this purpose, ALLY uses

knowledge-based processors. The operator can choose to accept the diagnosis and

take action or obtain additional information to convince himself of the technical

basis for the diagnoses before taking the appropriate action.

Under the navigational mode, the user can virtually travel to various parts of the

plant, and obtain equipment condition information to assess the status or to observe

the development of an incipient condition. In either case, the user has a number of

tools at his disposal to monitor important parameters affecting a given equipment

condition - for example, the tools allow:

• trending of sensor values

• frequency analysis of dynamic responses

• extraction of features, comparison of patterns

• calculation of higher level parameters, rule based decisions

• checking of functional operability

The hardware and software of the ALLY system is designed and tested to meet the

applicable requirements of IEEE, E C , ISO-9001 and ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code.

Temelfn Application

In the preceding section, we discussed the architecture, design requirements, and

scope of applications of ALLY Equipment Condition Diagnostics System. In this

section, we will present a brief summary of the design process adopted, the

architecture, scope of application, key features and its contribution to NPP safety

and reliability. The Temelfn Monitoring and Diagnostics System has two parts:

one dealing witli the primary and associated equipment based on ALLY

technology; and the other part deals with secondary side equipment.
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The design process consisted of a number of steps. First, a team of people

experienced in the condition diagnostics of PWRs and VVERs was organized and

this team identified all possible issues that can affect Temelfn NPPs. A matrix of

potential degradation phenomena versus equipment similar to that shown in Table 1

was prepared. Temelfn owner has implemented a number of improvements to the

standard VVER design (for example, improved secondary side chemistry and

replacement of condenser copper tubes by titanium tubes). Secondly, the matrix of

potential degradations versus equipment was evaluated taking into account factors

specific to Temelfn NPPs such as the design improvements stated before. From

this evaluation, a credible set of degradations and equipment was identified.

Thirdly, a basic design was performed and a detailed report was prepared

containing details about the primary side Temelin Monitoring and Diagnostics

Systems, and information necessary to assess the cost benefit to the owner. Fourth,

this report was reviewed by the owner and by the organizations responsible for

general design, general technology supply and supply of nuclear island. In

addition, the owner engaged an independent consultant, knowledgeable in the

nuclear industry standards and practices in the USA and the West European

countries, to review the report. Based on the input from these reviews and cost-

benefit analysis, the owner selected the scope for further implementation.

The scope of equipment for the application of ALLY to Temelin NPPs consists of

reactor and internals, steam generators, pressurizer, main coolant pump, primary

and auxiliary piping, main steam and feedwater piping, and selected valves, heat

exchangers, pumps, fans and equipment supports. The degradation phenomena

addressed by the primary side Temelfn Monitoring and Diagnostics System are

metal impacts due to loose parts in the primary circuit; seismic motion; flow

induced vibration; vibration due to rotating equipment; valve condition; thermal

transient deviations; stress and fatigue effects on material lifetime; piping and

equipment thermal expansion deviations; thermal stratification, cycling and striping;

and leak of pressure boundary and high energy piping in the containment.
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The system architecture of the primary side Temelm Monitoring and Diagnostic

System is shown in Figure 4. The system basically consists of three hardware and

software layers. The first layer consists of the input to the system. On the top

end, in Figure 4, (he system is connected to the plant data highway (WESTNET

HI) which is part of the Temelm Instrumentation and Control System. The

WESTNET III data highway carries about 80,000 process related data points which

are updated once a second. About 1,000 data points from WESTNET III are used

as input to the diagnostic system. On the lower end, in Figure 4, the system

receives about 500 inputs from sensors installed especially for diagnostic purposes.

These sensors include seismic accelerometers, acoustic accelerometers,

displacement gages, thermocouples, pressure fluctuation transducers and eddy

current sensors.

The second layer consists of special processors dedicated to computational, and

logical processes related to a given degradation or phenomena. For example, there

are processors dedicated to leak detectbn in piping, flow induced vibration in

reactor, and fatigue in selected primary circuit equipment regions. The hardware

and software in this layer are IBM PC compatible.

The third layer of the primary side Temelfn Monitoring and Diagnostic System

consists of the Ethernet based local area network and a set of SUN/SOLARIS

computer workstations. These workstations incorporate the functions including

data communication management, database management, knowledge processing,

and man-machine-intcrface. A more detailed discussion of software architecture

and functions can be found in Reference 10. The primary side Temelin Monitoring

and Diagnostic System allows communication between system and the secondary

side diagnostic system for equipment including steam turbines and generators"".

The primary side Tcmclfn Monitoring and Diagnostic System is designed and

manufactured and will be installed, tested and commissioned to meet the intent of

the applicable regulations, guides and standards of: the USNRC; ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code; Czech Republic National Decrees and Standards; IAEA and

EEC Standards; and IEEE Standards. Furthermore, the system is designed and
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implemented according to the quality assurance requirements of 1SO-9001, ASME

NQA-1 and Czech National Decree CSKAE No. 436/90.

The primary side Tcmelin Monitoring and Diagnostic System is designed taking

into consideration the Temelfn specific needs relating to people, organization,

technology and cost-effectiveness. The system makes a significant contribution to

improving the safety and reliability of the two Temelfn VVER units. The

important contributions of the diagnostic system are the following: First, the

system allows Temeli'n NPPs to meet important licensing related requirements in

the area of earthquake monitoring, loose parts, pipe leak and control rod drive

behavior. Second, the system provides effective, timely and actionable information

about the degradations that may be occurring in the monitored equipment to the

system and maintenance engineers. This capability allows early detection of

incipient failure conditions and thus actions can be taken to minimize damage to

equipment. Third, plant operational effects on equipment that can be detected

through trend analysis can be used to make informed revisions to operating

procedures. In many cases, the simple feedback provided by the diagnostic system

may be sufficient to help the operators to minimize unwanted loadings on

equipment. Fourth, with the knowledge of incipient conditions, the system and

maintenance engineers can be better prepared to help the operator staff to resolve

alarm conditions. Fifth, the data obtained by the diagnostic system would be

valuable in root cause analysis when the root causes of equipment condition arc not

directly detected by the system. Sixth, the system helps collect and restore

operating information in an easily retrievable form for the purpose of aging and

lifetime management of equipment monitored'4"61. Seventh, the system helps the

owner lo conlrol operation and maintenance costs by planning and implementing

repairs and replacements based on equipment condition.
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Summary and Conclusions

ALLY Equipment Condition Diagnostic System evolved from the experience of

Westinghouse engineers from the design, operation and maintenance of about 165

NPPs worldwide. The key characteristics of the system lay in the design

philosophy that timely and actionable information about the condition of equipment

important to safety and reliability in the hands of the people responsible for the

operation, maintenance and engineering would make a significant difference in the

safety and reliability of NPPs. Furthermore, the system design takes into

consideration the technological, people and organizational factors for a higher

degree of effectiveness. The application of ALLY to Temelfn NPPs is carried out

by a rk>«, HIS design, alternatives evaluation and review process to assure relevant

scopes are chosen and implemented cost-effectively. The primary side Temelfn

Monitoring and Diagnostic System meets the technical and quality assurance

requirements of Czech National and International Standards, practices and

regulations. The system makes a significant contribution to the improvement of

safety, reliability and economic operation of Temelin NPPs, as discussed in the

paper.
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Factors
Table 1

(Degradations) Affecting Equipment Conditions With Respect to Plant Safety, Reliability, and Life Time

Equipment
(System. Component,

Structures)

Reader Pressure Vessel
and Supports

Primary and Auxiliary Piping

Reactor Internals and Com
Structures

Prossurrzer

Sleam Generators

Main Coolant Pumps

Valves Including Operators

Control Rod Drives

Turbines, Generator

Secondary System Pipings

Healers, Heat Exchangers,
Condensers, Moislure
Separator Rehealcrs

Rotating Equtpmonls

Containment Vessel

Concrete Containment
Structure

Electrical Equipments and
Cables

Thermal
Failure,
Stratifi-
cation

X

X

X

X

X

X

Irradiation,
Thermal

Embrittlo-
ment

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Erosion,
Corrosion,

MIC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wear

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Mochanlcal
Fatigue

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cracking,
Fracturo

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Leaks

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Soismic
Motion

X

Contain-
ment

Environ-
ment

X

X

X

X

X

X

Displace-
ment,

Overload

X

X

Looso
Pans

X

X

X

X

Vibration

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



PLANT CONTROL
ROOM

o Focus: OPERATION
o Used by Operators,
o Provi'des Information to Run the Plant,
o Helps to Determine Present Condition

of Equipment.

o

o

PLANT MONITORING
AND DIAGNOSTICS

CENTER

Focus: ENGINEERING AND
MAINTENANCE

Used by Engineers, Maintenance Personal,
and Management.
Helps to Determine Present and Future
Condition and Performance of Equipment,
Better Knowledge Leads to Cost Effective
Response to Regulation and Substantial
Reduction in O&M Cost.

Figure 1: PLANT MONITORING & DIAGNOSTICS CENTER COMPLIMENTS PLANT CONTROL ROOM
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Figure 2: ALLY ARCHITECTURE
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MLMS
OLM

CEMS
SMMS
PCMS

EE-LMS

REACTOR
COOLANT
SYSTEM:

ALMS (Leak, Acoustic)
BEACON (Reactor Cora Physical Condition)
BCMS (Boron Concsntratfon)
CEMS (Corroalon-Eroslon)
CRD-LMS (Control Rod Drive Condlllon)
DMIMS (Loose Parts)
EE-LMS (Electrical Equipment Condition
GENAID (Vibration and Other Conditions)
UA (Electrical Equipment Environmental)
MCPDS (Main Coolant Pump Vibration)
MLMS (Material Ufa Cycle Monitoring)

OLM (Chemistry Condition)
PACHMS (Post Accident Hydrogen)
PCMS (Corrosion)
PVMS (Piping Vibration)
PSLMS (Primary to Secondary Side Leak)
REDS (Vibration-Rotating Equipment)
RVMS (Reactor Internals Vibration)
SLMS (Leak By Sump Level Monitoring)
SMMS (Special Measurements Monitoring System)
TVMS/TURBINAID (Vibration and Other Condition)
VMS (Valve Monitoring System)

Figure 3: ALLY™ PLANT WIDE DIAGNOSTICS CONDITION MONITORING CAEAB1LLT1ES-
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INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR MAIN COOLANT PUMPS OF WER 1000

AND HOW TO MEET THEM

J. HEGER, O. MATAL, J. DEUTSCHER, J. KLINGA

Energovyzkitm Ltd.
Bozetechova 17
612 00 Brno
Czech Republic

Installation requirements for main coolant pumps

The loading of the main coolant pump (MCP) supports (legs) is due:
- to the own weight of the MCP
- to the interaction with the connected piping system
- to the various working conditions.

Non-uniform loading of MCP legs has influence on the loading of the whole
primary piping loop and on the dynamics of the MCP.

For installation of main coolant pumps there arc two requirements that must
be met:

1) The forces acting on every leg must be equal.
The allowable deviation in the value of force on every leg of the MCP is

± 10%.

* i " "mean
<

F, + F2 + F3
T7 — „

mean
3
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2) The rotation axis of the MCP must be vertical.
The allowable deviation of the pump parting plane from horizontal plane is
0,5 mm/m.

0,5
tan aA =

1000

aA = 0,028648° = 1*43,132".

These two requirements are acting one against another. When ihe first one
is to be met - forces on all legs are equal - the legs' vertical positions must be
changed. Consequently the rotation axis of the MCP cannot stay vertical.

On the other hand when the rotation axis of the MCP is vertical, forces on
all legs generally cannot be equal to one another due to the nonsymmetrical
loading of the connected piping system.

To meet these two anticipated requirements, the following algorithm was
developed. For installation control and installation validation, it was suggested
to use strain gages. Strain gages were placed on every leg.

The main idea of the installation control and validation process is to use
measured results from strain gages, compare them with numerical results
obtained from the FEM solution, find the real loading of the system, and, for this
loading, find from the FE solution such necessary vertical displacements of all
legs that will meet the installation requirements.

The finite element modeling of the MCP and its legs

The body of the MCP and its legs create a system that was modeled by the
finite element method (FEM). The general purpose finite element code ANSYS,
version 5.0 A, was used for the FE solution. This program has been developed
for more than 25 years. It has been very well tested and is used in Energovyzkum
for numerical solution of complicated problems exclusively. Regular updates of
ANSYS result in a new current version nearly every year. We have the extensive
experience with it, and can also recommend it to other specialists interested in
the FE computations - for both unsteady temperature and stress analysis.
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The finite element model of the MCP

The solid modeling technique was adopted to create the FE model. Because
the legs of the MCP are welded from steel plates, shell elements, denoted as
ANSYS SHEL63, were applied for the solution. The problem is that during the
installation of the MCP, there are various phases of the installation process
where various nearly undefined loading cases exist.

Temperature distribution calculations

For the choice of the proper kind of strain gages, it is necessary to know the
temperature of the places where the strain gages will be positioned. That is the
reason why the temperature distribution in the MCP legs was desired.

For that reason, steady state temperature calculation was sufficient. The
system is heated inside the body of the pump by pumped hot water, cooled on
the outer surfaces by natural convection io the outer air. Because the problem
is symmetrical - from the point of view of both geometry and loading - only the
symmetrical part of one leg and the attached pump body part was required for
the solution. Due to the small crossscctional area through which heat flows to the
legs and to the large outer surface area of the legs, the temperature of the legs
is rather low. The temperature distribution in the legs for different heat-transfer
coefficients was calculated.



Stress distribution calculations

Another problem is where, and in what direction, to locate the strain gages
that their efficiency is the highest. For modeling this case, again the symmetrical
part of one leg was sufficient, and the model was loaded by the force
representing its weight. As a result, the distribution of displacements, stress and
strain was obtained. Stress and strain intensities can be displayed in the form of
contour plots, and also in the form of graphs along the chosen path.
When we display main stresses and strains in vector form, we can graphically
obtain not only their magnitudes, including signs (if they are compressive or
tensile), but also the directions in which these main quantities lie. They are the
directions in which the strain gages will be most sensitive. Therefore, we can see
that this kind of calculation is very helpful for both defining the location and the
direction of strain gages.

According to previous calculations, we could choose the proper kind of strain
gages and position them advantageously on every pump leg. Now we need to use
them for evaluation of forces equilibrium on the legs and evaluation of leg
vertical positions.

Three considered models of MCP loadings

Three models of MCP loadings and measuring evaluation were considered:
1) Force loading for one strain gage on every leg of the MCP
2) Force loading for more strain gages on every leg of the MCP
3) Force and moment loadings for more strain gages on every leg of the MCP
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1) Force loading for one strain gage on every leg of MCP

Let us consider the case that on every ieg, just one strain gage is positioned.
One deformation value is measured on every strain gage. So we obtain the
measured deformations eit e2, e3.

Noha 1

A scheme of strain gage locations

From this measurement we are to determine the magnitude of leg forces that
caused the measured deformations. Solution of this problem is possible under the
assumption that the magnitude of deformation k/ in the location of the strain
gage on leg i caused by a unit force on leg j is known. Knowledge of deformation
influence coefficients introduced in the following table is assumed.

F , ° = l

F2°= 1

F3°= 1

Legl
i . I
M
K i

1. 3
M

Leg 2

k,1

k2
2

k2
3

Leg 3

k 3

k2
K 3

I f 3
K 3

9S



Deformations measured on strain gages on every leg are then given as a
linear combination of these values and real forces F,, F,, F3 :

6, k2.FI + k 2 F 2 + k i F 3

e 3=k, l .F1+k3
2 .F2+k3

3 .F3 .

The system of equations obtained is a system of 3 equations for 3 unknowns
Ft, F2, F3. It can be written also in the matrix form:

e = kF .

2) Force loading for more strain gages on every leg of MCP

In the real case we have installed not only one, but more strain gages on
every leg of the MCP. The considerations introduced earlier will be taken into
account for three strain gages in the following example. Only one more index is
necessary to add to the existing indices.
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A scheme of strain gage locations

That means we will use designations e,,, kJ,
i - leg number
j - leg number on that unit force is acting
1 - strain gage's number on every leg

where:
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The introduced designation makes it possible to asses a system of equations for
every strain gage. So we obtain as a solution three sets of forces : F,,, F2,, F31.
That means one set of forces for every strain gage.

• , - l q F , , 1 = 1,2,3.

Values £„ in these equations are known, because they are measured values.
The problem is only in determination of the kJ, influence coefficients. But those
can be determined by the FEM solution when unit forces are applied successively
on all legs.

From measured results at different stages of piping system assembly, resulting
force sets were calculated. In the ideal case, when the assumed loading model
corresponds properly to reality, all three force sets for all three strain gages
should be equal.

3) Force and moment loading for more strain gages on every leg of MCP

Combined force and moment loading of the model was created. Two
generally different forces affecting the lateral sides of each leg are considered.

i |

A scheme of applied reaction forces

Similarly, as in previous cases, it is possible to find deformations at the
location of strain gages on every leg caused by unit forces FA°, FR° by the FEM.

F A °=1

F n ° = l

SG 1

k-A

It n
K i

SG2
1. A

k- D

SG3
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Measured deformations are again determinable as linear combinations of
these coefficients and real forces. Also, in this case, we obtain a similar set of
equations:

e = k F

that can be solved for unknown forces.

Identification of real pump positioning influence

Welding of the piping system, introduction and later removal of supports and
subsequent loading related to technology resp. various operating conditions,
create influences on the MCP and its legs that are difficult to define beforehand.
That is why the special procedure for experimental determination of real
influence of connected piping system had to be developed. The goal of that
procedure is to identify the temporary response of the whole structure on the
unit displacement of every leg. The results of this procedure after the
recalculation on the unit displacement of every leg:

i- [—];
w mm

- l [-5L]
w mm

are expressed in the following table:

w,°=l

W 2 ° = l

W 3 ° = l

Legl

fi1 Mi\ Mi'2 Mi'3

f2 n 2 fi2 ji2

f 3 3 , , 3 , , 3
M M M MI 2 MI 3

Leg 2

f
2 ' M2'i M2S M2'3

f2
2 n2\ n2

2 nz\
f 3 n 3 , , 3 , . 3
I 2 M2 1 M2 2 M2 3

Leg 3

I3 M3 l M3 2 ^ 3 3

f 2 »» 2 M 2 . , 2r3 ^ 3 1 r 3 2 ^ 3 3

13 M3 1 M3 2 ^ 3 3

where:

(} - force on the leg i from unit displacement of leg j
fjj'k- deformation on the strain gage k on the leg i from unit displacement

of leg j
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MCP legs positioning

The change of force magnitude on individual legs at the change of all leg
positions is given by following relations in elastic strength of materials theory:

<5Fj:j , , , 2 i 3

6F2 = f2'.w, + f,2.w2 + f:
3.w3

6F3 = fj'.Wi + fja.w2 + f3
3.w3.

6F = f.w ,

where 6F - vector of force magnitude change
f - matrix of force influence coefficients due to unit leg displacements

w - vector of real leg vertical displacements.

On the other hand, if we are able to state how the force is to be changed on
every leg, we are able to fix displacements of the legs that will lead to it. The
problem that remains is to define what change of forces on the individual legs
is to be performed.

1. Legs positioning according to equal forces

With respect to the first installation requirement, the change of force on
individual legs is possible to perform in such a way where all forces on all legs
are equal. Their magnitude can be, for example:

Fi = Fmcm w ' m respect to the previous loading state
Fj «= G/3 with respect to the state after free positioning of the MCP

on its legs
Fj = k.G/3, where k < 1 - less loaded in comparison to the state

after free positioning of the MCP on its legs
k >_ 1 - more loaded in comparison to the state after free

positioning of the MCP on its legs.
Except for displacement values calculations for w,, w2, w3, by which is

necessary to change leg positions, it is simultaneously possible to predict values
of data that will be readable after this correction on all strain gages. As a result
of all three leg displacements w,, \v2, w3, deformation values will be changed by:

6e = fi.w

Be - vector of deformation change
p - matrix of deformation influence coefficients
\v - vector of real leg vertical displacements
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on values:

e - vector of measured deformations
e0 - vector of measured deformations before the last performed leg

positioning.

Pump parting plane deviation angle calculation from previous positioning at
equal forces on all legs

Pump parting plane deviation angle calculation from previous positioning is
possible to transfer on looking for the angle that is held by the normal of the
horizontal plane and by the plane determined by three points Wj, w2, w3, in the
vertical position on legs diameter that are rotated by 120* one from another.
Assume that forces on all legs are exactly the same and equal to the mean force:

F l = Fj = F3 = F

mMn •

This state is generally reachable by different displacements w,, w2, w3 of the
individual legs. Displaying this relation graphically for various magnitudes of
mean forces, Fm:an, and marking allowable value aA calculated from the whole
legs vertical position, we can find from the graph such a set of mean forces Fmcan,
for which the forces on all legs are exactly equal, and the pump parting plane
deviation angle is still acceptable. It is also possible to find such force magnitude
for which the deviation angle is smallest.

If we define the safety factor in relation to the allowable deviation angle:

we will obtain the next graphical representation, from which we can again get the
range of acceptable forces.
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The dependence of the deviation angle on the mean force

The dependence of the deviation angle safety factor on the mean force

From the next graphs, we obtain displacements necessary to correct the
positions of individual legs. The last graphs show the deformation values that will
be on the strain gages after this correction.
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2. Legs positioning according to exact vertical position of the pump axis

From the measured parting plane deviation we can find such change of
vertical legs position that leads to the exact vertical position of the MCP's axis.
The legs vertical positioning to this calculated location will cause the non-
uniform forces distribution on individual legs.

It is not the only solution of this problem. By next equidistant legs
displacements the pump axis will again stay vertical, but the forces on the
individual legs will change their magnitudes.

Forces deviation calculation at zero angle deviation from previous legs
positioning

Zero angle deviation from previous leg positioning is possible to obtain only
by equidistant displacement of all legs:

As a result of that movement, all legs will be loaded non-uniformly. Displaying
the relation for percentage deviation of leg actual force from leg mean force:

F. - FmMn

mean

for every leg in dependance on values Fmcan, finding the same relation for

P1 M X=max(|P, | , |P2I, |Pjl) •

and marking allowable deviation (10 %) we can similarly, as in the previous case
find such a set of mean forces for which the deviation of forces is still acceptable.

If we define the safety factor in relation to the allowable percentage
deviation of forces

PA
Kp = ,

max

we obtain next graphical representation, from which we can again obtain the
range of acceptable mean forces that solve the problem.
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From the next graphs, we again obtain displacements for which it is necessary
to correct the position of the individual legs. The last graphs show deformation
values that will be on strain gages after this correction.

Conclusion

A method is presented that enables control and validation of the MCP
installation process according to force and angle deviation requirements.
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COMPARISON OF EVALUATION METHODS FOR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT HERMETIC SPACES TIGHTNESS TESTS.

M.Hlinka, LKucdk, F.Urban
Slovak Technical University Bratislava
Mechanical Engineering Faculty
Ndmestie slobody 17,812 31 Bratislava - Slovakia

INTRODUCTION

Air outflow from the volume V is a time-dependent polytropic process, if it is not

limited other way by boundary conditions. A pressure decrcas in the volume V

results from this outflow. Time dependent changes of other state variables take

place simultaneously, inclusive the polytropic exponent.

Nuclear power plant hermetic spaces leiks are undesirable and great effoit is con-

centrated to their minimalozation. Air leak rates for VVER 440 confinements aie

not more then 20 % per day if the initial overpressure is 150 kPa. Special bounda-

ry conditions as great thermal capacity of hermetic spaces walls and equipmert in

comparison with that of air result in slow changes, practically equilibrium state in

hermetic spaces, inclusive conditions for heat exchange.

For first orientation some examples of pressure-time dependence is described.

There are three functions of pressure P(t) in Fig. 1. for different leak rates. For

tight vessel the pressure P = const.

If there is any leak from tested volume, the function P(x) is decreasing

monotonically. For any time period AT is P(x+Ax) < P(x). If the leak rate is

small, the function P(x) is almost constant and can be treated as a straight line

(western containment type). For greater leak rates (VVER 440 type NPP) the P(x)

line curvature cannot be neglected.

Leak rate tests are executed at different initial pressure levels with different

barometric pressure of ambient. Three different initial test pressures are marked in

Fig. 1. Tests durations are Ax,,Ax2 and Axr All experiment initial pressures are

under critical pressure ratio and extrapolation shall be used to calculate leak rate

for maximum overpressure.
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Fig.l. Relations P(i) and APM for different leak rates.

STATE OF THE ART

Testing procedures used in Czech and Slovak Republics for hermetic spaces

tightness inspection use measurements of pressure dependence on time within a

time period AT. Fast pressure decreas for next test with lower initial test over-

pressure is realized by quick discharge of relatively great amount of air into the

atmosphere. This process is relatively quick and results in a parameters unbalance

in tested hermetic zone. After this controlled discharge is finished, the air tem-

perature in hermetic spaces increases due to higher wall temperature compared with

air temperature after the polytropic air discharge. This is an isochoric change of

state. Time behaviour of temperature during this process is illustrated in Fig.2

using test data from NPP V2 J.Bohunice.

Mixing of these two opposite acting processes influences searched function P(T)

already at the test beginning. Some experience and objective check method is

needed to fix true experiment start. In Fig. 3 to 6 partial results of measurements

on Units 3 and 4 of NPP Dukovany [1] are illustrated.
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Fig.2. Pressure increase due to heat exchange after air outflow.

P(T) curve variation is relatively smooth, but only due to scale. More detailed

informations are in lower part of the picture, where changes of AP(t) are

illustrated. Similar results were measured on units 3 and 4 of NPP V-2 J.Bohunice.

Very similar situation occurcs if the leaks are relatively small. In the Fig.6 the

measurements from NPP Grohnde [2] are illustrated. In this case the condition

AP < 0 is not fulfilled throughout the whole test. That means, that numerical

values of measurements correspond to local pressure increas, which is seen in

upper part of Fig.7. Checking the measurement results using AP(x) is very efficient

analysis.

Summaring these facts leads to conclusion, that a proper method for measured data

handling is very important.

Contemporaneous evaluation methods philosophy suppose the function P(t) to be

linear.P = a + b.x, where the constant b represents the pressure gradient and

constant b is test initial pressure. The simplest way how to find linear function is to

use two points, e.g. (Pi,X[) and (P2,t2)- ^ n e n constant a = P[ and

b - (Pi-P2)/(TrT]). Resulting leak rate is

r _ 24
(1)

This straight line forms a chord of real curvilinear P(t) function. These facts result

in situation when for one, unchangend hermetic space, from tests with different

initial overpressures, different extrapolated leak rates are calculated for the same

extrapolation overpressure.
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Fig.7. Experimental data from NPP Grohnde.

Some methods, e.g. 13], introduce intuitively leak L correction using value AL.

The leak rate L is calculated from linear function for time period 24 h. The

correction AL defined as "time extrapolation" is AL = - (L/12)c with optimal

value of C = 2,07. AL/L is then equal to -0,007 L, that means 0,7 % of L. For

leaks L = 16 * 18 %, mentioned in [31, is AL = 1,8 + 2,25 %. It is possible to

recalculate this constant C from experimental data, e.g. data from Fig. 3,4 and 6.

Corresponding values of C are 1,61 * 2,65. Values AL are not time extrapolations,

but geometrical correction of straight line.

Another problems originate with extrapolation into above critical pressure region.

Solution of this problem is described in [1] and [3J. Extrtapolation from initial

overpressure 50 kPa to 150 kPa is described by formula

K EK) (2)

E] and EK represent extrapolation outflow coefficient for laminar and critical flow

regimes through the untightness. This formula is used generally, that means for

different initial overpressures, e.g. 70, 50 and 30 kPa.



Used extrapolation coefficients K-L = 1/2,6 and k« = 0,6154 are normalized

through relation k\^ + k^ = 1. It means in reality that for each hermetic space

the outflow is divided into 38,46 % of laminar and 61,54 % of critical flow

regimes. Laminar and turbulent, critical, above critical and suhcritical flow

regimes are different physical facts. Laminar and turbulent flow regimes exist also

for subcritical flow. Laminar and critical flow coefficient mixing is a logical

mistake.

Dukovany data can be used for extrapolation method testing in above critical

conditions, Fig. 3 to 6. Leaks measured from initial overpressure 195,6 kPa can be

calculated directly from 23 h test data. Comparing measured and extrapolated leaks

one can state that extrapolation procedure method errors are in the range -10,0 %

to + 10,8 %. Increasing the extrapolation pressure Pc leads to errors increas.

Mean value of leak rate AM/Ax is used according to equation m = AM/Ax as

instantaneous leak rate value. Using the equation of state results in

L = 24.3600 — =24 .3600— (3)

STU EVALUATION METHOD

An reliable method for leak rate tests evaluation shall give as a result an un-

ambiguous value of leak rate even if this value is extrapolated from low level

overpressure measurements to maximum accident overpressure. Further demands

on the method can be described as follows: if the leak test initial overpressure is

different in two measurements for one hermetic space, the extrapolated leak rates

have equal values. Only this property of evaluation method is useful for NPP

operator who wants to make review of the confinement tightness development.

These requirements represent basic conditions for the method developed at Slovak

Technical University Bratislava.

Wet or dry air outflow from the hermetic space is polytropic, time-dependent

process with relatively low changes of parameters. The differences are in the range

of 10 to 20 % of initial values.

Let the air pressure and temperature in the tested space V (m3) are Po (Pa) and

T0=273,15+to (K, C) at the initial time period x = 0 (s). Total mass of the wet

air in the space is Mo (kg). Relation of physical quantities is described by equation

of state

Po V = M0 R To (4)
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The untightnesses of the VVER 440 NPP confinement have shape of many small

holes and channels with practically nondefinable geometry. These channels connect

the hermetic space volume V with ambient. Let us suppose the channel shape

according to this drawed in the Figure 8. with minimum flow area A (m2 ).

At the time T = var. a part of the air has discharged through the channels from the

confinement and the air mass in the volume V = const, is M < Mo . According to

the equation of state the pressure decreases to the value P < Po and generally the

temperature To changes to T. If the pressure change is slow and the vessel wall

mass is big enough, the vessel thermal capacity stabilises the temperature. The

temperature changes can be supposed small. The equation of state can be rewritten

for time x = var

P.V = M.R.T (5)

Mass difference

AM = Mo - M (6)

represents the discharged air mass from the volume V, within time period x.

Numerical value of AM, or related values, will represent further the leak from the

hermetic spaces. Discharged air disperses into ambient atmosphere with barometric

pressure Pb (Pa). If the value m(x) (kg.s"1) represents the instantaneous flow rate,

Fig. 8, then according to leak definition (6), it is evident that

(7)

V = const.

m

Fig. 8 Outflow channel shape.
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The most objective outflow velocity description is Saint-Venant-Wantzel equation.
Derived equation for discharged mass m has its maximum for air equal to

A/ r aax= 0,685,4 a-jL (8)

and this value corresponds to critical velocity at cross section A or to critical
pressure ratio nKR = 0,5283. In case of hermetical space, critical outflow mmax

will change with pressure P changes in the volume V. Therefore, the outflow will
not be constant in spite of above critical pressure ratio. Until the Pb /P,\ < TI^R
the the flow rate is according to equation (8). If the pressure P is lower then
critical value = 189 kPa, the validity of equation (8) ends. Time at this moment is
T = TKR- Within the time period T = 0 + T^R the flow rate is above critical. This
is possible only if the pressure Po > 189 kPa. For this period the outflow does not
depend on atmospheric pressure P| , .

For the time period T > T«R the outflow m is a function of Pj, according to
equation

m = " W P (9)
Member p is described for air by equation

:#(#
where k = 1,4. It is evident from equation (8) that in case of many outflow
channels the term PI -JRT is same for each separate channel. Summaring all
outflows mj through cross sections A; with discharge coefficients a,- gives

This is the individual channels substitution for one outflow channel.

Dynamic pressure relationship P = P(T) can be described using law of mass

conservation. The mass M change dM < 0 equals to elementary outflow
dm = m.dt, i.e. dm = - dM. Using equation M = V.p the elementary outflow is

dM = V.dp. If the temperature T « const, following equation is derived
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Substituting from equations (9) and (8)

-^f-p (1.)
where constant Ky is

For above critical time period T = 0 * TKR is p = 1 and equation (11) can be

integrated

P = />0.cxp — - > 189(A-Pa) (13)

I Kv)
It is supposed to evaluate the constant Kv from experimentally measured data

P = P(T). Product Aa can change with pressure. Results of this procedure will be

described further.

Function pressure versus time P(t) can be defined after the constant Ky is

evaluated on the whole region x = 0 + x, though the experiment may correspond to

time period which is not within the rangre 0 + TKR . For numerical value Ky the

product Aa can be evaluated using equation (9) and time relation of m ^ (T) from

equation (5)

mmax = 0,685.4 a A . e x p ~-J-1; t < x^ (14)

According to equation (7) the leak rate is integral of equation (14) within limits

0 + T < TKD

If the temperature T change is small, T = To = const. Using equations (4),(5) and

(6)

— = 1 (16)

Introducing from (13) and (14)

(.7)
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After the pressure decreases down to P < 189 kPa, the integration of equation (11)

becomes more complicated
1 < \ - f dp

Since the product P.p depends on pressure P(t), the equation (18) cannot be

integrated generally. In this case of leak analysis the pressure P is present also in

fraction denominator of equation (10). Solving this problem influences the results

accuracy.

Equation (10) is plotted in Fig.9. For simplicity was used following notation

jt = Pb/P ; 7tKR = 0,5283 (19)

Numerical values n = 0,77 * 0,4 correspond to total pressures P = 130 * 250

kPa. This region is marked on graph in Fig.9 in the neighbourhood of curve

maximum.

"KR

Fig.9 Flow rate coefficient as function of pressure ratio according to equation (10).

Numerical integration of equation (18) is possible, but this procedure does not

allove to solve inverse problem. This situation makes impossible to analyse the leak

test problem. Some authors have proposed different analytical functions which

approximate the function (10) (Bendemann, Stodola, Prandtl). The best fit gives

Bendemann's ellipse with maximum error of 0,2 %. This formula has a

disadvantage for leak rate evaluation. According Bendemann ellipse a pressure

increase can be computed in outflow process.
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The formula proposed by Stodola for labyrinth seals

(20)

or Bendemann equation simplified introducing ( 3 ^ = 0,5 with

0as=2ylnV-x) (2!)

and many other formulae include square root which involves the same problem as

Bendemann ellipse. Equation (20) has relatively big error comparing with results of
Bendemann, maximum difference is 28 %.

At STU a new formula was proposed, which does not include square root and
enables integration of equation (18) with maximum error not over 2,6 %.

Experience from model tests allowed analysis of leak tests data taken on NPP
J. Bohunice and NPP Dukovany. On the basis of partial measurements results on
Dukovany NPP 3-rd unit - EDU 3, Fig. 10, a complex characteristic was calculated
whith one extrapolated leak value for tests made from different initial pressure
values. Extrapolation was done for experimental data with initial overpressure
approximately 45 kPa to overpressure 95,5 kPa.
Calculation results were compared with those measured experimentally from this
overpressure (95,5 kPa) during 23 h time period. The unambiguous hydraulic
characteristic of VVER 440 hermetic zone was confirmed.
In the Fig. 11 another example of confinement test data evaluation is given.

CONCLUSION

Method, which was developed at the Slovak Technical University Bratislava for
leak rate tests evaluation gives new sight on the tightness characteristic of VVER
440 confinements', without subjective assumptions, open for further improvements.
Application of this method allowes NPP operators to find physically well-founded
results for hermetic spaces tightness quality evaluation which can be used for time
review of tightness development and also as basic data for NPP safety calculations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Among the critical components in nuclear power plants VVER type, the Reactor
Vessel, the collectors of the Steam Generators and the Primary piping are found.

In this presentation the technology applicable to the in-service inspections in those
components will be described, considering all its significant aspects as techniques,
manipulators, organization, inspection times, etc.

2 INSPECTIONS SCOPE

2.1. Vessel's inspection from ID
Usually the inspection scope is:

All the welds in the vessel's body
Nozzle to vessel welds
Nozzle to piping welds
Nozzle inner radius zone
Threaded zones of the flange
Bolts
Base material in the core region
The ultrasonic technique is complemented in certain zones with a
visual exam and/or Eddy currents.

2.2 Steam Generator's collectors inspection

Upper and lower welds of the collector. Affected zone by the
protection shields welds (if applicable).
Ligaments zone in the collector's flange.

2.3 Primary piping inspection

All the accessible welds of the primary

3 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

3.1 Inspection equipment for VVER vessels from ID

It consists essentially in a trypode which installed in the vessel flange, supports an
extensible arms set in which the probeholder modules and the submarine cameras are
found.

With the aim of optimizing the occupation time of the vessel and use of the Polar
Crane (sometimes the critical path of a refueling outage passes through both
equipments),- the following actuation lines have been followed:

3.1.1 Reduction of the numbers of hoses an optimization of its installation
in the equipment, for a fast connection of the equipment.
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3.1.2 Inventory of three inspection arms, to perform ihe complete inspection
(wall, nozzles, flange) without any need for retrieval of the equipment.

3.1.3 Introduction of auxiliar blocks in the equipment to perform dynamic
calibrations tests, without any need for removal the vessel's equipment, minimizing
the times for this activity.

3.1.4 Modifications in the probeholders design, to allow a high speed
exploration, maintaining a correct adaptation of UT transducers.

3.1.5 Introduction of two colour cameras in the inspection arms on turrets
that allow its movement in two axis, providing good monitorization in all the
inspection.

3.1.6 Codification of all the movements, including security systems in the
programation, as well as electric and mechanical limits in each movement.

3.2 Inspection equipment for steam generators collectors

It consists in a post that is fixed and centered through pneumatic systems in the
lower part and collector's flange with two extensible arms in which the probeholders
modules are found; these arms can be moved longitudinally and circumfcrcncially.

In this equipment the configuration of the probeholdcr module is critical to be able
to be adjusted to the complicated interior geometry, providing in every moment, an
adequate joint of the UT transducers.

4. TECHNIQUES

4.1 Techniques of data acquisition

To perform the data acquisition, the mentioned equipments are connected through
its corresponding interface, to the control and acquisition system. The ultrasonic
technique used is the echo-impulse in contact, with the following significant
characteristics:

4.1.1 Standard exploration, with acquisition of logarithmical signal, with 4,
8 or 16 channels simultaneously.

4.1.2 Depending either of the difficulty in the area to be inspected
(geometry, structure of the material or the detected defects), it is possible to select
among the following methods:

Acquisition with gates and a number of pre-established echoes by
gate.
All the rectified signal of complete wave.
All the signal in the radiofrequency.
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4.1.3 UT probes focused in the zones of interest

4.1.4 Dynamic calibrations to obtain an optimum analogy with the
inspection's results.

4.1.5 Dynamic comprobation of calibrations in auxiliar blocks located in the
equipment (vessel inspection)

4.2. Treatment techniques and/or data evaluation

The decrease of the available times for inspection, as well as the storage of a mayor
volume of information and its processing, have left obsolete the majority of the
commercial ultrasonic systems, being necessary the specific development of
ultrasonic systems to be used in the inspection of determined components in the
nuclear power plants. The one developed by TECNATOM is a digital multichannel
system with the following significant characteristics:

4.2.1 Possibility of selecting different types of acquisition:

With gates and a pre-established number of echoes by gate
Rectified signal of complete wave
Signal in radiofrequency

4.2.2 Modular multichannel system: 4, 8, 16 ultrasonic channels.

4.2.3 On-line presentation of the acquisition for monitorization of the correct
functioning of the testing parameters.

4.2.4 Post-processing graphic programmes for a quick characterization of the
detected indications.

4.2.5 Developments in the evaluation software that allows to increase the
capacity of discrimination and sizing of indications in adverse conditions:

Improvement of the relation signal-noise in the inspection of raw
grain materials (autoregressive mathematic methods LPC)
Inclusion of the dynamic behaviour of the signal, SAFT
Detection of the phase change in the signal with the purpose of
identifying the signals proceeding from the diffraction (TOFD) in
defect with sharping edges.

4.2.6 Representation of the ultrasonic echoes about real geometries of the
examined area, to expedite the discrimination of geometries in areas of complex
geometry.

4.2.7 Sharing of data for several users through the inclusion novell type nets.
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5 ORGANIZATION

The organization participating in mechanized inspections of these type is the
following:

1 inspection responsible, level III in the techniques to be used
(ultrasounds, Eddy currents).

1 or 2 NOT analysts usually levels III in the techniques to be used,
(supervisors of the calibrations).

2 or 3 shifts, covering the 24 hours, composed each one by:

• 1 shift head, supervisor of the data acquisition, level II in the
techniques to be u;ed.

• 1 acquisition system operator, level II in the techniques to be used.

• 1 operator of the mechanical equipment, at least level I in the
techniques, who at the same time performs the mechanical
maintenance of the equipments.

Depending on the complexity of the inspection, for instance, for vessel inspection,
electrical maintenance personnel is also incorporated.

This organization participates, not only in the inspection execution but also in its
preparation and in the later meetings with exchanges of experiences in the different
job positions, analyzing the different activities and proposing improvement lines for
future inspections.

6 RESULTS

Through the application of the means, described in the above mentioned points, the
following parameters for the corresponding inspections are obtained:

6.1 Inspections vessel ID

6.1.2. Inspections times in the wall

1,4 lineal meters of welding per hour: this means that a circumferencial welding of,
a vessel with 4 m diameter, 200 mm of thickness, being the volume to cover 120
mm on each side of the central line, is inspected in 9 hours.

6.1.3 Inspection time in nozzles

For a nozzle of 760 mm diameter, considering the inspection of the internal radio,
welding nozzle-vessel and welding to primary, the inspection's average time has been
of 6 hours.
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6.2 Collectors Steam generators inspection

The inspection's average time of the two weldings and the flange zone, has been of
20 h for one collector, considering a register average of 30 reportable indications in
the component.

6.3 Inspection primary piping

The inspection's average time for one weld (300 mm diameter and 40 mm thickness)
has been of 4 hours.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Our experiences show us that to reach the best yields of the equipment used in
mechanized inspections, either in inspection times or in quality, the following action
lines must be followed:

Acquisition and evaluation systems easily adaptable to the different
configurations of the areas to be inspected.

Reliable mechanical equipments, of easy joining, secure and easy
operation using similar handling programmes.

Adequate preparation and planification of the different activities,
involving the personnel participating in the objectives attainment:

Reducing inspection times
Quality increase.
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IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF THE REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL OF NPP Vl-UNIT 1
J. HORVATH, ./. NEUPAUER, NPP Jashvski Bohunice. Slovak Republic

.ent iSed^huveS^ submlttc-lf i"-f«vico. inaction of
commission in 1085 Concernin«"nH • • ' n s P « c t I o n evaluation
TRC inspection svs f ' * l t l O " S f O U n d b ^ raean« »fTRC

Comparing inspection results 1985 / 1O««
resumed thai s»rvwv ,i • i LI> -'°-) / 1^68, it was
developc.rn.-nt d n o t ' n d u c e " ^ indication

procedure of inspection
instrumentation and probes
reference blocks
evaluation procedures
scanning sensitivity
flaw acceptance cri'ceria

Inspection prom-am is cre-ireH UI,I.
Instruction No 24/00 SPP Pnn ^ • inspect Lo
years. ' B0- 'nspeuiion interval is 4
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The? scope of inspection of TRC .system represents:

1. TV EAV inspection.

\mnhe r

Cladding on weld 0.1.1
Cladding on vessel bottom
Cladding on smooth she I I
Cladding on weld 0.1.2
Cladding on smooth sliel 1
Cladding on weld 0.1.3
Cladding on smooth shell
Cladding on weld 0.1.4
Cladding on nozzle shell
Cladding on weld 0.1.5
Cladding on nozzle shell
Cladding on weld 0.1.6
Claddinsi on flange shell
Cladding on weld 0.1.7
Cladding in range of well
hangers
Velds of instrumentation
pipe holders
Velds of we!1 holders

/consoles/
Guiding spring surface
Velds bee twetin eonsoles
anu leading springs

0.1.34
0.I.20.1
0. 1.21.1
0.1.35
0. 1 .22.1
0.1.36
0. 1 .23. 1
0.1.37
0.1.24.1
0.1.38
0.1.25.1
0.1 .39
0. 1.26.1
0. 1.40

0.1.13.2

0. 1.10.6
0.1.15.1/1-8

0.1.15.3/1-8
0.1.15.2/1-8

2. Volumetric inspection (UT)

f tern

Bottom longitudinal wold
Ci roumfereiuial weld
Circumferential weld
Circumferential weld
Ci reunil'eretit ial weld
Circumferential weld
Circumferential weld
Nozzle weld
Nozzle weld
N'ozz 1 e weld
Nozzle weld
jNozz I u con i ca 1 r i ng
Nozzle conic.ul ring

0.1.1
0. 1.2
0 .1 .3

manually from ou t s ide

0.1.4
0.1.5
0 .1 . (j
0.1.7
0. 1 . K. 1
0.1.8.1
0.1.12.
0.1.12.
0.1.11.
0.1.11.

1
2
2
1

HV/1-6
SV/l-o
HV/1-6
SV/1-6
SV
HV

to
to
to
LO

reactor
reactor
]> i p e 1 i n e
pi peline
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3. Ultrasonic Lest ing of cladding fusion and under-eladdi ng
defects

I tern Number

Cladding on weld 0.1.2 0.1.35
Cladding on weld 0.1.3 0.1.36
Cladding on weld 0.1.4 0.1.37
Cludding on weld 0.1.5 0.1.38
Cladding on.we Id 0.1.6 0.1.39
Cladding on weld 0.1.7 0.1.40
Cladding on nozzle corner 0.1.8.2 SV/1-6
Cladding on nozzle corner 0.1.8.2 HV/1-6
Cladding on nozzle 0.1.8.3 SV/1-6
Cladding on nozzle 0.1.8.3 HV/l-6

In 1992, the vessel inspection was performed by Slovak
company REAKTORTREST (RT). which is daughter company of SEP
and Siemens.

The complete inspection Look 15 days.
Manipulator ZMM5 was used and this fact strongly

improved quality and extent of work. Comparing to previous
jobs, the following items have been added:

Colour recorded TV inspection
Eddy current inspection with same extent as that of UT
cladding inspection
Examination of longitudinal weld 0.1.1 from inside,
volumetric and cladding ultrasonic examination and eddy
current examination. (Previously, only outer manual LT

an penetrant inspection has been performed)

Inspection procedures fulfilled the requirements of KTA
3201.4. DIN 25435 und PK 1514/72.

According to KTA. 123 indications have been documented
and 13 indication have been qualified as flaw.

According to PK 1514/72, 51 indication have been
registrated und 18 indications have been proceeded for
further analvsis.

Comparison of results 1985/1988 SKODA to 1992
Siemens/Roaktortest showed very close correlation. The
majoritv of previous indications have been identified in
1992.

Occurence of flaw size dispersion caused by differences
of calibration procedures was in the range of acceptable
to Ileranee and was predicted due to usage of completely
diverse instrumentation.

After successful RPV annealing of VI unit 2. the
decision of supervisor was to anneal RPV on unit 1 too. Vitli
respect to KTA and PK, the following inspection program
pre/ufLer annealing was designed. The examination was
performed by ZMM5 manipulator again.
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1. Ultrasonic volumetric weld examination

Circumferential veld 0.1.4. Veld width + 725 mm down
Circumferential weld 0.1.5. Veld width + 725 mm up
The smooth shell 0.1.23.2 from weld 0.1.4 to 0.1.5

2. Ultrasonic examination
under-cladding defects

of cladding fusion and

Cladding on weld 0.1.4 (0.1.37).extent the same as in 1
Cladding on weld 0.1.5 (0.1.38).ex tent the same as in 1
Cladding of smooth shell 0.1.23.1 in range of active
zone, extent the same as in 1

3. TV colour recorded inspection

Cladding on weld 0.1.4 (0.1.37)
Cladding on weld 0.1.5 (0.1.38)
Cladding of smooth shell 0.1.23.1

4. Eddy current inspection of cladding surface by means of
MIZ18 equipment

Cladding on weld 0.1.4 (0.1.37).ex tent the saint: as in 1
Cladding on weld 0.1.5 (0.1.38).extent the same as in 1
Cladding of .smooth shell 0.1.23.1 in range of active
zone, extent the same as in 1
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Moreover. the ZMM5 manipulator was used for hardness
measurement in range of weld 0.1.4 and base material in
active zone. Hardness measurement was accomplished bv UJV
ftez.

The power plant operator was provided with very
important possibility to compare the results of more vessel
inspection with Z.MM5.

Recorded data allow us to make positive conclusion
about correlation between results of previous automated
vessel inspection. Especially, very good correlation was
observed compuring examinations prior and after annealing,
as well as comparing it to examination in March 1992.

Obtained data gives the possibility to estimate the
size of indicated flaws. The comprehensive database for
reactor pressure vessel integrity assessment was obtained.
It can also serve as a starting point for RPV examination in
future.

For all examinations performed till nowadays. the
standard UT equipment was used, which allowed to detect one
peak within the gate. /TIMLOC principle/.

In near future, for the sake of better sensitivity,
data presentation and evaluation, ALOC system will be used,
with multi-peak detection algorithm.

Vith respect to results of NDT examinations, there are
no doubts against next service of reactor pressure vessel.

Abbreviations:

RPV - Reactor pressure vessel
TV - Television
RT - Reaetortest
NPP - Nuclear power plant

Attachments 1-4 : Numbering of inspected items
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VVER 440 Reactor vessel

; 270
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W E R 440 Reactor vessel

01 1.0 0 1 25 !
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W E R 440 Reactor barrel support

01.151.1-6

0 i •<. :

0.1.152/! - 8
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W E R 440 Reactor vessel nozzle

0.1.11 HW1*6
0.1.3.1 SV/14-6
0.1.8.1 HV/ 1 + 6

\ 0.1.25 3 SV/1-6.
0.1.25.3 HV/1*6
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ULTRASONIC IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF WELD ON THE MAIN
CIRCULATING PIPELINES OF V230 AND V213 REACTORS
J. NEUPAUER, NPPJaslovskd Bohunice, Slovak Republic

FOREVORD

Integrity of main circulating piping is subject to very
strict observation. As tlie pressure retaining component of
primary circuit, it directly influences safety of nucLear
power plant.

On western types of power plant. Inspection of all.
primary piping welds is implemented in .inspection program
from the very beginning of NPP design. However. the
safety philosophy of Russian project was fundamentaly
different: there was emphasize on passive safety and
technically complicated testing was not considered.

Vith eomming years, this status began to be cri. tisised.
The safety standard grew up and there was strong demand to
spread up inspection program.

HISTORY

This first voLumetric ultrasonic examination of primary
velds in Bohunice was performed in 1992 by RTD company,
which had already had lot of experience with similar
inspection on Loviisa power plant in Finland.

There was strong intention to implement this
examination into inspection program of Bohuni.ce power plant,
especially on VI. because its safety standard was considered
worse. The number of welds to be inspected is pretty big and
therefore it was economical reason. which forced NPP n>
start preparation for this project.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF INSPECTION

Introduction of such a complicated examination
technique has these main aspects:

Instrumentation.

It was planned to make testing mechanized, however.
Therefore. P-Scan equipment, as standurd equipment used
usually for similar testing vas obtained.

Personnel qualification

New technique requires new people. Experienced UT
examinators Level I I I have been chosen to create P-Scan
crew. They have been trained in Force Institutes in Denmark
and by RTD consultants in Bohunice first on pipe mockup with
weld. later on site during outage.

UT procedure

After obtaining some experience, the UT procedure was
written and approved by supervisor body. The sensisitivity
was approved on weld mockup with natural, welding defects in
none-blind test. The measurement results respond to
radiography results.

In basis, main principles and scope of procedure is
built in accordance with ASME section XI. The reason is that
basic techniques have been prepared by Rontgen Technische
Dienst b.v., Rotterdam according to ASME. The compatibility
with ASME is assured as far as concerns procedures, working
equipment. evaluation, documentation and acceptance
criteria. In other aspect, like personell. system and
procedure qualification, the local regulatory status is
taken to account.
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Inspection and results

The first inspection observed by supervisor body was
performed in the beginning of this year on VI unit 1 with
assistance of RTD personnel. Two complete loops and pump
welds of another loop have been tested, in the period of 22
days. The scope of work represents 61 austenitio welds. Some
of the welds. namely longitudinal elbow seams have been
tested manually.

Four acceptable volumetric defects have been detected
according to ASHE XI. No surface breaking defects have been
found.

The first experimental measurement on loop of V2 power
plant was accomplished in May. All welds have been either
completely inspected, or at least the geometry, and access
to weld has been investigated. There are some differencies
on V213 loops comparing to V230 power plant. This initial
neusureinent is the first step to introduce into life this
kind of examination on V2.

The same was made on welds of pressurizer pipelines.
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TECHNICAL DHTA1LS

Testing problem

The testing probJem is to detect surface breaking and
none surface breaking defects in inner 1/3 of material
thickness in the weLd and heat uffected zone. Emphasize is
placed on service induced defects, like SCC.

Condi tions

The following should be considered:

1. The access to weld is sometimes bad and varies from weld
to weld
2. The geometry is not designed for UT testing, in fact UT
was never considered. Geometry varies from weld to weld.
This applies also to welds of the same configuration.lt is
possible to say, that each weld is original.
3. Material is austenitic steel. Besides the welds, also the
structure of base material is very grainy. In some cases,
grain size reaches 5 mm.
4. Environmental conditions on loop are very unpleasant.
Radiological situation is not the only thing which
conipl icutes measurement. There is also temperature,
humidity, fibres from insulation and limited space for
movement of personnel and scanners.

ExaminaLion technique and organization of work

Above mentioned strongLy affect the examination
technique used:

Vherever possible, mechanized testing is applied. It
allows to keep Lhe radiation load of personnel, on acceptable
level. Due to complicated and variable geometry and lot of
obstacles on piping, to install the scanner on pipe and set
it for proper performance still requires long presence of
personnel on loop. But the value of data obtained during
scanning is much greater than those from manual testing.

Manual testing is applied only when it is quite
impossible Lo make examination automated./ for instance
longitudinal seams of elbows./
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The sequence of veld examination is strictly kept:
Prior to any testing, the OD profile tit' the weld is taken
and valthickness measurements are performed. Then. the
crosssection nf the veld is drawn, with respect to veld
preparation drawing. if available. . It should be
noted. that geometry along the veld use to varry
dramatically in some cases, which makes procedure setting
and data interpretation very compl icated.

Based on obtained information about geometry, the
technique; of inspection is specified, i.e. number and type
of probes, their direction and testing parumetres.

The priority is given to searching for inner surface
breaking defects in velds and heat affected zone.

Inspected volume is defined as inner third of
wal!thiekness up to distance of wa]1 thickness to both sides
from the veld axis.

For optimum safety of flaw indication it is recommended
to insonify the veld from both sides, using various angles
and wavemodes.

Due to variability of SocaJ conditions, also as far as
concernes the weld of the same type, it is not possible to
specify universal technique valiil For all welds of certain
type. The procedure is clarified for each weld separately,
with respect to geometry, thickness and access to veld.

For mechanized testing, the P-Sean programming record,
so called PARAMETERS and scanner programming record, so
called SCANNING are generated. For each item the records arc
prepared separately.

For manual testing, the record for manual testing is
prepared.

These documents are used by P-Scan, scanner operators and
manual inspectors to perform measurement. Some current
parameters are filled in by operators.

Organization of work of inspection crew responds to
environmental situation: The scanner is remote controled
from room with rtrlativuly good environmental condition. The
scanner operator is present on pipe only for scanner
setting. He uses communication system to talk to P-Scan
operator. The scanner performance is watched by means of two
zoomed colour TV cameras, each mounted on one side of the
we I d.

Vhen the scan is complete, acquired data are stored to
floppy disk and sent to evaluation room along with forms,
filled in wi'.h some current information concerning real
situation during scanning.
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After reception of floppies and forms, data interpreter
hns got all data necessary for evaluation available.
Evaluation is performed by means of post processing software
with ultrasonic colour coded projection imaging. The
evaluation is made primarily with respect to ASME levels. In
order to reach better sensitivity, ASME levels are shifted
down so that -14 dB level is put to the point of mean noise
level, whenever possible. For data interpretation and
distinguishing between real defects and indications due to
geometry and material properties, signal shape on projection
images is considered as a main parameter, rather than
amplitude. This allows to detect real flaw with amplitude
below primary ASME -14 dB and reject false calls with
amplitude near to ASME level 0 dB.
The output of evaluation is Evaluation Record.

Inspection et|uipment

Mechanized testing is performed by means of P-Sctm 111
system. It consists of several parts and allows acquisition
and storage of ultrasonic signals from mechanized
inspection, with possibility of post-processing and
interpretation. Parts of the system:

P-Scan processor

Generates and processes ultrasonic signals according to
prior adjusted parametres set, in dynamic range of 120 dB.
UZ data are stored on floppy disk for further processing
along with all parametres. P-Scan is capable to process
simultaneously four independent ultrasonic channels, with
possibility of varrious programming.

Automatic scanner

Mechanical part of equipment, which allows automatic
driving of UT probe along testing surface. It allows
movement in two independent coordinates, X para lei to weld
axis, Y normal to weld axis. Scanner is guided by means of
the chain. The movement and fixture is derived from the
rubber toothbelt, fastened around pipe and driving wheel of
scanner. As an alternative It is possible, due to limited
space to use so called manual scanner.
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Remote control unit VSC-2

Mimipulator is controlled by means of remote control
unit VSC-2. which is programmable in tbe terras of spued,
directions and movement ranges, anil assures communication
with P-Scun processor.

P-Scan processor and remote control unit is usually
situated out of inspected equipment location, up to distance
of 50 ra. There is a cable communication system For
communication between scanner operator and P-Scan operator.
For watching automatic scanning. remote controled TV system
i s used.

Equipment for data processing and evaluation

Personal computer AT 486 with special software, which
allows projection composite view of tested item, color coded
with amplitude or channel as parameter, with amplitude
rejection and measurement of flaw position in cartesian
system: X along the weld, Y normal to weld and Z in terms of
flaw depth. It is possible U> output screen to colour
printer, together with parameter set.
System is capable to combine 4 independent Images. Every
Image contains data taken with one probe, presented
according to certain wave mode.

Calibration blocks

Blocks are manufactured from the austennitic malerial
with the same acoustic properties as tested material.

Calibration block I IV 2 is used for index point and
index delay

Reference blocks for setting primary reference level
have notches with depth 7 - 10 % [>f wal 1 tli ickness.
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Ultrasonic probes

For this specific inspection problem, special probes
of RTD provenience are used. They htive small sound exit
point - probe front distance. All probes are equipped with
water supply nozzles and radius adapted wedge. Probes has
twin squint oriented crystals to obtain natural focussing
effect. The frequency is 2 MHvc.

For indication of surface breaking defects, the shear
wave probes with angle of incidence with inner surface 45".
For geometries with various shape of testing surface. 45"
u 50" shear wave probes are available.

For indication of volumetric defects, compression wave
probes arc used. For geometries with various shape of
testing surface, various wal1 thickness and various access to
weld, 45", 55", 60" a 70" ompression wave probes are
available. The shear wave component 23" to 31" is used for
supplementary inspection of heat affected zone.

Manual inspection

The manual inspection is performed in cases, where
due to complex geometry the automated testing is impossible
nr very complicated.

The procedure for manual testing is prepared very
carefully.

The borders of probe movement are marked on material
surface. For each indication separately. the following is
app'l ied:

1. The surface profile is taken
2. Val1 thickness are measured
3. Veld cross section is reconstructed
4. indication is placed to drawing and rescaned vith another

angles or wavemode.
5. The relevance of indication is evaluated. In case of
relevant indication, its parameters according to ASME are
measured.

Described procedure is time consuming, but necessary on such
materiuls and geometry. It is approved by fact, that sonic
relevant indications have been already found and confirmed.
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Documen ta t ion

The complete document from veld testing is report. The
proper documentation requires lot of partial records, so
that all data are available. The structure of report is as
To 1 1ows;

Firm! report

Testing Calibraeion I-inearitv check

Probe 01

Probe 02

P-SCAN III

Manuul flaw
detector

Veld 01

Profi le
Measurement

List

Veld 02

Val1 thickness
Measurement

Manual inspection

Mechanized
inspect ion

I
H Evaluation

—

I tern 1

I tern 2

1 tem 3

I l em 4

-

-

welds

files

disks

P-SCAN
PARAMETRES

NNIXGSCANNING

Cnlour
printer
plots
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SUMMARY

Validity of inspection system and procedure was
approved on austenitic weld mockup with implemented welding
defects. All defects detected by ultrasound have been
confirmed by radiographic method. The important objection
may be expressed concerning natural defects: Signal response
of welding defect may differ from signal of SCC. which is
primarily searched for. That is true. But considering
behaviour of crack-like reflector as a corner reflector, we
expect that echo amplitude will be higher and S/N ratio will
be better than those of volumetric defect.

Till now, no surface breaking defects have been
detected. Some volumetric defects in root region are
indicated /Attachments/ They have been confirmed by
radiographic snaps taken during construction, when
available, as welding defects.

Using combined inspection techniques from both sides of
xhe weld, we can assure to detect relevant flaws in region
of interest. Our experience confirms, that it is possible to
solve such a complex inspection problem, as automated
ultrasonic testing of austenitic welds on NPP.

ABBREVIATIONS:

NPP - Nuclear power plant
RTD - Rontgen Technische D.ienst
UT - Ultrasonic testing

. ASME - American Society of Mechanical. Engineers
j SCC - Stress corrosion cracking

ATTACHMENTS:

Colour printouts - documentation of volumetric defects
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM PSA'S FOR GERMAN NPP'S
H. HOERTNER. K. KOEBERLE1N, GRS, Germany

1 Introduction

The first comprehensive application of probabilistic methods for the assessment of nuclear
power plant safety lias been the US "Reactor Safety Study" WASH-1400 /I/ , followed a few
years later by Phase A of the "German Risk Study" (II. These studies, published in the
Seventies, aimed mainly at an evaluation of risks to man and environment from accidents in
a NPP. As an essential part of the studies the expected frequency of a core meltdown has
been quantified. Starting from this "interim result", amount and expected frequency of
radiomtclide release to the environment and of damages caused by the radionuclides have
been analysed.

In order to evaluate the core melt frequency

- relevant initiating events have been identified and their respective frequencies have been
quantified, and
- the conditional probabilities of failure of system functions required to cope with the
initiating event have been quantified by applying a combination of event tree and fault tree
analysis.

This pan of a Risk Study is now called "Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA), level 1". In a
"level 2-PSA" additionally the behaviour of the containment and of radionuclides released
from the fuel in case of a core damage are investigated. In level 3 accident consequences
outside the plant are analysed.

In the meantime, level I -PSAs have proven to be a very efficient instrument for the
assessment of nuclear power plant safely. The structure of PSAs performed now is identical
to the procedure of former risk studies in evaluating the core damage frequency. However,
extent and methodology of the early studies have been less developed than for more recent
PSAs. This fact is demonstrated by the following examples:

- The spectrum of initiating events investigated has been reduced for the early studies. For
instance, steam generator tube rupture and steam line break have not been analysed.

- When analysing the system behaviour, pessimistic rather than realistic assumptions have
been used. In general, failure of system functions have been (pessimistically) assumed under
the condition, that the minimum system requirements defined in the licensing procedure of
the plant arc not satisfied.

- Accident management (AM) procedures - intended to cope with bcyond-design Slates of the
plant - have not been taken into account.
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- For e\ent sequences leading to core damage, primary system pressure at the point of time
of pressure vessel failure has not been considered as distinguishing parameter, although it is
most important with respect to containment loads.

- For the early studies generic reliability data have been used, in many instances gained from
nonnuclear experience.

In table 1, results from WASH-1400 for Surry-1 and from Phase A of the German Risk
Study for Biblis B are displayed. Contributions of dominating initiating events to the overall
core damage frequencies are shown, as well as the overall core damage frequency and the
share of core damage states with high primary system pressure. In both studies
loss-of-coolant accidents are dominating, but for different causes. In Surry-1 failure of the
operators to switch from high pressure to low pressure recirculation is dominating. In
Biblis-B the main contribution comes from the operator failure to cool-down the system via
the secondary side with a temperature gradient of 100 K/h. This cool-down, which then had
to be initiated and controlled manually, in Biblis-B is a prerequisite for low pressure
recirculation (sump recirculation). In the meantime this function has been automized.

Since the publication of WASH-MOO and the German Risk Study many PSAs have been
performed worldwide. Main results and insights of a number of PSAs from various countries
arc compiled in '3 . Most of the above-mentioned restrictions arc no longer valid with the
newer PSAs. A comparison of results from PSAs performed at different points of time for
the same plant is pointing out some interesting aspects. In figures 1 and 2 results of German
Risk Study. Phase B. are shown without consideration of AM-procedures ("plant damage
stale") and with consideration of AM-procedures ("core damage state"). Figure 1 is
displacing the contributions of dominant initiating events, figure 2 the contributions of safety
system functions.

The expected frequency of plant damage states, calculated in Phase B, is 2.9*10'Va. This
figure can be compared with the core melt frequency of 9*10'5/a from Phase A. Although
additional initiating events have been considered in Phase B, the system improvements in
Biblis B did significantly reduce the core melt (rcsp. plant damage state) frequency.

Consideration of AM-proccdurcs - besides taking into account system improvements - has
strong influence on the results of newer PSAs. For Biblis-B the expected frequency of core
damage states is by a factor of 8 lower than the expected frequency of plant damage states
(and by a factor of 25 lower than the core melt frequency from Phase A). Without
consideration of AM-procedures there would be a 97 % conditional probability of high
pressure core damage, compared to 13 % when considering AM.

For two German nuclear power plants PSAs have been performed by GRS as research
projects ("German Risk Study, Phase A and B" for the PWR of Biblis B; BWR safety study
for Gundremmingcn NPP, just now being continued in a second phase including a level 2
analysis). Some years ago it has been decided, that all German NPPs have to perform a safety
re-assessment every ten years of operation. As part of this safely assessment a level 1-PSA
has ti- be performed. In the meantime PSAs have been finished (or all nearly complete) for
four PWRs and four BWRs. GRS has been engaged in performing a PSA for an older PWR
(Obrigheim) and in reviewing all but one of the other PSAs performed by the utilities or their
contractors.
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The detailed and systematic investigations of the German Risk Study and the other PSAs did
help to identif} deficiencies of system design and operation procedures, which were not
recognised by dcterr.iinistic safety assessments. This will be exemplified in the following
sections.

2 Evaluating the wcll-halanccdncss of safety relevant system design

Already the results of phase A of the German Risk Study - the first probabilistic safety
assessment of a German NPP - did indicate the governing influence of a few failure
combinations of certain components:

- Interim results of the study did show the predominant contribution of a "small leak via the
prcssurizcr" to the frequency of uncontrolled accident sequences HI. Based on these results,
the position display and the control of the pressurizer relief valves and the electrical power
supply of the prcssurizer isolation valves have been improved and recurrent tests of the main
coolant pressure control system have been introduced. The contributions of the
instrumentation and control devices - originally dominating - have been eliminated by a
multichannel primary coolant pressure limitation controlling the prcssurizcr relief valves.

- Thermohydrauiic analyses, launched by the study, did show - prior to the TMI accident -
that the pressurizer water level will not decrease after a leak via the prcssurizcr valves in
spite of the loss of coolant, so that an important signal for the actuation of the emergency
core cooling s\stein will not be available when required. This insight (together with the
implementation of AM procedures) has prompted the decision, to install a reactor pressure
vessel water level indication for all German PWRs and to trigger non-rescttable emergency
core cooling signals from low water level in the reactor pressure vessel.

- Failures of single components of the control subsystem, common to all of four auxiliary
fcedwater pumps, could cause simultaneous failure of these pumps, rendering ineffective
even signals of the reactor protection system. Such control subsystems, common to several
components, can lead to intrusion of excess voltage into all redundancies of the reactor
protection system, if electrical decoupling of the redundant systems is insufficient.

- In the original design of Biblis 13 the time delay of the emergency leedwater isolation signal
has been too short. As a consequence, the emergency fecdwater isolation signal could have
been triggered immediately after start-up of the emergency fecdwater pumps by a
comparison of the flow rate in the emergency feedwater lines. Because of unavoidable
differences in the start-up time of pumps and valves this could lead to an automatic - but
faulty - isolation of two out of four emergency fcedwater lines.

- In Phase B of the German Risk Study, as discussed in 141, a number of control system
modifications in Biblis B have been taken into account. These modifications did significantly
influence the expected frequency of plant damage states.

- Also the interim results of a PSA, performed by GRS for an older German I'WR, did show
a dominating influence of the control system for several initiating events.
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Typically, all PSAs performed by GRS did show that failure combinations of a few
components can significantly influence the overall results. This is especially valid for
instrumentation and control systems. A German rule (K.TA 3501) requires that the
instrumentation and control devices must not dominate the unavailability of the safety
system. Obviously, this rule is not in all cases satisfied. This means also, that the detailed
analysis of the instrumentation and control systems is an essential part of the PSA.

A high degree of automatisation. as realised in German plants, is relieving the plant
personnel especially from the necessity of short-term actions, thus reducing the influence of
human errors. On the other side, the influence of faulty behaviour of instrumentation and
control systems on the frequency of uncontrolled event sequences may increase.

The examples, given above, point out that by means of PSAs for German plants system
design deficiencies ha\c been identified and their importance evaluated. Similar experiences
arc available from PSAs in other countries. Insights from PSAs did launch many - rather
inexpensive - system improvements, but in some cases also gave rise to extensive backfitting
measures.

In cases, where the - determinisiically based - formal safety requirements are fulfilled, but
!he PSA is indicating the need (or the possibility) for safety improvements, the question
arises how much money should reasonably be spent. This question up-to-now has been
answered case by case: there are no generally applicable rules concerning reasonable
relations between costs and benefits of risk reduction measures.

3 Deterministic safety requirements and plant safety level

PSAs have shown that compliance with deterministic safety requirements does not
"automatically" lead to a satisfactory safety level. In order to come up with a plant damage
state frequency of < 10\'a for initiating events with a frequency of 0.I/a - I/a an
unavailability of safety functions of 10J - 10 •' per demand is required. Compliance with the
deterministic "single failure and repair criterion", which leads to 4 * 50 % (or 3 * 100 %)
redundancy, is not sufficient in this case. Rather, diverse systems are required

This observation is valid mainly for the emergency feed water supply of older PWRs, which
is required to cope with likely transients (like a loss of main feedwater). These plants have
been backfitted some years ago with an additional system ("Notstandsystcm"). which is
intended to provide the steam generators with feed water for at least 10 h, even after loss of
vital safety system function due to external impacts. According to deterministic safety
requirements this system would not be necessary to cope with plant internal initialing events.
PSA results pointed out that - without the additional "Notstandssystem" - fecdwatcr supply
would not be sufficiently reliable, although their degree of redundancy is in compliance with
deterministic rules.

Although older plants have been backfitted during their service life time, they do not fully
comply with current rules which have been established for newer plants. PSAs can help - and
sometimes they are the only means - to appraise the relevance of deviations from the rule.
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4 Need for (and problems of) best-estimate analyses

The earl) studies in a number of important points did apply approximations and
simplifications, deemed acceptable for an estimation of accidental risks. For an evaluation of
the safety design the situation is different. For such analyses as far as possible "best-estimate"
(hcrmohydraulic models and assumptions should be used. However, when employing best
estimate results, it is necessary - but not yet current practice - to take into account
uncertainties of the thermohydraulic analyses. This is especially important, when small
changes of process parameters can change the course of an accident sequence significantly.
So. for instance, it may depend on small differences of calculated system pressure whether an
opening of pressurizer or steam line valves has to be assumed during a transient. Similarly,
the actuation of reactor protection signals can depend on small differences of process
variables.

The German Risk Study. Phase B. did find dominant contributions to the plant damage state
frequency from an - formerly unexpected - actuation of the high pressure injection system
after a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). As a consequence of this finding the reactor
protection system of the reference plant has been modified. It can also be very important for
the results of a PSA. whether the steam relief valve of the damaged steam generator will be
activated after a SGTR. 11" "best estimate" analyses come up with a steam pressure shortly
below the actuation value of the valve, an opening of the valve must not be excluded.
Otherwise, because of the uncertainty of the thermohydraulic analysis, the frequency of plant
damage slates could be significantly underestimated.

The early studies did assume, that the core will be damaged, if less redundant strands of a
required safety system are available than have been assumed operable in the safety analyses
for the licensing procedure ("minimum system function requirements"). Best-estimate
analyses have shown that this assumption often is too pessimistic. In some situations, even
after a far-reaching failure safety system function there is sufficient time, and the means are
available, to prevent a core damage by accident management (AM) procedures. In section 1
of this paper the influence of AM procedures on the expected frequency of core damage state
has been shown.

From newer PSAs it can also be concluded, that supposedly pessimistic assumptions possibly
hide essential circumstances of accident sequences leading to core damage. In WASH-1400
as well as in the German Risk Study Phase A a steam explosion has been taken as
"representative" for other containment loads after a core meltdown. Because of this
simplifying assumption the important problems of hydrogen generation and burning have not
been recognised.

In the early studies a failure to switch from injection to rccirculation mode of the low
pressure emergency core cooling system after a large loss-of coolant accident has been taken
as "representative" for accident sequences leading to core damage. Later on. the detailed
analyses did reveal the important problem of core meltdown under high primary system
pressure.
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5 Influence of dependent failures on system reliability

Systems with "2 uui of 4"-redmiiijncy. as usual in mosr German NPPs - and c\cn more so
higher redundant systems -. are very unlikely to fail because of random simultaneous failure
of several components . This means, on the other side, an increasing (relative) influence of
dependent failures on the system unavailability. For older plants, where not all redundant
components are spatially separated, dependent failures due to common impacts on the
components (like tire, flooding, fluid jet or mechanical forces) could play an important role.

Newer PSAs show a strong - sometimes even dominating - influence of dependent failures on
the system unavailabilities and, hence, on the frequency of core damage states (table 2). This,
however, does not necessarily indicate a design deficiency. If the necessary measures are
taken to prevent dependent failures, their dominating contribution indicates that the system
redundancy is sufficiently high. Otherwise random simultaneous failures of several
components would dominate. If. nevertheless, the overall system reliability is still
insufficient, improvements are possible only by means of (system and/or component)
diversity.

Operating experience, as documented in abnormal event reports or similar form, in most
cases is not sufficiem to directly quantify the probability of dependent failures. Empirical
values have to be supplemented - or even replaced - by expert judgement. Accordingly, data
uncertainties are high. The development of new dependent failure models will not be very
helpful in this situation. What is necessary is a comprehensive evaluation of all available
informations on abnormal occurrences in NPPs with respect to real or potential dependent
failures.

6 Decision making based on PSAs

Decision making based on deterministic safety requirements (like single failure and repair
criterion) seems to be possible without uncertainties. The degree of redundancy can be easily
counted, the system efficiency is checked by means of thcnnohydraulic analyses under
pessimistic assumptions. However. luiccrtainiics arc hidden behind the deterministic
approach. Compliance with deterministic safe'y criteria does reduce the probability of
failures to certain (but a-priori unknown) v?iucs, but it docs not absolutely prevent system
failures. PSA is a means to quantify the sf.fety level reached by the deterministic approach
and to make explicit the "hidden" uncertainties. It is very important to realise that
uncertainties are not caused, but only ma .ic evident by the probabilistic approach.

As a consequence of the probabilistic approach, simple yes-no decisions are no longer
possible. Applying deterministic criteria, a system is considered as "safe" if it is designed,
constructed and operated in compliance with the criteria. The probabilistic approach delivers
quantitative, but relative measures of "safety". This raises the question at which level of
safety a system is "safe enough". Therefore decision making becomes more complicated in
spite (or because) of the fact that it cam be based on better informations.

In Germany up to now there arc no formal probabilistic safety criteria. Decisions on safety
improvements have been made case by case.
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Table 1: Dominant Contributions of Initiating Events to the Frequency of

Core Damage States

Initiating Event

Loss of normal AC-power

Other transients

ATWS

LOCA

(without SGTR and LOCA outside containment)

LOCA outside containment

Frequency of core damage states

Share of high pressure core damage slates

Plant/Study

Surry 1

WASH-1400

12%

6%

6%

68%

8 %

1-10J/a

90%

Biblis B

DRS, Phase A

15%

3,5 %

1,4%

80%

-

9-10!/a

97 %

Table 2: Importance of Dependent Failures and Operator Errors for the

Frequency of Core Damage States (Plant Internal Initators)

Dependent failures

Operator errors

ORS, Phase A

15%

63%

ORS, Phase B

60%

35%
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German Risk Study, Phase B

Plant Damage State
Frequency: 2,9 E-5/a

Transients
60%

Core Damage State
Frequency: 3,6 E-6/a

Small Leaks
74%

Small Leaks
24%

Transients
5%

Other
21%

Figure 1: Contribution of Internal Initiating Events to Damage State Frequencies



German Risk Study, Phase B

Plant Damage State
Frequency: 2,9 E-5/a

Core Damage State
Frequency: 3,6 E-6/a

- Feedwater Supply
70%

Other
O / o

LP Injection LP Injection
8% 73%

Steam Release
14%

Steam Release
1%

Feedwater Supply
21%/o

Figure 2: Contribution of Safety System Functions to Damage State Frequencies



THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LIVING PSA FOR THE TEMELIN NPP
O.MLADY
NPP Temelin, CEZ-ETE. 37305 Temelin, Czech Republic
M.G.K.Evans
NUS, Bridgewater House, 5S-60 Wiiitwortb St., Manchester Ml 6LS, UK

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The general purpose of the project is to perform a systematic examination of the
Temelin Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant for severe accident vulnerabilities by
performance of a Level 1 and 2 Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) study. The
purpose of this examination is:

(1) to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior
(2) to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur

at the plant
(3) to gain a quantitative understanding of overall probabilities of core damage

and fission product releases
(4) to transfer reliability techniques and PSA technology into everyday use at

Temelin NPP (living PSA and PSA applications).

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of NPP Temclin PSA Project are as follows:

(1) to investigate a level of safety of the Temelin NPP (this arises from the
plant commitment to fulfill:
(a) PRE-OSART recommendations as stated in Technical Notes from

these IAEA missions, and
(b) post TMI requirement 10 CFR 50.34(f)(l)(0 to identify design and

operational weaknesses
(2) to support the decision making process concerning several proposed design

alternatives (e.g. containment filtered venting, boron injection, additional
pressurizer PORVs)

(3) to provide a computer model of the plant necessary for a "living PSA"
activity

(4) Technical Specifications reappraisal (STIs. AOTs)
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(5) to provide useful information and a framework for Emergency Operation
Procedures enhancement and for Accident Management development

(6) to provide procedures for plant specific data acquisition and their
application in a living PSA - model

(7) to perform an analysis of the final protection system design.
(8) to incorporate the Westinghouse I&C design into the model.
(9) to incorporate the changes in thermal hydraulic response as the result of

changes in fuel design.

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK

(1) The following three operational states are of interest:
(a) nominal (full power) operation of the unit
(b) long-term residual heat removal
(c) refuelling

(2) The reactor core is to be investigated as a source of radioactivity in all
operational states mentioned in point (1). In addition the core spent fuel
storage pool and spent fuel handling facilities are to be examined for the
refuelling mode of operation.

(3) Both internal and external hazards are to be investigated as initiating
events for accident scenarios.

(4) An extended human reliability analysis including recovery action analysis
is to be undertaken.

(5) A thorough analysis of dependent failures is to be performed including
initiating event induced dependencies.

(6) The required mission following an initiating event at power is 24 hours.
The mission time for the various shutdown modes analyzed is the time in
that mode.

(7) The development of the living PSA model and the necessary technology
transfer including the development of the safety monitor.

(8) Technology transfer for application of the PSA.

1.3 PROJECT SCHEDULE

The PSA schedule is as follows:

PSA Level 1 - internal events: September 1993 - March 1995
PSA Level 1 - external events: May 1994 - May 1995
PSA Level 2: November 1994 - October 1995
Living PSA: May 1995 - October 1995
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2.0 LIVING PSA

2.1 General

As it is intended that the results of the study should be incorporated in a
living PSA one of the most important issues is quality assurance. The safety
guidelines issued by the IAEA and Decree No 436/90 issued by the State Office
for Nuclear Safety both indicate that a quality assurance program should be
implemented for activities associated with the design and operation of Nuclear
Power Plants. It is considered that the performance of PSA falls into this category
and therefore it was necessary to develop a quality assurance program and plan
for the performance of the Temelin PSA Project. The Temelin PSA Quality
Assurance Plan incorporates the elements of an acceptable NUS QA Program
designed to meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix B requirements to the extent possible.
All work will be performed in accordance with practices that ensure quality and
will meet future requirements of the licensing authority, the development of a
living PSA program, and ongoing risk management. This approach has been
chosen to provide a model that is suitable for use in licensing related work.

Without doubt the most important aspect of the PSA is the set of documentation
which accompanies the computer model and from which the computer model can
be completely and accurately reconstituted at any time. The documentation is in
two parts. The first part is the set of work instructions (or task plans) which
define the boundary conditions under which the model has been developed; and
'he second the analysis files which directly relate the probabilistic model to the
plant design as represented by the design and operational documentation. The
existence of such documentation ensures that, as changes are made to the plant,
the appropriate sections of the probablilistic model can be modified with the
minimum of effort.

The Temelin PSA model was developed using what is known as the fault tree
linking methodology using the NUPRA code. Event trees were developed for all
internal and external initiating events and fault trees developed for each function
in the event trees. The core damage/plant damage state frequencies were
calculated using appropriate data. A containment response analysis was performed
for each of the plant damage states in order to determine the frequency and
magnitude of the fission product release. A list of the subtasks is given in the
Table 1 and significant items in each of these areas are discussed in the following
sections. An overview of the approach showing the interfaces between tasks is
shown in Figure 1, and key elements of each task relating to the unique nature of
the Temelin plant discussed in the following sections.

2.2 INITIATING EVENTS

As Tcmelin is not yet operational particular care was taken in analyzing the
occurrence of initiating events in order to ensure that the list was as complete as
possible.
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The starting point for the analysis was a very detailed generic list of IEs for
WWER 1000 based on the IAEA effort in the TC Project RER/9/005 (2/93
"Working material - Defining Initiating events for PSA's for WWER Reactors,
IAEA Workshop, Moscow, February 1-5, 1993, 5/93 "Generic IEs for WWER
Reactors, IAEA Technical Document 719 "Defining IES for PSA, September
1993) as well as the other sources (EPR1 list of generic IEs - NUREG/CR-3862),
and operational experience - Balakovo and Kalinin NPPs, IAEA-PRIS outage
records, Kozloduy NPP Unit 5&6 PSA IE list were used. In addition, an FMEA
of support systems was performed to find potential initiating events specific the
Temelin design. The subevents were grouped into five LOCA groups and nine
transient groups. The frequency of each IE group were estimated as the sum of
the subevent frequencies.

The Temelin NPP is designed for "Island Operation", that is the generator output
switchgear is designed to maintain supply to the station transformers in the event
of loss of offsite power. It also has a limiting system which allows power runback
in the event of balance of plant failures which lead to a reduction in secondary
heat removal capacity. One of the tasks in the definition of initiating events which
would result in reactor trip was to determine those events which would lead to
reactor runback and, subsequential, because of failure within the control system,
or instability between the primary and secondary systems, lead to reactor trip. In
the case of loss of offsite power, which results in a very large load rejection, it has
operational experience at currently operating WWER-1000 has been used as the
basis predicting the likelihood that such operation is successful.

Other areas of interest evaluated are:

Steam Generator leakage from primary to secondary - magnitude and
frequency.
Interfacing systems LOCA (V sequences).
Pressurized Thermal Shock.
Anticipated Transients without Scram (new primary and diverse protection
system design).
Boron Dilution (Shutdown).

23 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODELLING

The first step in the accident sequence modelling was the development of Event
Sequence Diagrams (ESD). The use of ESDs to model the sequence of events
following an initiator is particularly useful when evaluating a new design or
performing a PSA of a reactor type for which few previous analyses exist. The
primary purpose of the analysis is to identify the interface between the operator,
the performance of the systems which are required to achieve a safe stable state,
and the identification of the potential for consequential events. A consequential
event is an initiating event whose characteristics differ from those of the initiating
event group being analyzed. For example a transient initiator would become a
LOCA if a pressurizcr relieve valve opened and stuck open. The specific
consequential events investigated in the Temelin study are:
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Consequential LOCA - Pressurizer PORV; RCP Seal
Failure

Consequential Secondary Cooldown - SG PORV; Steam Dump;
Turbine Trip

Consequential Pressurized Thermal Shock - Secondary Cooldown
Consequential SG Tube Leakage - Secondary Cooldown
Consequential Loss of Offsite Power - Generator/Switchyard
Anticipated Transient without Scram - Pr imary/Diverse Reac tor

Protection System

In all cases it is necessary to consider whether the consequential event is within
or outside the design capabilities of the plant and therefore if it can be treated
within the event tree analysis or must he considered as leading directly to core
damage.

finally event trees were developed for each group of initiating events to delineate
each of the accident sequences which had to be quantified.

2.3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The standard system documentation such as system dependency and maintenance
matrices, system notebooks and analysis files have been developed for each system
and the fault trees created using NUPRA code. In general, passive failures such
as piping leakage, and cable open or short circuits were not modeled because such
event probabilities are considered to be lower than those for the components with
which they are associated. However, passive failures are included where they are
considered to be important, based on historical evidence, or the potential for a
passive failure to impact multiple trains or systems. Plugging of locked-open valves
and internal leakage of locked-clnsed valves were modeled where appropriate.

Human errors modeled in the fault trees included miscalibration, and failure to
return components to their normal state after testing or maintenance. The
operator response to an initiating event is included in both fault and event trees.

Test, maintenance and repair outages (at a system or train level) while the plant
is in power operation, startup, or shutdown were modeled. In general, repair
outage was modeled separately. Dependencies between systems and common
caused failures were modeled in the system fault trees.

2.4 EQUIPMENT DATA

As Temelin NPP is currently under construction no plant specific data are
available. The Temelin equipment is provided by unique mixture of Eastern and
Western suppliers. There is no corporate body of reliability data from other
WWER-1000 units operation, thus the only available WWER specific observations
arc from WWER-440 (V-213 type). For the PSA model quantification several
sources were used:
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IAEA compilation
Swedish reliability data for Ringhals
NUREG/CR-4550
IREP (NUREG/CR-1740)
Dukovany NPP (WWER-440) data.

For each reliability parameter of interest a table of available information was
created and, after discussion with the system analyst the decision made on which
parameter to use.

2.5 DEPENDENT FAILURE ANALYSIS

For the initial screening quantification, a Beta-factor model with beta factor 0.1
was used. This value is generally accepted as an upper bound value for any type
of component.

For the final quantification the best estimate dependent failure data is currently
being evaluated. The pseudo plant specific data base (Nuclear Power Experience
[NPE-S. M. Stoller]) and the approach described in IAEA-TECDOC-648 and
NUREG/CR-4780 has been adopted for dominant common cause failures (DGs,
pumps, MOVs).

2.6 HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Most of the information required for the HRA, such as emergency operating
procedures, operating procedures, test and maintenance procedures, etc., were not
available at the beginning of the Project. However, some information is now
available and discussions have been held with the plant staff. This information can
be used to characterize how the major activities would be performed, at least, in
general terms. Event oriented emergency procedures based on procedures for
Zaporozhskaya NPP WWER 1000 unit were used for the initial HRA. For the
final quantification the general Westinghouse strategies (ERG) for symptomatic
oriented EOPs is being used as it becomes available. Information on the
Westinghouse system COMPRO (Computerized Procedures) has been obtained
and is being incorporated into the analysis. The approach used is based upon the
SHARP procedure published in IAEA TECDOC 478. Two basic categories of
human interventions have been analyzed • pre-accident and post-accident His.
The THERP procedure has been used for the quantification of pre-accident
events. A new methodology used in the latest individual plant examination in the
US, based on decision trees, has been used for quantification of post-accident
events. This approach explicitly relates the operator actions to the procedure with
which he is working, and the success or failure of the systems. This is therefore
appropriate to the development of a living PSA.

2.7 LIVING PSA SUMMARY

The result of the above work was a PSA model which met the initial project and
was capable of being used tor aii the activiljes Jisfed in Table 1. However the
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model is complex and developed in the language of the PSA specialist so is not
readily useable by plant personnel on a day to day basis. The next stage in the
project is to develop a model useable by plant operation and maintenance staff
to meet a unique set of requirements.

3.0 SAFETY MONITOR DEVELOPMENT

The major purpose of the Safety Monitor is to provide an on line measure of risk
based on the current plant configuration and testing status so enabling plant staff
to plan and perform maintenance activities in such a way that safety is maximized,
and at the same time ionizer plant shutdown is avoided. Experience in the use
of the safety monitor at San Onofre has clearly shown that quarterly plant risk,
which had been tracked for the past ten years, began to decrease after the safety
was introduced. Not only was safety improved but cost savings were also
achieved. Direct savings of $50,000 per year have already been achieved and in
the near future it is expected that real savings of 5500,000 per day will be
achieved for the number of days the refuelling outage is shortened.

The main screen of the Safety Monitor (Figure 3) displays 1) the instantaneous
level of risk via a "risk meter: display, 2) The history for the prior week, 3) a
recommended time limit for the plant configuration based on risk. The risk levels
are "Normal", "Moderate", and "Caution". The normal limit is less than 5E-5 per
year instantaneous core damage risk and is colored green. The Moderate limit
is less than E-4 per year instantaneous core damage risk and is colored yellow on
!he meter. The Caution limit is equal to or greater than E-4 per year
instantaneous core damage risk and is colored red on the meter.

It is expected that the safety monitor will be used extensively by the maintenance
division in scheduling preventive maintenance activities. The planner can enter
specified equipment outages several weeks in advance and if the calculated risk
for these hypothetical configurations is high, then equipment outages can be
rearranged within the schedule uniil the risk is .sufficiently low.

One of the key potential applications at Temelin will be the evaluation of all the
allowed outage times recommended in the Technical Specifications and Limiting
Conditions of Operation. It will be possible to determine which ones will result
in an overprescriptive limit on time out of service and also any in which the
proposed time would result in a high level of risk.

Clearly no plant would prefer to be uninformed about the risk associated with an
upcoming change in plant configuration. Yet the process of obtaining that
information has been so arduous that to evaluate every change would be virtually
impossible. Prior to the Safety Monitor, calculating the risk of a new plant
configuration would have required roughly 3 person days. This level of effort
made performing a risk assessment for each of hundreds of equipment outages,
tests, and re-alignments beyond reach. Now the performance of such a calculation
is performed in about 4 person minutes, so allowing the hundreds of calculations
to be performed.
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As the model in the Safety Monitor is the same as the PSA model each
calculation gives the exact PSA solution appropriate to the particular plant
alignment. The model does not used presolved solutions which approximate to
the plant alignment as is used in some plant monitors currently in existence.
However because it is equivalent to the PSA the installation of the Safety Monitor
at a plant requires the existence of a fully supported Living PSA, as has been
performed for Temelin.

The Safety Monitor holds the key to increased regulatory relief and greater
operational flexibility. The result of its use will be increased (but better managed)
on-line maintenance, shorter outages, fewer forced shutdowns, and higher capacity
factors, with the ultimate aim of achieving risk based allowed outage times. Its
most significant attribute, immediately achieved with its installation, is the ability
of the plant operational and maintenance staff to manage risk.
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TABLE 1: Comparison of Capabilities of the Safety Monitor
and Living PSA

LIVING PSA

IMPACT ON RISK

Change in component data.

Single component in maintenance.

Changes in operating procedures.

Changes in test intervals

Changes in allowed outage limes

Changes in prevemative maintenance

Maintenance Strategy (common cause
failures).

Changes in system design.

Changes in common cause data or
modelling.

Changes in human reliability data or
modelling.

Changes in component location.

Changes in component design (fragility).

INTERFACE WITH LEVEL 2

Individual sequences contributing to PUS.

Individual sequences/PDS contributing lo
offsite release and risk of death to the
individual.

Components or system failure
contributing to offsite release or risk of
death to the individual.

SAFETY MONITOR

IMPACT ON RISK

Changes in component data.

Single component in Maintenance.

Change in system configuration.

Performing tests.

Change in external environment.
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FIGURE 1: Overview of Level 1 PSA Methodology
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FIGURE 2: Overview of Level 2 PSA Methodology
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Figure 3 Safety Monilor Main Screen
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SAFETY SYSTEMS UPGRADE AT THE TEMELIN NPP
M. SYKORA, CEZ, Czech Republic
E. ARNOLD, Westinghouse E.C., U.S.A.
P. GAUTJER, Westinghouse E.C., U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

In 1990, the Czech Power Company (CEZ) decided that the design of the Tcmclin

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) should be upgraded to be more consistent with

Western safety criteria. This paper describes a selection of the safety upgrades

being undertaken at the Tcmclin NPP. It focuses on three broad areas which arc

interrelated. These arc the I&C design, the safety analysis, and the man-machine

interface. As part of their upgrade program, CEZ selected Westinghouse to

perform upgrade work in these areas. This paper provides a brief discussion of

NPP history and design. A description of the following specific design upgrades

are then reviewed: safety related I&C design, core design and related safety

analysis, control room upgrade, and emergency operating procedures. The

integration of these upgrades among themselves, and with the existing NPP design

is then reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Temeh'n NPP is a partially completed, two unit VVER-1000 model plant in

the South Bohemia region of the Czech Republic. After the fall of the Communist

government at the end of 1989, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

performed reviews of the Temelin NPP. Their recommendations included a

number of safety related upgrades, to meet the intent of international (western)

criteria. Among the upgrades which CEZ committed to incorporate were some

which were open to vendors outside of the Czech Republic. Upgrades associated

with the I&C, nuclear fuel and emergency procedures were awarded to

Wcstinghouse, starting in early 1993. This paper describes the design upgrades

being implemented in these areas, the interrelation among the designs, and the

integration with the existing NPP design.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF TEMELIN NPP

The owner and future operator of Temeh'n is CEZ. The general designer is

Encrgoprojekt-Praha (Czech Republic), and the general equipment designer and

supplier is Skoda-Praha (Czech Republic).
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The Temeh'n NPP (VVER-1000) design has many of the same basic features as the

pressurized water reactors operating in the United States, Western Europe and the

Far East. These include shaft seal main coolant pumps, a pressurizer, an

emergency core cooling system with accumulators, an emergency fecdwater

system, safety diescl generators, and a containment building.

While similar to western NPPs, the Temelm NPP also has some different

functional design features as compared to western NPP designs. Those that most

affect the safety related design changes are the degree of automation, a reactor

limitation system, and a plant control co-ordinator. The Temelfn NPP design

implements a significant degree of automation, resulting in a large and complex

I&C design, as compared to typical western NPPs. The limitation system is a

feature that automatically reduces reactor power for certain NPP upsets, such as the

loss of a main coolant pump. While this increases NPP availability, it also

increases I&C, safety analysis and operating complexity. The control co-ordination

is a function which synchronizes the operation of various plant controllers (reactor

control, turbine control, steam dump control, etc.). The operator can select from

various modes of control co-ordinator operation. This provides greater operating

flexibility, but again adds to the complexity of design and analysis.
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From Ihc perspective of the fuel design, the major difference is that the western

NPPs utilize a fuel assembly with a square geometry, while the Tcmelin/VVER

fuel assemblies are hexagonal. This of course affects the nuclear design and safety

analysis typically used by western vendors.

The Temelin NPP was based on a set of Soviet safety codes and standards. The

primary standard was OPB-82, "General Provisions for Assuring Safety During

Design, Construction and Operation of NPPs". (Note: This document was updated

in 1988, and is currently being revised again.) This document contains the basic

design principles, as well as technical and safety criteria. In addition, the Czech

regulatory agency (the Slate Office of Nuclear Safety - SUJR) had developed

safety criteria. The primary' documentation includes Decree 2, "Ensuring Nuclear

Safety in the Design, Licensing and Operation of Structures with Nuclear Power

Facilities" and Decree 436, "Quality Control in Selected Facilities for the Nuclear

Safety of Nuclear Plants". Decree 2 is similar to the US NRC General Design

Criteria, and Decree 436 has similarities to US Standard ANSI-N18.2.

The general design of Temeh'n NPP safety and safety-related equipment is very

compartmentalized into three divisions. This feature is seen in all aspects of the

plant design, including civil, mechanical, electrical and l&C. The safety functions

are divided into three divisions. In addition, many non-safety systems also have

three divisions, In general, there was very little communication among the
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divisions, and this principle influenced the original design to a large degree. The

original l&C equipment was manufactured in the Czech Republic, and was analog

style equipment (known as Diamo and Dasor). Prescribed use of this equipment,

and adherence to the physical segregation of all equipment, greatly influenced the

functional design of the original I&C.

As noted, one distinguishing feature of the original design was complete separation

of divisions. Maintaining this segregation resulted in a large number of sensors

required in the plant. For example, when a logic function called for two out of

three voting, the three inputs would come from three sensors within one division.

Since all three divisions are symmetric, this example would result in needing nine

seniors.

Additionally, safety and non-safety systems are kept electrically separate. This

also results in an increased number of sensors. For example, when a particular

process parameter was needed by a protection (safety) system and a control (non-

safety) system, separate sensors would be used. This approach was also taken

because of low reliability of sensors originally supplied.
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I&C DESIGN UPGRADES

CEZ and Westinghouse are maintaining the functional design of the plant as close

as possible to the original bases. However, some differences in the functional

design are required to meet licensing requirements. In addition, some design areas

have been revised to increase reliability. The evolution of the current Temeifn

functional design has been a cooperative effort among the Czech companies (CEZ,

Skoda and Energoprojekt) and Westinghouse.

The area where functional design is most different than the original design is the

Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS). This is primarily due to the

commitment of CEZ to not only meet Czech licensing regulations but to also have

the design licensable in the US. This has resulted in the reactor trip and

emergency safety features actuation being implemented in a very similar manner as

in US NPPs.

The Reactor Control and Limitation System (RCLS), Plant Control System (PCS)

and Turbine Control System (TCS) are being implemented with essentially the

s«mc functionality as the original design. However, some implementation is

different, due to the incorporation of US licensing/digital technology into an

existing plant design. These systems arc not considered to be safety related.
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Finally, because of licensing precedent in Europe, a Diverse Protection System

(DPS) has been required for Temelfn. This requirement is based on concerns

about a common mode software or digital hardware failure which is postulated to

disable the PRPS. Therefore, a backup protection system, of a diverse principle, is

being implemented on Temelfn. This system is required to meet a special set of

safety requirements, with a specified subset of reactor trip functions. Where the

PRPS and DPS may initiate conflicting commands, and a safe state cannot be

determined by design, a Non-Programmable Logic (NPL) system is being

implemented.

The I&C system being implemented on Temelin is a distributed computer-based

system. The system configuration is shown on the figure. A brief overview of the

protection and control subsystems is presented in the following paragraphs.

The Unit Information System (UIS) is central to the Temeli'n I&C system. It

processes data from essentially all other I&C systems and provides information to

the operator. It uses two redundant high speed fibre optics distributed data

interfaces as the highway to acquire and transmit data, and to control equipment.

Processing is performed by distributed work stations. The UIS is not a IE system.
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The PRPS is a safety class IE system. The reactor trip, emergency safety features

actuation, Mil control of safety equipment are included in the PRPS. The PRPS is

a distributed system, based on the Westinghouse EAGLE™ system. This is an

INTEL 486 microprocessor based system, programmed in PLM 86. The PRPS has

three redundant and independent divisions, consistent with the original Temelin

design concept. Each division of PRPS has a highway to transmit data.

Information is isolated and then broadcast to the UIS for display and operator

information.

The DPS is also a safety class IE system. As noted in the previous section, it

performs a selected set of reactor trip functions, to protect against a postulated

common mode failure in the PRPS. To ensure diversity from the PRPS, the DPS

will be based on Motorola microprocessors and be programmed in the ADA

language. Information from the DPS is also transmitted to the UIS.

The NPL system is a safety class IE system. The system uses non-programmable,

solid state devices. It is used to prioritize actuation signals from the PRPS and

DPS, as well as the other I&C systems. The NPL system is only used when a pre-

determined safe-state cannot be established. The safety related diesel generator

sequencing logic is also implemented on NPL, to preclude a common mode failure

from impacting emergency power production.
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The Reactor Control and Limitation System is a control system (not class IE).

However, because of its importance in controlling the reactor and availability, it is

being implemented using the EAGLE™ hardware. The implementation is different

than for the PRPS, since not all the testing and surveillance associated with a IE

system is required. A redundant highway is used for data Uansmission within the

RCLS. The RCLS shares data with the UIS, and accepts data from the PRPS, but

does not transmit data to the PRPS (to maintain IE isolation).

The PCS (including TCS) is a distributed system based on the Westinghouse

WDPF™ system. This is a non class IE system which interfaces with the

auxiliary systems of the NPP. The PCS transmits and retrieves information from

the UIS, as well as directly from field sensors.

The incorporation of a distributed digital I&C system into a NPP design that is

based on maintaining physical separation among safety divisions and functions

creates certain challenges. The resolution of these challenges has required

cooperation among the Czech organizations and Westinghouse.

The original design of "safety related" systems controlled more equipment than

necessary from a western licensing basis. However, since the electrical power

system was designed to provide power to a given set of equipment, design
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allowances had io be made in the l&C design. Therefore, a set of non-IE I&C,

but associated with the safety related power system, was agreed on. The resulting

design is similar to the concept of "associated circuits" used in the US, but to a

much larger degree. This arrangement allowed the NPP to use non-IE equipment,

thus reducing operating cost; and also to use the existing electrical system design

with minimal modifications.

Related to the same c.;' ' ; p t of IE and non-IE control of equipment, the ordinal

algorithm logic of the NPP had to be reviewed and modified. The end result had

to maintain the same functionality, but ensure proper electrical segregation and

safety operation. This required a substantial review of the original design.

The distributed l&C, with many cabinets located in various parts of the NPP is

inconsistent with the original Temelin layout, where all equipment for a given

division is in the same physical proximity. However, to maximize I&C efficiency,

parts of the J&C should be distributed throughout the NPP. Compromises were

required to fit the I&C cabinets into existing plant space, while still meeting the

I&C operating specifications. This required extensive cooperation among

Westinghousc and the primary Czech design organizations to establish cabinet

locations and cable routing, while meeting functional design and licensing

requirements.
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Finally, as noted previously, the original design utilized a large number of process

sensors, primarily due to maintaining physical separation of all functions. With the

digital system, output from one sensor could be used for a number of sub-systems,

and among different safety divisions. For example, a sensor could provide input to

the PRPS, and the PRPS can send the signal to the U1S network, where' it can be

retrieved by the PCS. In addition, a sensor input into one safety division can also

be sent into other safety divisions. AH of this of course requires the necessary IE

isolation devices; however, this is common practice for US licensed systems. This

has been accepted by CEZ, with the result that the number of sensors have been

reduced, therefore resulting in future operating cost reduction for the NPP.

CORE DESIGN

CEZ has decided to upgrade the fuel and control rod designs, while maintaining

the current control rod drive and reactor vessel internal design. Therefore, in

addition to providing an economic fuel cycle, the fuel/control rod design must be

compatible with the existing Temelin NPP configuration. The Temelin upgrades

associated with the core must meet the following general criteria:

1. It must be mechanically compatible with the existing internals.

2. It must be mechanically compatible with the control rod drive mechanisms.
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3. It must be thcrmal-hydraulically compatible with the primary coolant

system.

In order to meet these criteria, plus provide an economical and safe design, an

extensive test program was undertaken, in addition to a rigorous design effort.

Much of the testing was performed at the Skoda facility in Plzcn, Czech Republic,

as a cooperative effort between Skoda and Westinghousc. The tests included

DNB/mixing, hydraulic, vibration, control rod life, and pressure drop tests. The

resulting fuel assembly design is an hexagonal assembly which has similar physical

characteristics as the original Soviet design, but results in economic and safety

benefits. The Uranium savings will be over 20%, and the DNB margin is

increased by more than 20%.

The main design features of the fuel assemblies are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

removable top nozzles

zircaloy grids

solid pellets

axial blankets

increased burnup capability

ZrB2 burnable absorbers
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The control rods are designed to have improved power disvribution control and

increase rod worth, and will have a life of at least 10 years. These features arc

obtained by using enriched B4C pellets, with a Ag-In-Cd tip.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

As part of the fuel upgrade, safety analyses were performed. These safety analyses

were done in accordance with US NRC and SUJB criteria. All fuel related Loss of

Coolant Accidents (LOCA) and non-LOCA required by US NRC Regulatory Guide

1.70 revision 3 (for chapter 15 of a safety analysis report) were performed. In

addition, several accidents unique to the VVER design (e.g., steam generator

collector rupture) were analyzed. Other accidents beyond the requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.70 (but required because of the specific VVER design) were

also performed, such as a multiple steam generator tube rupture. Finally, analyses

were performed for certain initiating events (those more probable than 10'3 per

reactor year) in conjunction with a common mode failure in the Primary Reactor

Protection System. The results of all analyses indicate that all applicable

acceptance criteria were met. Other analyses (not related to the licensing of the

fuel upgrade) were performed by Czech companies.
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To perform these safety analyses, the design of the new core and new I&C safety

systems had to be integrated into the existing NPP design for the primary coolant

system and the safety related fluid systems (emergency core cooling and

emergency feedwater).

CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

CEZ has decided to totally replace the previous design for the main and emergency

control boards. This decision meant that the main control room will have new

standup panels and operator consoles; and the emergency control room will have

new standup panels. The new designs must fit into the existing physical space,

which limited design options.

In the main control room, there will be three operators' consoles, from which the

operation staff will monitor and control normal NPP operation. These panels will

have CRTs and keyboard (soft) control using the UIS, PCS and TCS. These

consoles are not safety related, but are intended for routine monitoring and control.

The CRTs will have displays of the NPP systems, with various level of details.

These displays are being developed by Westinghouse, Nuclear Research Institute

(Czech Republic) and CEZ.
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The main control board (standup panels) contain itie safety related information and

controls, as well as critical controls required to shut down the NPP and maintain it

in a safe condition. The layout of the devices on the panels is based on human

factors considerations. All devices that are used for safety related equipment or

monitoring are qualified according to US 1EEE-344 and 323 standards. The main

control board also has a set of safety related alarms (as part of the DPS), as well

as a fixturcd alarm system. These are in addition to the alarms generated through

the U1S and displayed on the CRTs.

The emergency control board has all safety related controls, and is tiierefore

redundant to the main control board for safety related functions. The emergency

control room is used to bring the NPP to a safe shutdown if the main control room

must be evacuated (fire, for example), or if there is a complete failure of one of

the computer based I&C systems.

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

The original Soviet emergency operating procedures (EOP) are somewhat limited

in nature. CEZ has decided to implement a set of EOPs based on the generic

emergency operating guidelines developed by the. Westinghouse Owners Group.

These generic guidelines are also the basis for the generic VVER EOPs being

developed in Russian in conjunction with WANO.
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Implementation of symptom based emergency operating procedures (EOPs) is a

licensing issue based on SUJB requirement to implement all items of US NRC

Action Plan and related requirements issued after TMI accident (NUREG 0660,

NUREG 0737, NUREG 0578).

A specific concern for CEZ in the area of EOPs was the lack of experience with

the symptom based procedures. The original Soviet emergency operating

procedures were strictly event based, i.e., oriented on certain predefined scenario.

New requirements to cover multiple incidents, to address possible operator error or

misdiagnosis etc. had to be incorporated into existing procedures.

The Emergency Response Guidelines Methodology developed by the V.'cstinghousc

Owners Group was selected for the development of Temelfn specific EOPs. The

ERG approach is "safety related task" oriented. If any symptom exists of a safety

concern, ERG philosophy dictates the task to be accomplished.

Intent of the project for development of EOPs is to provide Temelfn NPP experts

with adequate means and knowledge to transform existing EOPs into the improved

form in accordance with the Westinghouse ERG Methodology.

Westinghouse provides administrative, methodological and technical support for the

Project such that the intent can be achieved.
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The project scope consists of:

Development of the plant specific guidelines on basis of the Westinghouse

generic guidelines.

Development of the background documentation related with the specific

guidelines.

Conversion of the plant specific guidelines and related documentation into

the plant specific procedures package.

The project is based on team work of both Temclin and VVestinghouse experts. In

order to make it possible to adapt the generic WOG ERGs into specific guidelines,

Temelin experts are trained continuously during the complete project to understand

Westinghouse ERG Methodology. This allows them to develop specific guidelines

while keeping the ERGs approach. Westinghouse supervises the work done by

Temeh'n experts during the project.

Based on symptoms, the ERG approach allows easy transitions from one guideline

to another and coverage of multiple events, with only one guideline being executed

at a time. As compared to the existing Tcmelfn EOPs, the scope of the new EOPs

is extended in three areas:
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coverage of multiple events/failures

coverage of plant restoration in the post-accident or long term phase of the

accident

recovery optimization

Some guidelines which are generic enough based on similar feature between

Westinghouse and Temelin plant designs were retained in the list of Tcmelin

specific guidelines. Generic guidelines are slightly modified if these are applicable

for VVER-1000 design. Specific guidelines with no relevant generic guideline are

developed based on specific Temelfn design features (e.g., recovery for SGTR

Without ESF Actuated).

In order to complete the EOP program, detailed knowledge of the NPP design,

including design changes, is required. Of specific importance is the operator

interface (control room designs). The EOP and control room designers work

together to ensure consistency.
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DESIGN INTERFACE

The extensive upgrades being implemented by CEZ bring about certain challenges.

The integration of western technology and design into the Soviet design requires

that careful attention be paid to the existing NPP design. This requires very close

cooperation among the Czech design organizations, CEZ and Westinghouse. The

primary areas where close attention is required are the physical layout, where the

new I&C equipment must be consistent with the NPP physical constraints.

In addition, the overall Tcmelfn NPP licensing process consists of some aspects of

US and IAEA requirements into the Czech process. This has required that the

Czech organizations, including the SUJB become familiar with US regulatory

process, and that Westinghouse learn about the Czech regulatory process.

CONCLUSION

The implementation of western safety related technology into the VVER-1000

design has been a learning experience for the Czech organizations and

Westinghouse. However, all major interface and integration issues are being

resolved. The functional design is complete, and I&C and Fuel manufacturing are

proceeding. Delivery of the initial I&C equipment to Temeli'n NPP has occurred.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The data bank was prepared by EREC, OKB "Hydropress"

using results of static and dynamic tests of PGV-4 and PGV-

1000 natural steam generators cared out at Kolskaya, Novo-

Voronezhskaya, Ugno-Ukrainskaya, Balakov-skaya and

Hmelnitskaya NPP within period of 1974-1993. It is destined

for making calculation codes verification.
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2. DATA BANK VOLUME

The data bank consists of 8 volumes.

Volume 1. Experimental data bank on the hydrodynamics

of Novo-Voronezhskaya NPP third unit- PGV-4 steam

generator.

Volume 2. Data bank on the hydrodynamics of Novo-

Voronezhskaya NPP fifth unit PGV-1000 steam generator.

Volume 3. Data bank on the hydrodynamics of

Balakovskaya NPP first unit PGV-1000 steam generator.

Volume 4. Data bank on the thermal tests and tube

temperature regimes of Yuzhno-Ukrainskaya NPP first unit

PGV-1000 steam generator.
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Volume 5. Data bank on the dynamic regimes of PGV-4

steam generator, (will be ready in November .1994).

Volume 6. Data bank on the dynamic regimes of PGV-

1000 steam generator, (will be ready in January 1995).

Volume 7. Data bank on the separation tests of PGV-1000

steam generator, (will be ready in February 1995).

Volume 8. Data bank on the salt distribution in the water

volume of PGV-1000 steam generator, (will be ready in May

1995).
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3. DATA BANK STRUCTURE

The data bank contains:

•measurement scheme;

•measuring appliances;

•regime parameters measurement rang;

•method of experiment execution;

•method of experimental data processing;

•graphical interpretation and experimental data tabeis.
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Voluem I. Experimental data bank on the hydro-

dynamics of Novo-Voronezhskaya NPP third unit

PGV-4 steam generator.

1. Inside-vessel measurement system: six void fractioi

hydrostatic measuring transducers, six turbine flow-meters fo

flow velocity determining (fig. 1, 2, 3).

2. Regime parameters measuring range: steam generato

loading is 50- 100% of power (225-480 t/h), feed wate

temperature is 135-215°C, level changing is from -200 t

+200mm according to the level-meter of the general contrc

board.



Inlet collector of the primary circuit

cooling system collector

Outlet collector of the primary circuit

rod V

rod VI

Fig. I Arrangement

of measuring rods with trancduccrs in the steam generator



The assembled turbine flow-meter

I - top croddpiece, 2 - blade wheel, 3 - flow-meter carcass, 4 - blade,
5 - bottom crosspiece, 6 - blade wheel bottom carrier, 7 - induction coil frame,
S - induction coil, 9 - constant magnet, 10 - heat-insulating gasket (technological'
I1 - seal, 12 - tube for the coil conducters outlet (d=6xl), 13 - POG-conducter

Fig.2
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Turbine transducer

of flow velocity

Pneumatic transducer

of flow velocity

of static pressure

Fig.3 Measuring rod
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3. That was investigated 28 regimes and 670 experimental

points were obtained.

4. Velocity definition accuracy is ±0.05m/c, void fraction

definition complex accuracy class is 1,6.

5. Information: experimental data on the void fractions,

flow velocities, circulation divisibility, circulating water flow

distribution; velocity local oscillations were pointed out under

the levels lower than the project ones.
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r
/oluem 2. Data bank on the hydrodynamics of
Movo-Voronezhskaya NPP fifth unit PGV-1000
steam generator.

1. Inside vessel measurement system: 18 void fraction
.iydrostatic measuring transducers, 5 turbine flow-meters for
flow velocity and direction determining (fig. 4, 5).

2. Regime parameters measuring range: power change

interval is 23-100%, steam load. 340 - 1470 t/h, mass level

changing is from -300 to +300mm according to the level-meter

of the general control board.

3. Thi:i V,,TS investigntvd 344 regimes and 4980

experimental points were obtained.

4. Velocity definition accuracy is +0.05m/c, void fraction

definition complex accuracy class is 1,6.
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r - r

Fig.4

"Cold" collector

Tlie arrangement of rods with saturated steam samples, hydrostatic transducers and turbine flow-meters in PQ-3.
Profile G-G (see fig. 1.1.) The submerged perforated plate is conventionally not shown.



18-2

Distance fioni the submerged perforated plate

01-1 - 430 nun WT
IS-2- 440 nun VVJ"
13-3- 550 mm W,
10-1 - 1312 mm W3

07-2- 1310 W

A-A B-B B-B

Fig. 5 Installation scheme of the turbine flow-meters in the sicam generator



5. Construction peculiarities: the submerged perforated
plate embraces the heat exchanging bundle, the investigations
were made for two submerged perforated plate modifications
with relative living section of 3.7% and 6.1%.

6. Information: experimental data on the void fractions,
flow velocities and types, local values of circulation divisibility,
submerged perforated plate hydraulic resistance and related
water flow through its holes.

Under power of 90-100% there was a not calculated throw

of steam-water mixture (tp=0.8) into the steam volume from the

gap between the edge of submerged peiforated plate and the

vessel at the hot part of the bundle with the velocity of lm/c.
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Volume 3. Data bank on the hydrodynamics of
Balakovskaya NPP first unit PGV-1000 steam
generator.

1. Inside vessel measurement system: 11 void fraction

hydrostatic measuring transducers, 5 turbine flow-meters for

flow velocity determining.

2. Regime parameters measuring range: power change

interval is till 100%, steam load up to 1470 t/h, mass level

changing is from 2.3 to 2.6m according to the level-meter of

the general control board, feed water temperature changing is

froml60oCto217°C.

3. That was investigated 43 regimes and 1750 experimental

points were obtained.

4. Velocity definition accuracy is ±0.05m/c, void fraction

definition complex accuracy class is 1.6.
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5. Construction peculiarities of the modified submerged

perforated plate: the submerged perforated plate embraces the

heat exchanging bundle, relative living section is 7.3%, the gap

between the vessel and the edge at the hot side is covered with

plates having the perforation of 8%.

6. Information: experimental data on the void fractions,

flow velocities and types, submerged perforated plate hydraulic

resistance. The additional plates installation practically didn't

made any influence to the water volume hydrodynamics.

The steam-water mixture throw was liquidated.
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Installation scheme of the hydrostatic transducers in SG-4

600 . (%.'J?) (it a)

• - hydrostatic transducer

[Ql-
prcssure difference at the submerged perforated plate

Fig. 6



Tniucducer arrangement coordinates in PGV-1000 of YU NPP, NV NPP and Balakovskaya NPP

"Hot" collector

,-(000 -IS17 "Cold" collector

o - turbine flow meters installed in SG-I of YU NPP I unit
• ~ turbine flow meters installed in SG-3 of NV NPP V unit
® - turbine flow meters installed in SG-4 of Balakovskaya NPP I unit

Fig.7



Volume 4. Data bank on the thermal tests and tube
temperature regimes of Yuzhno-Ukrainskaya NPP
first unit PGV-1000 steam generator.

1. Measurement system: under heat exchanging tubes

thermometring there are 21 microthermocouples at the 095

and 112 serpentine tubes in the top and third upper tube row

(fig.S), standard measuring devices under' the heat tests

conducting.

2. Regime parameters measuring range: power change

interval is 4-102%, steam load up to 1500 t/h, feed water

temperature changing is from 155°C to 222°C, mass level

changing is from -250 to +40mm according to the level-meter

of the general control board.

3. That was investigated 213 regimes and 2310

experimental points were obtained.
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4. KSP-4 potentiometer accuracy class is 0.5, PP-63

potentiometer accuracy class is 0.05.

.5. Information: experimental data on the heat exchange

effectiveness, stable temperature regime of 095 serpentine tube

within all the range of regime parameters changing,

temperature pulsation decreasing with the power rise in the top

row of 112 serpentine tube in all the sections.
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Arrangement scheme of the microthennocouples on the serpentine tubes of the PG-1 bundle

serpentine N 112

Top row

fi Uj ~
. I • "

V i
"hot" collector

"hot" collector

serpentine tube N -095

a) Top row

? & xlt KM1 w*
1 - i T

hot" collector I no \ I I

a) Tliird upper row

"hot" collector

Fig.S
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CONCLUSIONS

At the present time 630 regimes investigation results are

presented in the bank, 9700 experimental points are obtained.

In the whole finished form in the bank that have been

collected a maximum information volume on the tests of CIS-

states natural steam generators of WER-440 and WER-1000

reactors.

Please address the suggestions on the data bank usage to:

Electrogorsk Research & Engineering Center of Nuclear Plants Safety

Bezimyannaya 6, Electrogorsk, Moscow region, 142530, Russia

tel. (09643) 30521
fax (09643) 30515
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VVER SAFETY STUDIES USING
CATHARE IN FRAMATOME

B. COURNARIE. D. GALLON. J.L GANDRILLE. H. GATEAU

FRAMATOME
Tour FIAT-Cedex 16

92084 Paris- La Defense
France

Abstract

Specific works have been undertaken by FRAiMATOME to get knowledge of VVER

behaviour and Cathare VVER modelling and sensitivities. Currently available versions

of the Cathare advanced code, two-fluid thermohydraulic model, allow to perform

best estimate calculations ofLOCA accidents, small and large breaks and nori LOCA

transients.

The paper focuses on some of these works :

. PMK/NVII SPE1 post test calculation and comparison with experimental results,

sensitivity studies on steam generator modelling,

. steam line break transients for VVER 440-213,

• total loss of feed water transients for VVER 440-23 0,

. small cold leg LOCA (100 mm) calculation for VVER 440-230.

1. Framatome activities in VVERs

Since more than ten years, FRAMATOME has been involved in VVER activities,

initiated by a comparison of Western and VVER plants, in the frame of a commercial

proposal to Finnish customers in the early 80s ; in 1988, FRAMATOME prepared a

proposal for severe accident analyses towards ATOMENERGOEXPORT ; in 1990,

FRAMATOME performed a review of the state of the OKTEMBERIAN plants, and

received with EDF a contract to identify the needed improvements of these reactors

before restarting ; WANO passed a similar contract with FRAMATOME and EDF for

the KOZLODUY Bulgarian plant. FRAMATOME performed substantial preliminary

safety analysis review to suppoit the commercial proposal for the VVER 1000

TEMEL1N fuel loads. In June 1992. a FRAMATOME experts mission to Ukrainian

plants, VVER 440-213 and VVER 1000, allowed to setup lists of useful

improvements in the field of surveillance and maintenance. FRAMATOME experts

also participated, in support to IPSN, in a safety analysis of VVER reactors related to

process, instrumentation and control, and fluid systems. Since 1993, FRAMATOME

is involved in the MOCHOVCF. 1-2 completion program. In 1993, FRAMATOMF.

has been awarded some TAC'IS 91 projects, as leader or contributor • leader of
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projects 1.13 Qualification, 3.5 Maintenance and 3.S Severe Accidents, and Accident

Management (selected reference plant : BALAKOVO) ; contributor to projects 1.1

RPV embrittlement, 1.2 Leak before Break, 13 Accident Analysis. 3.4 Lifetime

System and 4.1 Training. FRAMATOME experts are now participating to a safety

audit ordered by CEC for the DUKOVANY (and next BOHUNICE) plants.

FRAMATOME as member of the EVF consortium (European VVER Fuel) is also

involved in fuel activities for VVER 440. FRAMATOME is also tendering for

PHARE projects.

2. Thcrmalhydraulic analyses of VVERs

FRAMATOME is funding together with EDF and IPSN the development of the

advanced thermalhydraulic code CATHARE. Currently available versions of

CATHARE allow to perform best estimate calculations of LOCA accidents, small and

targe breaks, and non LOCA transients such as steam generator feedwater or steam

line breaks, partial or total feedwater loss, steam generator tube ruptures, and other

transients. CATHARE is used at FRAMATOME for all these transients in the frame

of advanced methodologies for safety analysis, or for reference calculations ; due to

its modular characteristics, CATHARE is well suited to assessment of new reactor

concepts or reactors somewhat different of the current Western type, e.g. VVER

type. When needed, specific models have been adapted lo VVER description by the

CATHARE international users club. These works have allowed to develop VVER

plants modelizations, wilh specific emphasis on the horizontal steam generators

representation.

2.1. CATHARE assessment against VVER test facilities

CATHARE assessment has been performed against several tests facilities : separate

effects tests qualification and integral tests verification. As far as separate effects are

concerned, following phenomena have been analyzed : loop seal clearing on the 1VO

Full-scale Loop seal facility, countercurrem flow limitation at upper core tie plate on

the 1VO facility with full scale fuel bundle structures and top down reflood on

REWET II CNperimenta! facility.

Integral tests verification are concerned with the PACTEL and PMK facilities (VVER

440) : the Pactel ISP33 which is a natural circulation test with a stepwise reduced

primary coolant inventory and the PMK SPEs tests which are a 7.4 % cold leg break

with different availability of IIPSI. LPS1 and hydroaccumulators. Endly, a verification

of a coastdown of reactor coolant pump on Novo-Voronezh 5 (VVIIll 1000) has

been carried out.
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2.2. Specific FRAMATOME works using CATHARE

Inside FRAMATOME. following works have been performed :

• development of VVER plants moderations with specific emphasis on the

horizontal steam generator.

• complementary verification of CATHARE against PMK-NVH test SPE1 mainly

intended to internal formation to VVER phenomena and CATHARE sensitivities,

. development of a full CATHARE moderation for VVER 1O00-V230, and

application to large break LOCA analyses,

. development of a foil CATHARE moderation for VVER 440-213, and

application to various transients : loss of main heat sink, steam line break,

feedwater line break, pressurizer stuck-open valve, steam generator header plate

liflup, large break LOCA,

. development of a full CATHARE moderation for VVER 440-230 plant, and

application to the total loss of steam generators feedwater,

. development of a VVER 440-213 moderation for applications to LOCA/ECCS

calculations.

3. CATHARE verification on PMK SPE1

PMK-NVH is a Hungarian integral test facility located in KFKI laboratories. It is

scaled down model of the VVER 440 PAKS nuclear power plant operating at nominal

conditions and with a single active loop. The volume and core power scaling is 1/2070

and the elevation scaling is 1/1 (except lower plenum and pressurizer).

3.1. CATHARE 2 modelization

The base input data deck comes from IPSN. The test facility is modelized by 14

"PIPE" elements, 8 "VOLUME" elements and .1 "TEE" elements. These elements

linked together by 30 junctions include 154 meshes. To model steam generator, a

0.D secondary side model and one equivalent steam generator tube are used. The

break is modelled by a "PIPE" element ending with three 1 mm meshes and a

"BOUNDARY CONDITION" element BC4A.

3.2. Test sceiiiirio

SPE1 test investigates small LOCA due to a break of 3 mm diameter on cold side

(upper part of downcomer) equivalent to 7.4 % cold leg cross section without

hydroaccumulators. At the beginning of the test, secondary side is isolated and steam

generator safety valves setpoint is put equal to 5.3 MPa. Reactor trip occurs when

primary pressure becomes lower than 11.6 MPa ; 61 s later, HPSI starts with the

constant flowratc of .014 kg/s at 20°C. When primary pressure becomes lower than

9.47 MPa, pump constdown starts.
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3.3. Reference case results

Some discrepancies between experimental results and calculations appear for :

• break flowrate which is overestimated,

• primary pressure which is underestimated,

• loop flowrate during pump coastdown which is too high due to pump inertia

(100kg.m2)t

• levels in hot and cold SG collectors due to inadequate SO tubes modelization.

3.4. Sensitivity studies

• Case 1 : for this case, pump inertia is decreased to SO kg.m.2 and break mass

flowrate is adjusted by using a finer meshing and an additional head loss

coefficient. These modifications lead to a good prediction of primary pressure

decrease and loop flowrate reduction during pump coastdown.

• Cases 2 and 3 : along with the modifications taken into account for the case 1, the

SG tubes modelization has been modified. For case 2 (case 3), SG tube level is

0.3 m below (0.6 m above) reference case. Results show that levels in hot and

cold SG collectors are strongly dependent on SG tube modelization. The

conclusion of this sensitivity study is that at least 3 SG tubes levels are needed for

a correct prediction of loop seal clearing.

4. Steam generator modelling with CATHARE

4.1. Primary side

Reactor tests have been performed using 3 and 4 SG tubes levels for different flow

characteristics in order to understand the involved phenomena. For single phase

forced circulation by reactor coolant pumps, heat exchanges are identical to weight of

modelled SG tubes levels. For single phase natural circulation, flows are driven by

gravity; the flow is direct in upper tubes levels and reverse in lower tubes levels, as a

consequence heat exchange becoines negligible in lower tubes levels:

SG tubes level n°

Number of tubes (%)

100 % power, forced (low,

% heat exchunue

3 % power, natural circulation,

% heat exchani^e

1

25

24 8

0.5

2

35

35 0

34.0

3

40

40?

65.5

1

5

SO

0.1

2

15

14.9

0.2

3

•10

39.9

33.8

4

40

40.2

65.9
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These conclusions are helpful to define the best moderation for a given transient :

for LOCA transient, 3 tubes levels can be sufficient, provided that upper elevation

is correctly modelled for cold SG collector draining by steam supply,

. for loss of secondary mass transient, 4 tubes levels will be better in order to

correctly evaluate heat exchange and RCS temperature.

4.2. Secondary side

Secondary side modelling results from different considerations :

. a recirculation loop is necessary to correctly evaluate heat exchange ; otherwise,

velocities will be too low and in some case heat transfer coefficients may be

underestimated,

• a simple model is preferable, in order to avoid numerical problems and to be

consistent with different primary moderations.

For these reasons a model VOLUME + PIPE is choosen (figure 4.1). PIPE element

extends up to tubes upper level, and share of fluid volume between downward and

upward part is 20 %/80 %.

5. Transients analyses : VVER 440-213

Several transients have been performed by FRAMATOME for VVER 440-213 : loss

of main heat sink, main feedwater line break, stuck open pressurizer safety valve,

large break LOCA, steam generator header plate lift up and steam line break. Only

steam line break is presented here, other transients have already been presented at

Lappeenrata in June 1994.

The assumed accident is "the main steam line break with the failure of isolation of the

neighbouring steam line". The initiating event is the break of one main steam line

which causes the mpture of electrical connexions of its own isolation valve as well as

those of the isolation valves of the neighbouring steam line. Two lines arc therefore

affected.

5.1. Noding scheme

The CATHARE circuits are an arrangement of pipes, volumes, lees and boundary

conditions in which the two-phase llow is always characterized by the pressure, the

void fraction, the enthalpies and the velocities of both phases

The 6 SGs of a VVER are modelled by means of the following 3 SGs (and

corresponding steam lines):

. a broken SG, named SGB, which has a weight 2 and represents the 2 broken SGs

(assumed to be identical),

. an intact SG, named SGI,

. an intact SG, named SG3, which has a weight 3 and represents 3 intact SGs
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The 2 MSH halves of a VVER are modelled by means of i volume which represents

the total volume of the 2 MSHs. For this kind of accident, the isolation of all main

intact steam lines takes place fastly and it is not therefore relevant to model explicitly

the 2 MSHs neither their isolation valve.

The 6 primary loops are modelled by means of the following 3 loops :

• a loop having weight 2, named LB, which exchanges heat with the broken SGB

(having the same weight 2). HP SIS is not connected to this double loop,

• the loop with the pressurizer, named LI, which exchanges heat with the intact

SGI.

• a loop which has a weight 3, named L3, which exchanges with the intact SG3.

The resulting VVER noding is shown in figure 5.1.

5.2. Assumptions

• The break is located in the main steam line, in the axial element between the

element which represents the steam generator upper part and the element which

represents the two main steam headers. Close to the guillotine break (1 in before

and ] m after), the main steam line is finely meshed in order to have a proper

calculation of the critical flowrate. The 6 equations model for critical flowrate is

used. The break is a guillotine break which occurs outside the confinement. This

break has a weight 2, therefore the two affected SG experience the same break

flowrate, regardless of different friction losses due to the different lengths before

the break.

Initial state is a low power state (1.4 M\V) but feedwater is assumed to flow at its

nominal value at the beginning of the transient.

• Make up system is not taken into account.

• 3 IIPSI pumps are assumed available and start to operate to maximize the primary

circuit cooling.

5.3. Sequence of events

The following automatic aclions are taken into account:

. Signal of MAIN STEAM COLLECTOR RUPTURE (5 seconds delay)

pressure drop rate in each Main Steam Header (MSH) half: < - 0,054 MPa/s

SIS UO33.34 Closure of all steam isolation valves

Start-up of High Pressure Safety Injection System (HP SIS)

All Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) trip

HOI Reactor trip (already obtained)

. Signal of decrease of the Main Steam Header Pressure :

< 3.95 MPa - (hen < 3,75 MPa - then < 3.43 MPa

First turbine trip, then second turbine trip, then SIS 11033,34 (already obtained)
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. Signal of STEAM LINE RUPTURE

Assuming that the signal of pressure difference between appropriate MSH half and

affected SG is reached : PMSH - PSG > °-'49 M P a

SIS U091,96 Closure of all steam isolation valves (already obtained)

for affected Closure of Main Feedwater. Emergency Feedwater and

loop(s) Super Emergency Feedwater isolation valves

Reactor Coolant Pump trip (already obtained)

5.4. Results

The first effect of the guillotine break is the pressure decrease in the steam generators

and main steam lines affected. About 300 s after beginning of event, the affected

steam generators (where the steam line has broken) reach a pressure of. 1 MPa.

Because of the isolation valves between main steam lines, the other four intact steam

generators remain at high pressure.

Primary pressure decrease (about 1,5 MPa) because of the overcooling. The

pressurizer level and the inlet core temperature decrease too. About 100 s after

beginning of event, the HP safety injection causes the primary and pressurizer level to

increase. The minimum value reached by the pressurizer level is 3,7 m.

Heat exchange to secondary circuit is effective only with the affected steam

generators (figure 5.2).

At first, the decrease of inlet core temperature (figure 5.3) is caused by the strong

decrease of pressure in SG and therefore of their saturation temperature. Then the

slope changes because of the slowing down of primary pumps. About 200 s after

beginning of event, the mass flowrate in loops is very low and the decrease of

temperature is practically stopped. The minimum value reached by the temperature at

the inlet core is 206°C. Maximum core overcooling is about 60°C and there is no core

recriticality. After about 10 minutes, the system is more or less stabilized. The HP SIS

pumps fill up slowly the primary circuit with a solution of boric acid, and the

cooldown of the primary by the secondary side is nearly zero. Operator action are

requested without any emergency necessity.

5.5. Sensitivity study • impact of fecdwatcr shutolT

Transient has been recalculated assuming that the feedwater into broken SGs is not

stopped.

At about 250 seconds, break flow rate is a liquid flow rate, due to broken SG filling

by feedwater pump operation. It has been assumed that the control system does not

work and these pumps keep working, because this is conservative with respect to

primary cooling.
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The intact SGs become soon uneflective for heal transfer, while each broken SG is

able to exchange up to 270 M\V and remains always an effective heat sink (figure

5.4). After pump trip, this power decreases down to 35 M\V.

The core inlet temperature decreases and reaches about 120°C at about 1000 s

(figure 5.5). Inlet core overcooling is more important than in the previous case and

significant amount of boric acid would be necessary to balance reactivity due to

cooling.

6. Transient analysis : VVER 440-230 - Total loss of feedvvarer

6.1. Noding scheme (figure 6.1)

The primary circuit is schematized by a vessel and 3 loops. Because of the logic for

pump trip : electromechanical rundown for A pumps and mechanical rundown for

2 pumps, the minimum number of modelled loops is 3 :

• a loop with pressurizer and electromechanical rundown pump (loop 1),

• a loop having weight 2 with mechanical rundown pump (loop 2) ; HPS1S is

connected to this double loop,

• a loop having weight 3 with electromechanical rundown pump (loop 3).

The secondary circuit is schematized by a steam header, 3 steam generators and

3 steam lines. The 2 Main Steam Header (MSH) halves are modelled by means of

1 volume which represents the total volume of the 2 MSHs. For a total loss of

feedwater accident, steam generator behaviours arc similar and it is not relevant to

model explicitely the 2 MSHs.

For a total loss of feedwater accident, heat exchange between primary and secondary

is the key parameter. So, the steam generator tubes are caretully modelled with

4 tubes levels.

6.2. Assumptions

Initial state corresponds to a state at 102 % NP. Steam generator liquid mass is

29.1 t per SG corresponding to a liquid volume of 36.7 tii^ per SG.

• 2 HI'Sl pumps arc assumed available.

6.3. Sequence of events

The consequence of a total loss of feedwater accident is to reduce and to take away

the secondary system capability to remove heat generated in the core, thereby raising

reactor coolant pressure and temperature. In the scenario considered here, residual

heat is removed by the feed and bleed process (opening of the pressurizer safety valve

and startup of the safety injection system by the operator). Sequence of events is the

following one .
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t = 0 s

' ~ 'signal :

' ='signal + 2 2 s •

' ='signal + 25 s :

' ='signal + 25 s :

' = 'fb :

t = tend :

loss of main feedwater

low level signal for 2/6 SG (low level signal is at 33.12

water volume)

turbine trip

scram

loss of external power supply => pump trip

hot leg temperature in all loops > 315°C

=> 2 HPSI start

=>PZR safely valve opening

approximate steady state conditions, end of calculation

6.4. Sensitivity study

The aim of this sensitivity study is to define the most appropriate SG tubes

modelization with respect to feed and bleed criteria.

Three calculations have been performed for different SG tubes sharing, results are

shown in the following table :

TEST

Heat transfer area for each level

of tubes (%)

level 1 (bottom)

level 2

level 3

level 4 (top)

Heat transfer area uncovery without feed and bleed

criteria (%)

Heat transfer area uncover)' with feed and bleed

criteria (%)

1

5

15

40

40

40

>S0

2

25

25

25

25

50

>75

3

15

20

25

40

65

= S5

From this table, we conclude that feed and bleed criteria is obtained for a heat transfer

area uncovery between 65 % and 85 % and that the modelization corresponding to

test 3 is the most appropriate to this specific transient.

6.5. Transient results

Shutoff of the steam generator feedwater flow leads lo a reduction in the secondary

system inventory. Water volume in each steam generator decreases from 36.7 m-* to

33.12 m} , so the threshold of low level in 2/6 SG is obtained at about 20 s with the

following events : turbine trip at 42 s and reactor trip and pump trip at 45 s.

The drop in nuclear power following control rods insertion leads to a lowering of the

hot leg temperatures which rapidly become similar lo the cold leg temperatures.
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Following turbine isolation, secondary system pressure rises and SG safety valves

open. As soon as power exchanged between primary and secondary becomes lower

than nuclear power, the primary system pressure (figure 6.2) and temperature

increase. Prcssurizer valve opens at 750 s. At about 8700 s, heat exchange between

primary and secondary decreases leading to a sharp increase of primary temperatures.

At 9130 s, all hot legs temperatures exceed 315°C and feed and bleed process begins.

At this time, primary mass lost at pressurizer valve is about S00 kg. After the opening

of pressurizer valve by the operator, the pressurizer level rises up, eventually reaching

the top of the pressurizer at 9200 s. The primary pressure rapidly decreases, so HPSI

begins to inject into the primary circuit. At 10550 s, heat exchange between primary

and secondary reverses and at 10725 s, primary pressure becomes lower than

secondary pressure. The minimum of primary mass inventory occurs at 11670 s :

128.2 t (figure 6.3). no core uncovery occurs. At the end of the calculation (K 19000

s), approximate steady state conditions are not yet reached but primary mass

inventory is adequate for core cooling conditions. This transient has been recalculated

delaying the feed and bleed process initiation until 12600 s ; in this case a minimum

primary mass of 1191 is obtained at 14290 s, this value is lower than the previous one

(128.2 t), however no core uncovery occurs.

7. Transient analyses VVER 440-230 - LOCA

This analysis has been performed to have a first evaluation of the available safety

margins following a postulated LOCA event in a VVER 440-230 reactor.

7.1. Nutling scheme (figure 7.1) and modelling

Due to asymmetrical coastdown of reactor coolant pumps and asymmetrical injection

of HPSI, a 4 loops model is necessary :

1 single intact loop with the pressurizer and pump mechanical rundown,

• I single intact loop with pump electromechanical rundown and HFSI,

• 1 single broken loop with pump mechanical rundown,

• 1 triple intact loop with pump electromechanical rundown.

The core cavity is modelled by 5 parallel channels : average assemblies (264), hot

assemblies (12), shield assemblies (36), emergency regulating control ERC assemblies

(37) and core bypass.

Steam generator tubes are modelled using four tubes levels. The break is modelled by

a finely meshed 64 mm long pipe representing the thickness of the cold leg wall. This

pipe is connected to the cold leg via a Tee component and a downward oriented

junction while a pressure boundary condition of .1 MI'a is imposed at the pipe outlet.

With this noding scheme, CATI1ARE is able to predict the sonic speed in the pipe and

therefore the break tlow



7.2. Assumptions

• Initial state corresponds to 10-4 % power level,

• BRU-A and BRU-K are not taken into account,

operator action is not taken into account,

only 1 HPSI pump is assumed available,

. residual power is ANS + 20 %.

7.3. Scenario

The initiating event is a 100 mm break in cold leg, the break is located in the lower

generant of the pipe, 2 meters from the reactor. The sequence of events is as follows :

Time (s)

0.0

0.1

0.6

1.0

1.1

51.0

> 51.0

S3.0

Event

Start of break opening

Loss of power

Loss of pressurizer heaters

Loss of normal make-up pumps

Break is fully opened

Turbogenerator is disconnected

Main feed water pumps are stopped

Time of EP-1 (scram) actuation (beginning of rod

movement)

Power from Diesel generator is available

1 emergency feedwater pump is available

HPS1S injection begins (1 pump available)

7.4. Results

Break flow rate is initially S25 kg/s and decreases with the decreasing primary

pressure, it is two phase from 270 seconds, lower than HPSIS injected flow from

1600 seconds and single phase steam flow from 2000 seconds.

Primary pressure (figure 7.2) decreases fastly, reaching the secondary pressure at

about 90 seconds and it increases slightly until 270 seconds. When two phase

conditions take place at the break, primary pressure decreases continuously, reaching

eventually 1 MPa This last value is determined by the decay power and the break

characteristic the final pressuie value allows the equilibrium between the generated

steam into the core and the discharged steam at the break.

Primary mass (figure 7.3) reaches a minimum of 39 tons at about 1600 seconds and it

is then slowly increasing due to the unbalance between injected and break flow.
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In the short term (before 120 s) flow rate is direct in the four loops with electro

mechanical pump rundown and reverse in the two loops with mechanical pump

rundown. The presence of the break in the broken loop amplifies the reverse flow in

this loop: however it can be noted that the break flow rate has a lower importance

with respect to the loss of 2 out of 6 pumps. The "average" loop flow rate, calculated

as the flow rate of all the loops divided by 6, reduces initially to 800 Kg/s (S3 % of

initial flow) and then decreases according to the electro mechanical pump rundown

until 120 seconds. After this time, all six pumps have completed the rundown and

transition to natural circulation takes place. With decreasing mass inventory, loop

natural circulation flow rate drops ; the "average" loop flow rate is negative between

225 and 270 seconds because it feeds the break as long as this is covered. Break

uncovery causes some small direct flow rate to reestablish.

Core channel inlet flow rates follow the "average" loop flow rate in the short term and

become small and negative between 225 and 270 seconds. After break uncovery, all

channel inlet flows are momentarily direct until an in-core closed natural circulation,

with direct flow in the working assemblies and reverse flow in the ERC assemblies,

establishes at 350 seconds remaining stable as long as the level in the Upper Plenum is

above the ERC outlet junction. When this level drops below the elevation of this

junction, the reverse flow in the ERC assemblies stops and all core channels

experience a direct flow. These new direct flows reduce fastly until the inlet flows

become equal to the boiled (low in the channel (start of boil-off).

Core channel outlet flow rates have the same trend as the inlet flow rates with the

differences due to the steam generation in the core. It may be noted that during the

momentary inlet flow stagnation between 225 and 270 seconds, a reverse flow is

expected at channel outlet. With the noding scheme and hydraulic diameter used at

core outlet junclion, this is not predicted to occur due to CCFL limitation. The Upper

Plenum level decreases fastly until it refills at 300 seconds due to the direct core

channel inlet flows. It voids successively via the ERC assemblies and is substantially

voided at 800 seconds.

The momentary flow stagnation and at the same time the absence of counter current

liquid flow at core channel exit between 225 and 270 seconds lead to void fractions at

the channel highest part which rise momentarily to 100.%. After this short period,

void fractions return to the previous values and remain stable until core uncovery

takes place at 1000 seconds in the average channel and later at 1060 seconds in the

hot channel. This delay is the consequence of the closed parallel channels as it is in the

VVER 440: with this geometry the same mass inventory in the dilTerent core channels

(same delta-p between channel inlet and outlet) results in a higher average void

fraction and therefore in a higher mixture level in the more powerful channel. Core is

again covered at 2050 seconds in the average channel and earlier at 2700 seconds in
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the hot channel. The ERC channel does not experience any uncovery due to its

lowered position.

Rod temperatures in the average assembly and in the hot rod of the hot assembly are

shown in figures 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. Rod temperatures follow the void fractions

previously discussed. It can be noted the small unessential dry out between 225 and

270 seconds. With core uncovery, rod temperatures rise to 935, 930 and 965 degrees

Celsius in the average assembly, in the average rod of the hot assembly and in the hot

rod of the hot assembly respectively. It is found that the maximum rod temperature

takes place in the hot rod of the hot assembly but at the same time that the average

assembly experiences a longer and deeper uncovery. As a consequence, the average

and the hot rod reach about the same temperature for this particular transient. Rod

temperatures for the ERC assembly are not reported because no core uncovery takes

place in this channel and rod temperatures follow the saturation temperature.

Maximum cladding deformation reaches 70 % in the hot rod of the average assembly

and maximum oxide thickness is less than 2.5 % of cladding thickness. At the end of

the calculation (* 3000 s), the heat balance is reached. The long term scenario shows

a primary circuit with a reduced and slowly increasing primary mass, a covered core

and the break as a heat sink.

8. Conclusion

A large effort has been undertaken by the French nuclear community to provide the

eastern reactors with the same high level analysis tool that is used for the design and

justification of the current and future european reactors, while taking into account the

particularities of the VVER reactors through additional validation and methodological

work. Inside FRAMATOME, the strong involvment in VVER analyses to support

fuel reloads proposals, plants evaluations, upgrading or completion has allowed to

developp VVER data bases as well as important knowledge of the operation of these

reactors, through CATHARE calculation of a large spectrum of incident or accident

scenarios. Sensitivity studies with specific emphasis on the horizontal steam generator

representation and post-test calculations have allowed to elaborate adequate

modelling able to correctly predict phenomena.

FRAMATOME effort in VVER analyses will continue with TACIS 91 I 3 Project for

VVER 440-230 (LOCA transients), Mochovce VVER 400-213 safety improvements,

TACIS 91 3.8 Project for BALAKOVO VVER 1000 (severe accidents and accident

management), safety audit of BOHUNICE and new PHARE projects.
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Figure 4 .1 . : Noding scheme for one secondary loop
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Figure 5.1.: Noding scheme for primary and secondary circuits
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VVER 440-213 : Main Steam Line Break

Figure 5 2 • Exchanged power Figure 5.3.: Inlet core liquid temperature (CC)
to secondary (MW)

roken SGs

intact SGs

Figure 5.4. : Exchanged power Figure 5.5.: Inlet core liquid temperature (°C)
to secondary (MW)

. • _ . ,.L »!•!

broken SGs

intact SGs
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W E R 440-230 Total Loss of Steam Generator Feedwatcr

Figure 6 ,1 . : primary circuit noding scheme
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LOOP 2 LOOP 1

Reactor vessel
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VVER 440-230 Total Loss of Steam Generator Feedwater
Feed and Bleed Procedure

Figure 6.2. : primary and secondary pressures (bar)
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VVER 440-230 :100 mm break LOCA

Figure 7.1. : primary circuit noding scheme
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VVER 440-230 : 100 mm break LOCA

Figure 7.2. : primary and
secondary pressures (MPa)

Figure 7.3. : primary mass inventories (t)

secondary

pnmary

Figure 7.4.: rod temperatures (°C)
(average assembly)

Figure 7.5.: rod temperatures (°C)
(hot assembly)
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SAFETY RELATED STATE IDENTIFICATION IN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT WITH VVER REACTORS BASED ON THE
PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT
J.NEHNf:VSKY, VUJE Dukovany, Czech Republic

There is ;i short description of the probabilistic assessment method for
identification of safety related state during nominal unit operation in the paper.
Application of this method is briefly described on the case of the load rejection of
both turbine generators in Dtikovany NPP from the rated power level.

Extensive testing of the developed prototype expert system DYNAMIK.
performed within activities [ I ] on a number of simulated conditions which can occur in
the problem area gken (identification of safety-related conditions), showed besides
others the necessity of a reliable source of data which are required for an adequate
function of the expeit system The lessons learned from the development of the
knowledge database showed how difficult it is to select e.g. a suitable amount of
conditions from a certain set so that the expert system is resistant to an input of
improper information i elated to an equipment failure or in case of an absence of
necessary parameters detected. As conclusions of this testing, it was stated that
generating shallow and rapid information by simple methods of artificial intelligence in
the field of the management support of transients, especially when indicating safety
related conditions occulting in the course of the transients which have to be highly
credible, cannot be made without the knowledge approach based on practical, rapid
and useliil probabilistic assessment. This approach resulted in the development of a
simple method which could enable to develop simple modular expert systems for
identification of computer based safety related conditions.

The fundament of this method is a probabilistic assessment of the creation of a
higher level of related information about the occurrence of safety related conditions in
a reactor unit operated at the rated power level. The method originates from a suitable
applications of the theory of probability. The basis of the method consists in a
purposefully gcneinted inlluence diagram which is shown in the following ligme

I N F L U E N C E D I A G R A M

(fl-2) intermediate
nodes

target nodo



For the target hypothesis of safety related conditions based on the above
mentioned theory, the following is valid :

P(Cn,) = P ( C n . , / C n . : n . \ ) . P(Cn.:). P(AJ +

P ( C , , / C : : ^ AJ . [d - P(C n J ] . P( . \ )

P(C0, / C ^ n AJ . [(1 - P(Cr,.:)]. [(1 - P(

where '

p(A,),p(A,)...,p(Ar)... are the reliabilities of instrumentation circuities
p(Cn.,/ B,) ... are conditioned expert probabilities
p(Cn.,) ... is the probability that safely related conditions occur

during reactor operation at full power

and the associated probabilities of the hypotheses, as follows from Bayes's theorem,
are:

P(C , o AJ C,,) =

and also:
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First of four out of the last expressions given represent the probabilities of the
occurrence of random phenomena (hypotheses) in such a case that the target random
phenomenon (safety related conditions at the operated nuclear unit) occurred, whereas
the other four expressions estimate the probabilities of the hypotheses under the
condition that the target random phenomenon (the occurrence of safety related
conditions) does not occur, i.e. the steady unit operation at the rated power level goes
on.

Using the method given within the report [I], an influence diagram of a selected
task from the problem domain of the control of rapid transients at the Dukovany
nuclear power plant was assessed using knowledge of the "control structure" of the
manifestation of problem mental solution by an operator.

Selected task from the problem domain was the load rejection of both turbine
generators (load rejection of both turbine generators by opening unit breaker 400 kV)
on the condition of the absence of binary signal about breaker disconnection detected.
Simplyfied fig. 1 illustrates situation as follows:

VV 400kV

-c- M—- tX!—--

Fig.l

where:

1 - turbine generator No. 1 (TG 1)
2 - turbine generator No.2 (TG 2)
3 - main steam header 4,4MPa
4 - steam dumps to condenser
5 - unit breaker 400 kV disconnected

n, - TG 1 speed
p, - pressure of the primary oil from

TG 1 impeller
N, - output of TG 1
PHTK~ pressure in the main steam header
iij -TG 2 speed
P2 - pressure of the primary oil from TG 2

impeller
N, -output of TG 2
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Corresponding created influence diagram illustrates fig. 2

n, P, n, p 3 ph P K N N,
\ / \ / / \ /

n,p, n,p, / .N

C (target hypotheses)

Fie 2

The probabilistic assessment of the created influence diagram for addressing the
task from the chosen problem Jomain showed thai for the selected "expert" range of
the conditioned probabilities oC phenomena at the particular junctions of the influence
diagram, there is a narrow open interval of probability values of the target hypothesis
Within this interval, a properly assembled modular expert system could be resistant
against a single failure on demand with a high level of certainty, or could be multiple
resistant against providing improper information during steady operation of reactor
unit.

In the area of mathematic modelling it seems useful to follow or obtain information
about the behaviour of both the values of tlie total probabilities of the occurrence of
random phenomena (the occurrence of safety related conditions at a nuclear power
unit) and the apostenory probabilities of the hypotheses (the probabilities of the
occurrence of improper information from the information and control system of the
nuclear unit under steady operation). With regard to the complexity of the analytical
expression of the dependence of these probabilities on the values of the aprion
probabilities (the reliabilities of instrumentation circuits) and the weights expressed by
the conditioned probabilities in the explicii form, which cannot be expressed in a
closed formulas, but only recurrently, it would be possible to obtain necessary
infoi mation by the application of suitable mathematical methods (by simulation, direct
calculations etc.)

To obtain necessary information, the project [3] was proposed. The scope of the
project is to objectivize, by means of mathematical methods, the conditioned
probabilities determined in expert manner in the above described method applied for
selected tasks (indications of safety related conditions of a reactor unit) from the
problem domain of the nuclear power plants operation with VVER. reactors. The
output of the preject will be the methodology of such objectivization and associated
software system for PC applicable in nuclear power plants.
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Conclusion

The objectivization of conditioned probabilities in the Hayes's probability
model will provide a new technology for the generation of simple diagnostic
(expert) modular systems which will enable to identify reliably the occurrence of
a number of safety related conditions during the operation of nuclear power
plant units. By integrating these expert systems which can be verified and
validated very simply into the control room environment of nuclear power plant,
an adequate support toot will be generated for the decision - making activities of
the control room staff. This will contribute to a substantial enhancement of
nuclear safety at nuclear power plants under operation or construction with
VVER reactors, and this will definitely have an economic effect.
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APPLIED THEORY OF RELIABILITY IN THE NUCLEAR ENERGY
EDUCATION AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY IN BRNO
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616 69 Brno
Czech Republic

' Energovydaim Ltd.
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Czech Republic

I, Education in Engineering (M.S.) of nuclear energy specialisation

The nuclear energy education at the Technical University in Brno, at the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, the Department of Thermal and Nuclear Power Equipment has a
long tradition. The subject of Nuclear Energy has been taught here since 1958. However, the
specialisation in the nuclear energy has been introduced at the Technical University in 1983 as
a second one in the Czech Republic.

The engineering study (M.S.) is divided into five year programme. The first three years
concentrate on a general study of engineering disciplines and on their application in the field.
The specialisation study of nuclear energy alone takes additional two years in the course of the
4th and the 5th year of the study. The 4th year is carried in combination with the "Classical
Energy" specialisation.

The students have obtained some basic knowledge in nuclear energy field from their
previous studies already, such as in Nuclear Physics, Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass
Transfer, Flow of Liquids etc. These subjects are being applied in student's specialisation.

Structure and number of lectures in the -tilt year of the study

Subject

Energy sources and energy exchange

Combustion equipment and heat exchangers

Steam and gas turbines

Heat and mass transfer

Power and heating plants and their networks

Ecology in energy use

Heat power stations

Experimental methods

Nuclear energy

Number of hours in one week

reading lesson + seminar
Winter Summer

semester semester
15 weeks 15 weeks

3+2

4+2

4+2

2+2

13+8

3+2

3+2

3+2

1+4

4+2

14+12
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Structure and number of lectures in the 5th year of the study

Subject

Nuclear physics

Nuclear reactors

Control of nuclear energy equipment

Dosimetry

Secondary circuits of nuclear power plants

Materials of nuclear energy equipment

Training in component design

Nuclear power plant design

Nuclear power plant operation

Water treatment of nuclear power plants

Final project

Special field training

Number of hours in one week

reading lesson + seminar
Winter Summer

semester semester
15 weeks 15 weeks

3+1

4+2

2+1

2+0

3+2

1+1

0+3

3+2

2+3

1+1

10

one week

6-16

A systematic safety and reliability assurance program for power plants is applied in all
lessons. It includes cycle beginning with component birth until its operation.

j Research - J Design U •**£»* U Manufacture U Installation Operation

-Feed back-

Analysis are performed with students how is the feedback of operational results, e.g.
malfunction, failures, defects etc. on design and manufacture process as well as on quality
assurance program management.

2. Reliability

The basic theory of reliability is introduced and explained in lessons "Nuclear Power
Plant Operation". Lessons deal with mathematical methods of statistics and basic terminology
and rules of probability. The students get familiar with the reliability information system of
nuclear power plants and also with reliability characteristics.

Analysis of failures is an important part of the reliability system. It includes:
• failure indication
• failure sources
• failure mechanism
• failure origins
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Indication of failure effects on power plant staff senses and failure can be identified,
The source of a failure is a complex of circumstances which cause or increase the

failure mechanism. Among them, defects which have originated in premanufacture and
manufacture period, during the operation, defects in material or in welds, etc., may be
included.

The mechanism of failures are physical and/or chemical processes leading to the actual
failure. Wear, fatigue, ageing, corrosion are typical mechanism.

Failure originators are manufacturer, operator and environmental conditions.
The reliability assurance system has to provide information on failures to nuclear

power plant management, regulatory bodies and component manufactures. Here is the
schematic diagram of the system-

Nuclear power
plant

Reliability
evaluation

Monotematic
analysis

Feedback

Power plant management
and regulatory body

Component
manufactures

Feedback's influence the prevention mainly, it is strategy of frequency and scope of
component preventive maintenance, in-service inspection and replacement.

According to the Czech standards reliability is defined as a general attribute of
products to meet all functional requirements in the operating parameter range and time.

Reliability is characterised by particular features. The most important are:

Particular feature

Nuclear safety

Fail safety

Maintenance ability

Reparability

Availability

Particular feature indicator

• Probability of dangerous failures
• Intensity of dangerous failures

• Probability of fail safety operation
• Mean time of fail safety operation
• Intensity of failures

• Mean time of operation between
maintenance actions

• Intensity of maintenance actions
• Mean time of maintenance actions

• Mean time of operation between two
repairs

• Intensity of repairs
• Mean time of repairs

• Coefficient of availability
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Reliability education is also based on IAEA information system on failures and
accidents in nuclear power plants.

The students are getting ready for systematic safety and reliability assurance of nuclear
equipment during their studies at the University. The teaching of this topics is not included in
the lessons "Operating the nuclear power plants" alone but is really being implanted like a
golden rule into other lessons dealing with power plant specialisation.

From several point of view the percentage ratio of failure in the existing NPP leading
to the reactor shut downs is illustrated in the next table.

Percentage rate

36%

19%

12%

11%

10%

1%

11%

Description

failures in design process

defects originated by component manufacture

failures during installation and/or operation

operator errors

mistakes in method and control

product deficiency

failures of unknown origin

The mathematical models of reliability of a nuclear power plants issue from the
Weibull's theory of distribution. An exponential distribution is valid for constant intensity of
failures.

3. Diagnostics in nuclear power plants

One of the ways to increase the reliability and safety of NPP operation is to apply
diagnostic methods. The goal is to detect symptoms causing a failure. Typical symptoms :
wear, degradation of material properties, leaks, deformation, corrosion, etc. Diagnostics can
be classified as on the next page.
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I Diagnostics of equipment

Information
process and

self diagnostics

Data acqusition
system

diagnostic

Data
based

knowledge

Fluid and energy transfer
processes in a nuclear

power plant or component

Diagnostics
during NPP outage

Test of material
integrity

Component
tightness tests

Sample
attestation etc.

Diagnostics during
NPP operation

Noise based
diagnostics

Monitoring and
evaluation of loop

cycles

Chemistry based
diagnostics etc.

4. Conclusions

Beside theoretical education in the nuclear energy specialisation briefly described in the
paper students attend in one week field training on the school reactor VR-I and field training's
in nuclear power plants.

We hope this is the way how to contribute to good understanding and future
implementation of reliability and safety assurance programs at NPPs by our students.
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NPP STAFF TRAINING IN THEORY OF RADIATION PROTECTION
P. KOIACEK, CKZ Education Centre, Czech Republic

The Act No.28/1984 dealing with the State surveillance on the nuclear safety defines
the latter as the condition and ability of the equipment as well as of the operational
personnel to prevent an uncontrolled development of the nuclear reaction and leakage of
radioactive substances and radiation in the environment It is a purpose of this article to
deal to some detail with the last part of the above definition, i.e. with the preparedness ol
nuclear plant personnel as well as of other personnel present at the site, to manage the
emergency situation.

According to the above mentioned Act, it is the utility which is responsible for person-
nel training. In our case it is Czech Energy Works (CEZ) joint-stock company. According
to the present law, the personnel who carry out the operations that are important from the
nuclear safety viewpoint are obliged to attend the so called general employee training.
Once this was succesfully completed, they are supposed to have a professional capability
lo carry out these operations. The following classification has been adopted for various
groups of nuclear plant personnel.

Group

| 1.

: II.

III.

! iv.

i V.

Classication

Selected staff

Senior executives, specialised
technical staff

Operational and shift foremen and
operators who handle personnel

Maintenar.M personnel

Other personnel

Brief job description

main control room operators, shift
engineers and supervising physicists

withtechnical staff university
education and specialised technical

stall with secondary education

the technological systems

personnel carrying out maintenace
activities

other personnel not specified above

The personnel training consists of the indoctrination, study visit of the nuclear plant
and the preparation for the final examination to obtain the Certificate of Professional Abili-
ty. In the case of group I, the training on a full scale simulator and on-the-job training on a
given equipment are the integral parts of the training. On-the-job training is included also
in Iho training program of group III personnel. The length of individual training steps Is
differentiated and their minimum extent as well as training schedules are described In
quality assurance programs. The job descriptions of the personnel arc- considerably simp-
lified and the degree of training lor each function is exactly determined. Apart from the
classification from I to V, there is also an older classification A to G used in parallel. The
reason for this is practical, namely when the qualification class is to be upgraded.
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The indoctrination and the preparation lor the final examinations to obtain the Certifica-
te ot Professional Ability take place in the Schooling and Training Centre of Nuclear Ener-
gy Works in Brno. The study visits and on-the-job training take place on the nuclear
equipment under the supervision of a corresponding nuclear power plant. Presently, the
training courses can be divided into several groups:

- Indoctrination courses of newly recruited employees
- training leading to qualification upgrading
- requalification courses of staff transferred to anolher job
- periodical training of nuclear plant operational personnel
• other training (e.g. work safety training for work with electrical equipment, etc.)

The stall operating on the nuclear equipment are included in categories from I to IV.
Group V is used for contractors' staff.

The courses in the field of nuclear safety are differentiated wilhin the individual
subiects such as the Primary Circuil, Secondary Circuit, Electrical Part, etc. At the same
time there is a separate subject - Nuclear Safety - in which the trainees are acquainted
with the basic regulations and the interconnections between the nuclear safety and indivi-
dual subjects.

A separate subject is represented by radialialion safety, formerly referred to as dost-
metry. Its significance is seen namely in two areas:

- reduction of standard operation, individual and collective doses
• reduction of probability ol accident doses in emergency situations

The training is divided to the Indoctrination during which the trainees become acquain-
ted with basic principles, generation and elfects of ionizing radiation. The main accent is
placed on the radiation safety (principles o! woik in controlled zone, health physics, etc.).
In selected cases, also the principles of dosimotric control are included in the lessons,
both technological and laboratory. Presently, the training plans include also a complex
approach according to ALARA and ALARP principles leading to received doses reduction.

The presented overview is applicaple to personnel belonging to groups I - IV. The
unified system of training enables to all plant personnel to acquire corresponding know-
ledge and skills. Until now, no system of training ol personnel belonging to contracting
organizations has been developed and implemented. This aspect Is gaining importance
since this personnel have a greatest share on the collective annual dose received (accor-
ding to the Dukovany nuclear plant information). This unclear situation Is caused by the
controversy as to ths financing of this kind of training. Postponement of the solution can
have, however, serious consequences in future. Presently, the project for this kind of trai-
ning has already boon prepared and the aspects of radiation safety are extensively trea-
ted in the scheme.

Taking into account the positive evaluation both from the side of operating organisa-
tions, I.e. nuclear plants, state regulatory authorities, i.e. State Ottice tot Nuclear Safety
and hygienic services authorities, and outside observers such as G 24 Group, the present
system of nuclear plant personnel training can bo considered as being satisfactory. The
indicator of training quality Is not only seen in the decreasing number of non-planned
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radiation doses caused by the human factor failure but also in a very low absolute value
of the annual collective equivalent in Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant (less than 1.5 manSv
in 1994). In the short time prospect, it is assumed that simulators will be more extensively
Implemented in the training, provided that their application proves to be sufficiently
beneficial.

References:

(1) Act No. 28/1984 Digest concerning the Stale surveillance on nuclear safety in nuclear
plants

(2) Guideline of Czech Energy Works, joint-slock company No.1/1992
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DESIGN OF STEAM GENERATORS FEED-WATER SYSTEM
MODIFICATION TO IMPROVE THE CHEMICAL REGIME OF
WER 440 STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY CIRCUIT
M.MJHAL1K, NPP Jaslovske Bahunice, Slovak Republic
0. MATAL, Hnergovyzkum, Czech Republic

Introduction

On the basis of failures detected on the original feedwater
distribution system of M E R - 4 4 0 steam generators, modification
of steam generator feeding system was designed for steam
generator No. 35, on Unit 3. Obvious operation experiences
obtained by monitoring the parameters of the steam
generator confirmed nuclear safety increasing and secondary
circuit steam generator chemical regime improvement.

1. Repairs and upgrading of steam generator feedwater distribution
system

Steam generator feedwater internal distribution system, mainly in
the area of distributive T-piece / Fig. 1 /, is in a higher
measure affected by erosive influence of the flowing medium which
causes leakages in distribution pipeline system. This fenomenon is
of general character and is valid for the designed steam generator
V 213 feedwater distribution system. Repairing the distribution
system according to the original design is not possible as it is
very pretentious. The problem is being solved temporarily by
placing the protection sheet on steam generator primary
header against flowing feedwater through the leakages, or by
long-term upgrading of feociwater distribution system.

2<t5
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The leakages on feedwatcr distribution system at EBO NPPs were
detected on SG 31 in 1992. SG 35 in 1993, SG 33 in 1994.In the
first phase te protection sheet was placed on primary header of
these steam generators. Upgrading of feedwater distribution system
was performed at EBO NPPs on SG 31 in 1993, according to the design
of SG supplier - Vitkovice. This upper distribution system brings
with it creation of concentration gradient of saults content in
SG working medium in the area of SG cold bottom, which is not
desirable, and requires subsequently to solve the change of SG
blowdown system. It is not possible for EBO NPPs to carry out the
change of blowdown system for the reason of DECO SG necessity.
DECO SG of Unit 3 is for EBO NPPs undesirable.

On the basis of the mentioned above, in 1994 the feedwater
distribution system upgrading was realized on SG 35. It was
modified according to the EBO NPPs design, the documentation having
been elaborated by Ing. Gratzl /Fig. 2/. At the same time a set of
verifying measurements was carried out on SG 35.

The idea of passive safety, i.e. protection against erosion, is the
same for the both designs - the upper feed - water distribution system
Vitkovice / UFWDSV / and the upper feed - water distribution system EBO
/ UFWDSE/. it means that they are made of stainless material.

The essential advantage of UFWDSE is equalized distribution of
saults concentration in the working medium of SG.

For the purpose of evaluating the UFWDSE function in operation,
the " Project on Verifying Measurements " was elaborated
by "Energovyzkum" Brno for EBO NPPs on SG 35 with UFWDSE and on
SG 33 with the original feedwater distribution system /Fig. 3 /.

2.Area of measurement

For comparison of SG 35 with UFWDSE and SG 33 with the original
distribution system design, the following measurement areas were
suggested:

A. Measurements utilizing the standard measuring system

1. Chemical regime of blowdown water
2. Vibration of SG drum internals
3. Completion of SG heat exchanging tubes inspections by eddy

currents inspection
4. Measurement of feedwater pipeline pressure loss
5. Dynamic characteristics of feedwater pipeline
6. Ultrasonic control of pipeline tubes thickness
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B.Non - standard measurements

1. Measurement of local concentration of saults in working medium
on the secondary side of SG

2. SG diagnostics by EBO NPPs / ALUS /systems
3. Temperature measurements on the feedwater pipe nozzle and on

feed line in hermetic zone
4. Temperature measurements of blowdown and blow-off water
5. Verifying the mixing ejector function
6. Hydraulic measurement of SG secondary circuit

3. Evaluation of UFWDSE upgrading in SG

After performing the measurements and evaluating their results,
the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Chemical measurements did not reveal any negative impact of
UFWDSE upon SG 35 chemical mode.

2. EBO diagnostic systems proved that, from the Unit start-up,
there is a steady vibration on SG 33 and 35, comparable with
the measurements done in previous cycles.

3. We have not detected any differences between total levels of
RMS vibrations on the nozzles of SG 33 and 35.

4. From the performed measurements we did not observe increasing
of hydraulic losses on SG 35 feedwater pipeline.

5. The installation of UFWDSE on SG 35 did not cause any changes of
feedwater line dynamic characteristics.

6. The ALUS - EBO diagnostic system did not detect any occurrences
of leakages on the followed SG.

7. Temperature fields of feedwater line nozzles at SG 33 and 35 are
comparable.

8. Numbers and degrees of temperature cycles measured on feedwater
line nozzles are comparable.

9. From the point of view of thermal stress, SG 35 feed line is,
according to preliminary measured values, in better state than
SG 33 feed line / possible influence of geometry and valves /.

10. We did not observe any significant differences between the
pressure vessels temperatures / upper and lower surfaces / of
the both steam generators.

11. The objections against washing the steam generator cold header
with cold water was not proved. Thermocouple installed on a
critical place did not show any changes connected with UFWDSE
even at fall out of high pressure heater.

12. The performed measurements did not reveal any negative impact
of UFWDSE in SG 35 upon its chemical regime.
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4. CONCLUSION

On the basis of complex evaluation of the measurements on SG 33 and
35, it can be stated that after the realization of UFWDSE on SG 35,
the measurements did not reveal any differences which could exert
influence upon operation safety of SG 35. The realization of UFWDSE
on SG 35 did not cause any deterioration of the followed parameters
fixed by the measurement design.
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PGV-1000 STEAM GENERATORS SEPARATION SCHEME
MODERNIZATION TO INCREASE THEIR EFFICIENCY AND

RELIABILITY

AgeevA.G., Nigmatoulin B.I., Titov V.F., VasilievaR.V,
(EREC - OKB "Gidropress")

SUMMARY

Investigations of head steam generator PGV-1000 in 5th power unit of NV NPP,
facility tests and calculational justifications had resulted in modernization plan for SG
separation scheme, gradually realized in operating steam generators of WER-1000
power units.

For 1st power unit of Ba NPP - SPS (submerged perforated sheet) reconstruction,
SG "hot" side clearance overlap to avoid steam water mixture discharge into steam
space.

For 4 th power unit ofBa NPP - SPS reconstruction, "hot" side clearance overlap,
replacement of jalousie separator with screen receiving steam to extend available
steam space and to improve separation.

For 1st power unit of Khm NPP - SPS reconstruction, "hot" side overlap,
mounting inertial heads at SPS for better separation, widened mass level range and
larger water supply.

The measures taken increased operation reliability of separation scheme.

VVER-1000 power unit steam generators of the PGV-1000 type use separation
scheme including submerged into water perforated sheet (SPS) with rim height 730
mm and jalousie separator located in the upper part of steam space. On-sitc steam
generator tests on VVER-1000 head power unit of NV NPP had shown off-design
steam water mixture ejection through the clearance between SG wall and SPS rim on
the "hot" collector side, that renders moisture abnormal under SO-85% power. To
proof jalousie edge stacks from steam water flow through this clearance and to reach
rated power, reflecting baffle was mounted, maintaining so design steam mass quality.
Such a decision for all VVER-1000 power unit SGs, in fact, was an operational, since
it eliminated ejection consequences, but not causes. Beside that, reflected humid
steam flow emerged in SG steam space worsens separation.

Undergone thoroughly thermohydraulics and separation tests of VVER-1000 head
power unit had highlighted the following:

- SPS live, cross section change does not stop steam water mixture ejection;
- SG productivity reserve is less, than S-10%, approximately corresponding to

circulation loops thermohydraulic inequality, that makes some SGs to operate at the
bounds of separation scheme capacity even under rated power;

- permissible, from the view point of turbine safety, change of the level above SPS
is strongly limited, that's why SG is controlled by indirect parameter - the level at the
end face beiween SG wall and SPS rim. This level does not pass over SPS elevation,
restricting SG water supply;
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- four devices (1-meter each) for level measurement in SG "cold" and "hot" end
faces do not follow real water supply, because these devices weight water mass
between SG wail and SPS rim, but not m SG main space amassing that supply.

Investigations of steam generator in VVER-1000 head power unit and over serial
plants, facility tests and calculational estimates resulted in modernization plan for
PGV-1Q00 separation scheme to increase its reliability, which was implemented on
operating VVER-1000 power units.

To escape steam water mixture ejection, SPS was modified in SG-4 of Bal. NPP
first power unit: horizontal plate of SPS was prolonged up to SG wall on "hot" side
of tube bundle, and rim was rejected here. In SG-1 the SPS was lengthened with
additional perforated sheets, and special launder ports were opened in non-removed
rim.

Tests had shown, that SPS reconstruction increases permissible controlled level in
SG-4 end face on 50 mm (fig.2). The graphs show, that non-modernized SG-3
characteristics follow to other VVER-1000 power units' data.

Measurements for SG-4 steam space proved mixture ejection absence and moisture
sprtad epure regularity. Mass quality in water space on SG "hot" side decreased from
0.8 to 0.6, that is favorable for tube bundle. Hydrodynamics of the other water space
part was not changed significantly.

Mixture ejection escaping and evaporation surface duty equalizing simplified PGV-
10000 separation scheme with jalousie separator replacement by ceiling perforated
sheet (fig.3). Increased from 750 up to 1200 mm height of vapor space raises
permissible level and produciivity reserve from 1.1 to 1.4 times, meeting calculations
and model tests on reduction steam moisture.

Ceiling perforated sheet replaced jalousie separator in SG-4 of Bal. NPP power
unit-4. Steam moisture was sufficiently reduced, and permissible level grew on 100
mm at SG end face (fig.2). Steam moisture reducing in indirect way says about
productivity reserve increment.

SPS with inertial heads evacuating steam below SPS into steam space above water
level improves SG separation parameters, raises permissible level and water supply,
being stage for further modifications (fig.4). Due to that, steam splash with associate
water level swell are excluded, and physical level coincides with mass one, so
increasing evaporation surface duty and permissible water level.

Experiments in OKB "Gidropress" on full-scale model PGV-1000 with no jalousie
separator at vapor space height 1200 mm shown evaporation surface duty being
correspondingly - at level location above SPS with heads - 0.S m/s, and at 500 mm -
0.6 m/s (steam pipeline moisture - 0.1%). These figures underline available steam
productivity and level growth reserves inherent for PGV-1000 separation scheme.

SPS with heads was tested on SG-1 of Khm. NPP 1st power unit with jalousies and
vapor space height 750 mm. Even at restricted height of vapor space, level above SPS
happened to be raised up to 300 mm with the same steam quality (fig. 5). Physical
level above SPS is equalized, and remaining nonuniformity of evaporation surface
duty is diminished. Hydraulic resistance of SPS with heads was chosen equal to
standard one, so water space hydrodynamics was maintained.

At time beins:, tests of SG with new SPS, ceiling perforated sheet instead of
jalousie separator and vapor space height 1200 mm are managed, that completely
shows advantages of such a SPS Permissible level above SPS up to 400-500 mm in
comparison with 200 mm for standard SGs becomes governing At time being, tests of
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SG with new SPS, ceiling perforated sheet instead of jalousie separator parameter in
SG operation, effecting turbine installation safety and increasing water supply greatly.

Existing level measurement system with four 1-meter devices at SG end faces
between wall and SPS rim does not indicate real water supply, since mass quality here
is significantly lower, than in SG main space. This heavily effects level indications of
system with no relation on water supply change under transients and abnormal
regimes.

To measure level and water supply, special down transducer of pressure extraction
is proposed. Level measurements in SG cylindrical part with main water supply make
device indications stable during transients with mass quality change in water space and
provide real value of water quantity.
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SG with standard scheme including SPS and jalousie separator

Fig.l

I - steam outlet ducts; 2 - vessel; 3 - jalousie separator; 4 - beating-off shield; 5 -
submerged perforated sheet; 6 - SPS rims; 7 - heat exchange bundle stacks; S - hot
collector; 9 - cold collector
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• - SG-4, 4th power unit Bal NPP; with no jalousie.

Fig.2. SG-4 and other steam generators parameters comparison
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SG with modernized separation scheme including SPS and steam receiving shield,
clearance between wall and rim on "hot" side is covered

Fig.3

1 - steam outlet ducts; 2 - steam-receiving sheet; 3 - vessel; 4 - submerged perforated
sheet; 5 - covered clearance on "hot" side; 6 - SPS rims; 7 - heat exchange bundle
stacks; S - hot collector; 9 - cold collector
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SG with modernized separation scheme including SPS with splash-less
heads; clearance between wall and rim on "hot" side is covered

Fig.4

1 - steam outlet ducts; 2 - vessel; 3 - jalousie separator; 4 - beating-off
shield; 5 - splash-less heads; 6- submerged perforated sheet; 7 - SPS rims;

S - heat exchange bundle stacks; 9 - hot collector; 10 - cold collector
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1 - SG-3, 5th power unit NV NPP;
2 - SG-3, 1st power unit Zap NPP;
3 - SG-1, 1st power unit Zap NPP;
O - SG-1, 1st power unit Bal NPP;
O - SG-2, 1st power unit Bal NPP;
9 - SG-3, 1st power unit Bal NPP;
• - SG-4, serial power unit, Khmelnizkaya NPP;
• - SG-1, Khmelnizkaya NPP, with heads.

Fig.5. Outlet moisture in steam generators with heads versus level above SPS.
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PROSPECTIVE METHODS OF WATER LEVEL CONTROL IN VVER
STEAM GENERATORS WITH ULTRASONIC SENSORS
V. MELNIKOV, Technical University ofNislmyi Novgorod, Russia
B. N1GMATUL1N. EREC. Elect rogorsk, Russia

1. Introduction

Most important operating parameter of WER. steam generator (SG)
is water mass level. Its decreasing violates heat exchange between
primary and secondary circuit, and its exceeding possibly leads to
turbine filling-up with water. This implies higher requirements on
reliability and lag of a device measuring SG water level.

At present, hydrostatic devices are used, which determine
pressure drop aiong SG height. They have a lot of deficiencies: great lag.
low accuracy, need in extended impulse lines, valves and accessories.
That makes SG exploitation difficult, causes erroneous action of
protections and blocks, so reducing NPP operation reliability. Such
is an experier.ee of power unit exploitation on Novo-Voronejskaya,
Ujno-Uralskaya. Kalininskaya. Zaporojskaya NPPs.

To solve the problem, one should perfect existing systems and
develop fundamentally new measurement instruments controlling SG water
le\el timely.

This report is dedicated to new systems of SG water level
control on the ultrasonic sensor base.

2. Acoustic impedance method

The method principle is determination of ultrasonic wave
velocity or its damping in acoustic waveguide, which is partially
submerged in liquid. There are two \aiimts.

The fust one utilises longitudinal waves (tig. I). Ultrasound
attenuation in w.i\esiiiide is described as:
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/J = H,cxp(-5/), (1)

where / - lengtli of waveguide part below liquid level.
6 - attenuation coefficient depending on waveguide geometry and

material, sound frequency and liquid wave impedance:

where r - sensitive element radius:
v - Poisson's ratio;
E - Young's modules;
cp - sound velocity in sensitive element at f=0;
p - coolant density:
c - sound velocity in coolant.
Waveguide part below the level is

h In A{ / A,
( '

where h - whole waveguide length;
Ao - signal amplitude for totally submerged waveguide.
To improve sensibility to level change, a thin wall capillary tube is

used as sensitive element, and a waveguide connects sensitive element
with piezotransducer. Total sensor length can reacli 10-15 m.

Sensor scheme is shown in the fig.2. It works the following way.
Piezotransducer generated acoustic impulses go through waveguide to
sensitive element, where they are reflected, first, from butt of waveguide
with sensitive element, second, from the free end of sensitive
element. Then impulses return to their source. Measurement of received
returning impulses amplitude ratio provides sensor operation
independence from connecting waveguide length and ambience.

Liquid level is derived from:

h = fl0 -r n, In /I, / A2 (4)

where ao, a: - proportionality coefficients;
A().A| - reflected impulses' amplitude.
Fig.3 presents sensor structure. All details are made from 1,6 mm

diameter capillary tube with wall thickness 0,2 nun; length may vary within
150-200 mm. Connection line includes waveguide with 0,S-l,0 mm
diameter and length up to 15 m, shielding tube, diameter 4-S mm, and
elements of waveguide suspension. Sensor main features arc: working
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frequency 500 kHz, frequency of impulse repeating 200 Hz, transmission
coefficient at eniniission-receiption 40 dB.

Experimental sensor with 200 mm sensitive element has been
tesvd on high parameter thennophysical facility. Results for medium
parameter wide range are given in tiie fig.4.

These sensors have been verified industrially. With them water level
change in SGs of Zaporojskaya NPP was being measured. The fig.5
depicts sensor location inside SG. Sensor calibration results and
external appearance are shown in the fig.6,7.

The second variant of impedance method (by ultrasound velocity
measurement in sensitive element) uses bending waves (fig.S).

Sensitive element geometry and sound frequency are chosen such a
way, that acoustic wave velocity q, is less than sound velocity in liquid,
and ultrasound is not damped. Influence of liquid has an inertial
character, that is, sound velocity in tlie sensitive element is reduced:

(5)

where p r , p - liquid and waveguide material density correspondingly.
Waveguide part below liquid level is:

j - - ^ (6)
h x pT

where x - wave run time along sensitive element;
AT - wave run time delay.
A sensitive element for sensor on bending waves is ring-shaped

(fig.9). Perpendicular attachment to waveguide excites bending wave
effectively.

The fig.9 describes sensor scheme and main parameters. Liquid level is:

h = ba-rb^x (7)

where 60, b{ - proportionality coefficients.

These sensors was applied to level measuring in horizontal tube of
thcrmophysical facility in Highest school Zittau/Herliz (Germany). Sensor
location in the tube and its graduations are given in the fig. 10.

The sensor is manufactured from chrome-nickel steel. Sensitive
element is- made from 0,4 mm diameter wire of 20 mm length.
Waveguide of diameter 0,S mm and length 2,5 m is inserted into
shielding tube with 4 mm diameter. Sensitive element is placed in tube
with internal diameter 13 mm, having log period up to 2 m.s with
measurement error ±0,5 mm.
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Sensor exicni.il appearance and its mounting arc shown in the
fig. 11.12.

3 . Acoustic probe method

Here coolant phasial state is indicated in control points, which
are spread along vessel height. Acoustic conductivity of medium local
volume is determined by its phasial contents, being maximal for liquid.
Method derives mass quality in control points:

a = ^ - (S)

where £ T , - gaseous phase presence time in control point;

T- measurement duration.
Measurements result in mass quality distribution along SG

height and, hence, in coolant level. The method gives also additional
information: size phase spread, bubble motion velocity; but it is more
difficult to implement, than impedance one.

Acoustic probe consists of two waveguides, the ends of which form
control volume (fig. 13). Both waveguides have piezotransducer, one
being an emitter, another - receiver. Electronic unit by received signal
level determines medium phasial contents for control volume. The probe
has also waveguide suspension elements and packings.

Specific received signal at probe outlet is reflected in the fig. 14.
Acoustic probes of various modifications for 10 years are

manufactured in small batches and used for thermophysical researches
and experiments on NPP safety. One of them is shown in the fig. 15.

4. Contact-less method of level measurement

SG coolant level control without built-in sensors and other elements
is of great interest.

Contact-less plated acoustic sensors are available for that. Vertical
bypass tube with set of ultrasonic waveguiding sensors, which operate with
clearance (fig. 16), is suitable. Sensors use bending waves being excited in
pipeline wall. Such waves are effectively emitted into liquid (fig. 17).
Sensors arc mounted with clip by couples indicating gaseous phase in
control volume. Practically, they show phase boundary in bypass discretely.
Sensor is presented in the fig.IS.

Plated sensors have been tested successfully detecting gaseous phase
in self-contained coaling loop of bearing in WER main circulating pump
on thermophysical facility of t.Sosnovy Bor, Leningrad region, then on
Kalininskava NPP.
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S. Conclusions

At present time, scientific and engineering foundations exist for
developing standard device ofWER SG water level control on the base
of waveguiding ultrasonic sensors.

Experimental samples passed complete tests as well in
laboratory, as in field conditions, including NPP. Technical decisions and
sensor structure are proved to be right.

Designed instruments can measure SG water level within 20-1000
nun, determine steam phase spread along height and bubble size. Contact-
less sensors provide discrete controlling water level in SG bypass.
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LINEAR CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM FOR VVER TYPE OF
REACTOR WITH SERVICE LIFE OF 30 YEARS
K. WAGNER. J. ZDEBOll Skoda Jaderne strojiremtvi, Plzcii. Czech Republic

Summary:

In SKODA, Nuclear Machinery, Plzen, Ltd., modernization of
Linear Control Rod Drive Mechanism used for VVER-1OOO type of
reactors has been made. The development has been performed in
cooperation with the Experimental Drawing Office Gidropress,
Podolsk, Russian Federation. Resulted Control rod drive mechanism
/CRDM/ has the service life of 20 years, one specimen undergoes
operational tests on the South-Ukrainian NPP for there years by
now. Two sets for NPP Temelin have been already manufactured and
delivered.

SKODA, NM has carried out further modernization resulting in
the CRDM with 30 years life and ability to drive a cluster of 27
kg weight. A set of such Control Rod Drive Mechanisms are
manufactured now for reconstruction of unit 1 in South-Ukrainian
NPP.

1. Modernization of CRDM initial construction

Modernization of the initial construction has been carried out
in SKODA Nuclear Machinery, Plzefi, Ltd. in cooperation with EDO
Gidropress, Podolsk, RF.

Main results of modernization relating individual parts of
CRDM are as follows:

1.1 Block of lifting

- the magnetic stainless steel of SUPERFERIT type is used for
poles and armatures

- the service life is enhanced to 6000 double travels
/equivalent to 20 years of life/

- the lift electromagnet has a counter-pole /resulting in
rising the drive force and reducing the coil current/

- the optimization of gripper and bushing profiles /resulting
in lower wear and longer life/

- displacement of movable grippcr magnet stop /lowering the
shocks by stepping/
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- reinforcement of stacionary gripper magnet stop /lowering
the wear/

- providing an air clearance between poles and armatures
/avoiding sticking of armatures/

- application of harder guide rings with better geometry
/resulting in lower wear and longer life/

1-2 Block of electromagnets

- geometry of electromagnets has been optimized /higher drive
force, lower current, compensation of lower magnetic
properties of stainless steel, economy of winding/

- electromagnets have been made of stainless steel /higher
corrosion resistance in the coarse of LOCA, higher service
life/

- individual electrical leads in stainless steel tubes /bi9ger
corrosion resistance in the coarse of LOCA/

- new penetraition /higher quality of lead brazing, higher
and safer tightness of coil winding/

- high /vacuum grade/ tightness of electromagnets and supply
leads /enabling filling with inert atmosphere/

- filling the electromagnets and supply leads with inert
atmosphere /slower ageing of insulation and winding,higher
temperature resistance, longer service life/

- location of housing bandage on the block of electromagnets
Ailiuplei ,I:I:JI:IIIII ly, :;.ili:i •'il.l.iu.inix'iil ol bniiilniju/

1.3 Drive shaft

- application of compact retaining rings instead of retaining
segments /bigger reliability ( of fixing/

- application of artificial aging of springs /increase of
spring stability/

- reconstruction of the locking device in the drawing shaft -
cluster coupling /precluding the disconnection of drive
shaft ana cluster at the end of a scram/.

1.4

Research and development of the position indicator including
electronics has been performed both in SKODA- Nuclear
Machinery and in EDO Gidropress and has been completed with
two different versions.

Advantages of the SKODA-NM solution are as follows:
- application of direct inductiv position indicator

/elimination of all mechanical linking between drive shaft
and sensor of the position indicator, which could provoke
seizing of Control rod/
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- location of PI coils in a dry housing inside the CRDM
/enabling the use of original drive shaft , supplemented
only by a magnetic shunt/

- application of tight pressure penetraition on the entrance
in the PI housing /ensuring the first circuit integrity in
the case of PI housing rupture and enabling to fill the
interior of PI housing by helium/

- filling of the PI sensor by helium /slower insulation aging
and winding oxidation, longer service life

- series connection of PI coils /small number of outlets,
only three for six coils/

- application of calculated housing wall thickness without
reduction /fulfilment of safety requirements/

- application of the chrome-plating on the outer surfice of
the PI housing /better wear resistance/

Prototypes of this modernized CRDM have been manufactured both in
SKODA - Nuclear Machinery, Plzefi, Ltd. and in EDO Gidropress
Podolsk and have been put to life tests on stands in SKODA and
EDO Gidropress and thereafter this type of CRDM has been
recommended for application on WER-1000 reactors.

When the decission has been made to apply the Westinghouse
fuel assembies on NPP Temolin, the service life tests of the
SKODA RCDM with Westinghouse type of fuel assembly and cluster
have been repeated.

References:

1. One Linear Control Rod Drive Mechanism of the construction
mentioned above is working on the South - Ukrainian NPP unit
3 for three years by now.

2. For NPP Temelin, unit 1 and 2, one hundred and fifty of this
CRDM have been manufactured in SKODA - Nuclear Machinery and
delivered to the site.

0 Further modernization of the
SKODA_Linea.r_CRDM

On the basis of operator's experience and Regulatory body's
requirements, further modernization of the Linear CRDM has been
fulfilled.

Basic., re.su lt.s_:

1. Enhancement of the service life of all CRDM parts till 30
years.

2. Enhancement of maximal operating temperature of magnetic coils
up to 300 °C.
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3. Abbreviation of the scram time by 1 second.
4. Proving the ability to work with a cluster of 27 kg weight.
5. Application of the sealing elements made of expanded graphit.

For the verification of the modernized SKODA CRDM to operate
with a cluster of 27 kg weight, the life tests have been made on
the test stand of SKODA in Plzen according to programme aproved
by all Ukrainian NPPs, Regulatory office of Ukraina and by Chief
designer of the VVER-1000 NPP which is EDO Gidropress, Podolsk.

References:

1. A set of modernized CRDM including modernized electronic
equipment /PSU, PKU, SGIU/ is being delivered by §KODA for
reconstruction of South-Ukrainian NPP unit 1.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LINEAR CRDH Table 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

Name

Operational speed

Scram time

Operational travel
from the lower to the
upper limit switch

Drive force reserve
according to cluster
weight

Step lenght

Power input of the CRDM
a/ durlnq steppinq
l>/ d m i m| .''. 1 .'inclsl i 1 1

Power input of the PI
sensor

Position indicator
accuracy
a/ in the area of travel
b/ in the area of limit

switches

Travel reserve from lower
limit switch to end stop

Insulation resistance
against frame
a/ at 20 °:
b/ at operational

temperature

Unity

mm.s"1

s

mm

mm

kW
kW

W

mm
mm

mm

Ml:

Value

20 + 1,5

1,5 : 4

3500+40

2
1,5

20

1,0

U, 1

3

30
20

Remark

cluster
17 kg
27 kg

40-100

100

10
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11.1 Electromagnet currents:
Lift electromagnet
a/ braking current
b/ holding current
c/ starting current
Movable gripper electro-
magnet
a/ holding current
b/ starting current
Stationary gripper
electromagnet
a/ holding current

12. DC current resistance
of electromagnet coils
at 20 °C /measured on the
cable connection
Lift magnet
Movable gripper magnet
j Stationary gripper magnet:

13.1 PI sensor feeding
|frequency

I
14.1 PI sensor feeding

voltage
I i
j 15.1 Design service life
j |Mechanics: housing
! i drive-shaft

i block of
: lifting
•Electr. parts:
;block of electromagnets
;PI sensor

16.iService life
jcharacteristics:
ja/ number of double
! travels
\b/ number of steps
Ic/ number of scrams
jd/ standstill under

voltage
e/ number drive shaft

-cluster coupling

cps

year
year

year

year
year

year

6 + 0,3
9,5 + 0,5
14 + 0,7

6 + 0,3
10 + 0,5

9 + 0,5

2,06 + 0,5
1.57 + O,5
1.58 + 0,5

120

17

30
30

30

30
30

6000
2,1.10"
200

30
200
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FRENCH EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR PWR
900MW AND SUGGESTION FOR THEIR DEVELOPMENT ON
WER PLANTS
J.-M. Haure, Framatome, France
E. Olivier, Electricite da France, France

1. ACRONYMS

Acronyms

A

EOG

EOI

EOP

H
I

NPP

SE

SGTR

SPI

SPU

Meaning

Accidental procedures (design basis event actuating the safeguard
systems)

Emergency Operating Guideline

Emergency Operating Instruction

Emergency Operating Procedure

Beyond design basis procedures

Incidental procedures (events actuating reactor trip)

Nuclear Power Plant

Safety Engineer

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

Post Accidental Monitoring Procedure

Ultimate Monitoring Procedure

2. INTRODUCTION

For same years EDF and FRAMATOME have taken part in the nuclear safety
improvement of Eastern Europe. The consequences of the actions performed on the
VVER1000 and VVER440/213 reactors are :

- acquisition of a comprehensive knowledge of these types of Pressurized
Water Reactor;

- improved knowledge of the Eastern Hurope nuclear system and opening up to the
Western nuclear system;

- know how transfer between Eastern and Western technicians and
engineers;

- development of well mastered interventions such as :
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emergency program concerning emergency operating procedures,
operators training, instrumentation and control improvements,
technical assistance to the operation and maintenance through
twinning with French NPPs;

modernisation program in order to improve the most recent
VVER1000 or 440/213 in compliance with equivalent Western
NPPs.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the improved EOPs
implemented on French PWR 900MW series as a first step, and to
present, in a second step, a proposed adapted development of such
EOPs for VVER plants, including local specificities(technical but also
cultural) and laking into consideration communication problems within
an international working group (different languages ).

3. GENERAL PRESENTATION

The French nuclear program has provided extensive design, construction
and operating experience for the two main actors of this program :
FRAMATOME and EDF.

The French PWRs can be classified in five main series :

Series

CPO

CPY

P4

P'4

N4

Total

Number of plants

6

28

8

12

4

58

Electrical Power in MW

first 900

900

1300

1300

1450 (under commissioning
or construction)

62 400

Both partners promoted French PWRs in foreign countries as follows :
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Country/Series

Belgium/CPO

South
Korea/CPY

South
Africa/CPY

China/CPY

Number of plants

1

2

2

2

Electrical Power in MW

900

900

900

900

Development work benefited from this standardisation, allowing larger
investments for generic safety improvements, emergency procedures
(EOP), training programs, and also providing an important operation
feedback.

Furthermore the standardisation effect implies a continuous effort in
improvement of nuclear plants safety.

4. EOPS IMPLEMENTED ON PWR 900MW PLANTS

4.1. EOPS POSITION IN SAFETY APPROACH

Both deterministic and probabilistic approaches are used in support of
Emergency Procedures.

The classification used for Safety Analysis is given in a
gravity/probability diagram as follows :
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The approach consists in identification of transients which can lead to
radioactive releases and estimating the frequency occurrence of these
events. The defence in depth concept is then used to keep the risk level
within acceptable limits.

Four main domains can be identified in the diagram
probability/consequences :

1. Normal operation (higher frequency, no radioactive releases).

2. Events that can lead to radioactive releases taken into account in
plant design in order to limit the consequences to acceptable
limits.

3. Residual risk (very low frequency) not taken into account in
plant design.

4. Unacceptable domain (high frequency and high radiological
consequences).

Within the first and second domains listed above, events are classified in
four categories. For each category the authorised release limits arc
different.
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4.1.1. Impact on plant design :

First category - design of first and second barrier and control
loops.

- definition of safety limits

Second category

f design of reactor protection systems that includes
Third category

reactor trip system and safeguard systems

Fourth category Design of safeguards systems and third barrier.

4.1.2. Impact on the emergency operating procedures

• The first Grade situations are mainly covered by normal operating
procedures (normal operation).

Technical Specifications, alarm response sheets and abnormal
procedures cover the abnormal situations of this category (For
instance unavailability of one equipment).

• The second, third and fourth Grade situations arc taken into account by
optimised emergency procedures:

2"d Grade is covered by Incidental Procedures (1).

3nd and 4 m Grade are covered by accidental Procedures (A).

• The beyond design situations (residual risk domain) are covered by :

< optimised procedures called II procedures for the loss of redundant
systems :

. total loss of heat sink

• total loss of heat removal by steam generators

• Station black out

* Continuous monitoring of the safety functions and mitigating
actions based on physical-stale (SPI/SPU/U1 instructions).

* for severe accidents (core melt), a specific guideline (G1AG) has
been developed.
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4.2. EOPS INTERFACES

The defence in depth concept leads to 3 intervention levels in accidental
situations:

first level: EOPs,

second level: Crisis Organization,

third level: Severe Accidents Management.

These levels can be implemented independently.

4.2.1. Interfaces with normal operating field :

• Normai ^.^abnormal operating procedures:

. Care is taken to make sure that no situation has been omitted and
also that none is covered by two procedures: the limits between
EOPs and other operating procedures must be clearly defined.

• Before falling back on normal operating procedures, all the
conditions required for application of normal or abnormal
procedures must be met at time of exit from EOPs.

• Alarm sheets:
Consistency between alarm sheets content and EOP entrance criteria
is checked (guidelines include instructions for modification of alarm
sheets).

• Technical Specifications:
EOPs application requires a few equipment and instrumentation
availability. Therefore specific requirements are introduced in
Technical Specifications for EOPs and the EOPs elaboration
considers the configurations required by Technical Specifications.

• Periodical tests:
Some equipment and instrumentation needed in EOPs require
specific periodical tests in order to ensure their availability in case of
accident.
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4.2.2. Interface! within emergency operating field :

.SPDS
The object of the Safety Parameter Display System is to bring
information to the different actors of the accident management.
Modifications in procedures, and especially in EOPs entrance criteria
can require the modification of SPDS.
In France, SPDS is not required for EOPs application.

• Crisis organization
Crisis organization can provide the operating team with technical
support for the management of accident. Technical help can only be
given if crisis experts are well trained in EOPs content. Training of
these experts and/or selection of experts among persons involved in
EOPs development is necessary.

. GIAG (Severe Accident Guideline)
In case of severe degradation of the situation (beginning of core
meli) entrance criteria to the GIAG arc clearly addressed in EOPs.
To avoid entrance into the GIAG. actions backed by Severe
Accidents Analyses, can be anticipated in EOPs(SPI, U procedures).

4.2.3. Human interface

However the most important interface is the human interface.

Specific care is needed regarding :

. The ergonomics of the instructions:

. Adequate operators training in the use of these EOPs.

The instruction guidance level is based on :

. operators knowledge

• feedback experience(simulators sessions and/or reel incidents)

4.3. STAFF ORGANIZATION AND EMERGENCY OPERATING
PROCEDURE BREAKDOWN

Hundreds of tests on full scope simulator in close co-operation with
ergonomics experts have contributed to the present staff organization in
emergency conditions and also to the related EOPs breakdown.
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4.3.}. Staff organization

Safety engineer

He is in charge of the monitoring of main plant safety parameters. He
ensures a human redundancy and a diversification of the human and
method aspects.

Shirt operating team organization

The shift supervisor is the leader of a unit team including :

one reactor operator in charge of the reactor systems operation,
waste treatments and part of the safety systems;

one turbine and steam generator operator in charge of the feed water
systems, steam line systems, steam generator and turbine operation
and the other part of safety systems;

one deputy shift supervisor in charge of all the electrical circuit
breakers operation and acting as shift supervisor when needed;

three field operators in charge of lining up procedures and operation
in nuclear island and conventional island.

4.3.2. EOPs breokdo\m

Emergency operating procedure

Set of two documents - operating guideline and operating instruction -
linked by the management of:

- all events which could lead to a degradation or a risk of
degradation of one of the barrier with radioactive release as a
consequence,

- loss of any system essential to the conservation of existing
conditions

or to fall back into safe state within the frame of normal operating
procedures, prior to repair.

Emergency Operating Guideline(EOG)

The EOG is a document based on accident analysis or back-up studies
justifying the strategy to be adopted and the facilities to be used, to fall
back into a safe state. Its functions arc to :
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- provide the basis for writing up the operating instructions;

- help with operator training;

- keep track of the technical choices.

Each EOG is composed of several sections such as symptoms, event
diagnosis and actions such as automatic, immediate, consequent,
complementary.

The EOG is not used by shift operating teams in control rooms.

Emergency Operating Instruction(EOI)

EOI is a document describing in explicit terms how strategies and
actions considered in the guidelines are to be put into practice to control
the event. This document is used by the shift operating team. The EOI
is divided in different parts according to the role of the operating
personnel (safety engineer, shift supervisor, control room operators).
Each operator follows its own document.

NB : in American literature, the term "procedure" is equivalent to that
of "operating instructions"

4.4. MAIN PRINCIPLES OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT IN FRENCH
PWRs 900MW

4.4.1. Shift operating team activities

In emergency conditions Shift operating team actions, are linked with
the four following phases :

First phase : Identification of the reactor protection system actuation or
of the NPP malfunction;

Second phase : Confirmation of the actuated or requested automatic
actions;

Third phase : Diagnosis of the disturbance with selection of the relevant
operating instruction following diagnosis instruction;

Fourth phase :Thc chosen operating instruction is applied in order to
bring the NPP back to a safe state. These instructions ( I, A, H sets) are
based on event oriented approach.
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The team must comply with the safety engineer requests and carry out
complementary actions or ultimate operating instruction(U 1 physical
state based) after withdrawing from the event oriented operating
instruction.

4.4.2. Safety engineer A divines

The Safety Engineer(SE) using the physical-state based instruction(SPI)
monitors the plant physical parameters, safely functions, safeguard
systems, and follows the accident evolution. He never tries to diagnose
the initiating event.

He carries out different checks level:

first leve! : for event considered by the optimised event oriented
instructions, check the completion of instruction actions and the
plant response,

second level: for more complex situations where the event oriented
instructions are still suitable but require some complementary actions
such as radioactive steam generator isolation, the complementary
actions are requested by the SE;

third level : for cumulative failures or damaged situation SE
requests the withdrawal from the event oriented instruction^, A, H)
and the application of physical-state based instruction(Ul) by shift
operating team.

The first duty of the SE is to guarantee the NPP safety in any situation
and conditions. The second is to ensure the human redundancy of the
shift operating team.

4.4.3. Crisis organization activities

In emergency conditions, the NPP general manager can call the crisis
organization. This organization is operational in a few hours and follows
the accident evolution. Ft can provide the shift operating team with
technical support in the long term management of situations such as
restoration of faulty systems, specific means to ensure reactor vessel
water injection.
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4.5. A SET OF PROCEDURES BASED ON EVENT-ORIENTED AND
PHYSICAL-STATE ORIENTED COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES

4.5.1. Current set of procedures implemented on PWRs 900MW

Special attention has been given to the introduction of the emergency
operating procedures so as to avoid a negative behaviour from the
operators which could lead to safety problems.

The implementaiion of a new set of EOPs can present some difficulties
such as adequate operator training to the new set of procedures or the
need for additional instrumentation. As the general implementation of
the Physical-state Approach require;, additional instrumentation such as
measurements of the reactor vessel water level and complete change of
the EOPs philosophy, it has been decided as a first step to introduce the
presented approach in the following manner :

Improvement of event oriented based procedures :

Take human factors into consideration ;

Elaborate new definitions of the major safety systems actuation
criteria (such as Safety Injection System and Containment Spray
System). The new criteria are based on the Physical-state Approach
and are designed for optimal use in any plant condition
independently from the initial diagnosis;

• addition of more realistic cases (small leakages, partial loss of
support systems, events occurring at semi-hot or cold shutdown
initial conditions) to the situations already considered;

• take into account ilie most probable equipment failures in the
procedures (for instance trip of reactor coolant pumps, stuck open
valves after actuation);

. establish diagnosis whenever possible on physical parameters
values rather than alarms;

. introduce criteria for rcorientation from one procedure to an other.

Implementation of physical-state based procedures :

Implementation and development of the III procedure and the Post
accidental Monitoring Procedure (SPI and SPU). These procedures
are Physical-state procedures and have been introduced in order to
compensate the plant situations, not considered by the existing
EOPs.
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The existing instrumentation and equipment have been used in the set
of EOPs made of event oriented procedures and SPI/SPU/U1
procedures.

The SE has been added to the existing operating team in order to
perform the post accidental monitoring.

These measures have been decided in order to :

enhance the degree of redundancy and the considered domain in
emergency situations;

make easier the new EOPs acceptance by the operators and minimise
the operator's tasks;

keep the compatibility with the existing equipment and
instrumentation, in order to minimise the implementation costs.

4.5.2. Future evolution of the emergency operating procedures on PWRs 900 MW plants

The second step in evolution of procedures is the implementation of the
Generalised Physical-state Approach.

Such procedures have been implemented in the four loop plants(PWRs
1300MW and 1450MW) and are under development for the PWRs
900MW.

Their aim is to allow more progressive operation in emergency
management. In this new set of procedures I, A and H procedures are
replaced hy physical-state based procedures ECPi.

In a complexity/gravity domain, the procedures can be compared as
follows :

.-RHENT MO PWR SET OF PROCEDURES flKVKHAI.IZED PHYSICAL-STATE APPROACH

Giavity*

Ul

H

A Complementary uclions

j rcquireJ by SPl

Gravity*

Complexity

ECP-I

ECP3

ECl'l

ECI" I

Complexity
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More details on this new set of procedures are given in ref. / I / .

4.5.3. Vic complementarity of event oriented and physical-state on PWRs 900MW EOPs.

Event oriented approach

At early stage of the transient, the operators should identify what type of
event has occurred on the basis of the information given by the NPP
monitoring system, and take remedial action according to the relevant
procedure. They can assure the optimal recovery actions in most cases
for event within the design basis and for a few beyond design situations.
As these event specific procedures do not address all combinations of
possible events, they might be inadequate for very unlikely accidents
where multiple equipment or human failures could simultaneously take
place, for example:

- LOCA and total failure of safety systems such as Safety Injection
System or Containment Spray;

- Multiple events such as Loss Of Coolant Accident combined with
Steam Generator Tube Ruptures, or SGTR combined with a Steam
Line Break.

- Initial diagnosis error not considered by reorientation criteria
introduced in I and A procedures used by the operators;

This is the reason why parallel continuous monitoring of safety
functions, based on physical-state approach, has been implemented.

The physical-state approach has been developed to face these problems.

4.5.4. Physical-state approach

Physical-state Approach is based on a continuous monitoring of the
physical-state of the plant.

Corrective actions can be defined only on the basis of these states,
without considering the event which led to it.

The 3 main safety functions :

• sub criticality

• Heat Removal

• Confinement
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are controlled by monitoring the following safety objectives :

• Sub criticality (Nuclear measurements, Boron concentration)

• Primary system residual heat removal

• Primary coolant inventory

• Steam generators integrity

. Steam generators water inventory

. Containment building integrity(Containment Pressure,
Temperature and activity, other activity measurements,
containment isolation).

Equipment unavailabilities occurring independently of the initial event
are taken into account by the substitution of equipment to ensure
important functions.

4.6. METHODOLOGY FOR PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT

It involves a specific working group including both plant designers
FRAMATOME and EDF, and plant operator EDF.

Ft is shown on following diagram :

REVIEW OF ACCIDENT ANALYSES

PRELIMINARY AND FEEDBACK
PHASE

DEFINITION OF EOPs SCOPE

(EVENTS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS)

LIST OF PROCEDURES MAIN GENERIC OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
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DESIGN
PHASE

FOR EACH PROCEDURE :

GUIDELINES

OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

LICENSING

TRAINING

DEFINITION OF OPERATING STRATEGY

DRAFTING OF GUIDELINE PROJECT

REVIEW OF THE GUIDELINE BY THE WORKING GROUP

VALIDATION OF THE STRATEGY ON PLANT ANALYSER
SIMULATOR OR SPECIFIC CALCULATIONS

FINAL1ZATION OF THE GUIDELINE

DRAFTING OF THE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

(CONSISTENCY WITH THE GUIDELINE, FEASIBILITY OF
OPERATING MODE . . . ) .

VALIDATION OF THE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS ON FULL
SCOPE SIMULATOR WITH OPERATORS

F1NAL1ZATION OF THE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

LICENSING - SAFETY AUTHORITIES APPROVAL

OPERATORS TRAINING

IMPLEMENTATION OF EOPs ON THE UNIT

5. EDF AIMS FOR CO-OPERATION ON THE EOPS WITH
EASTERN COUNTRIES

5.1. CONTEXT

Within the frame of the emergency program we propose a close co-

operation on the EOF field with VVER440/213 and 1000 operators. As

we already mentioned, and developed hereafter, this can only be

achieved through a close co-operation between designers, operators,

relevant Eastern institutes and safety authorities. The general framework

will be defined between EDF nuclear operator and VVER nuclear

operators.
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5.2. CO-OPERATION SCOPE

5.2.1. EOPs contents

- Scope of EOPs within the operating documentation has to be defined
in interface terms such as shown hereafter:

Severe accidents arc not included in EOPs but arc part of the
environment.

- Scope of events and operating states to be considered :

Design basis accidents, Beyond design accidents, Losses of power
supply and Combination of events and equipment or/and human
failure.

The NPP operating stales from full power to hot state will be taken
into account to design EOPs.
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5.2.2. EOPs structure

The suggested adaptation for VVERs will include the following
documents breakdown and a EOPs set based on two complementary
approaches, event oriented and physical-state approaches. The below
scheme presents the highlights of the suggested EOPs structure :

\
ui. p*v*"4ti*tEa>

_

I_

EVENT ORIENTED & PHYSICAL STATE
COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES & LINKS

INSTRUCTIONS BREAKDOWN

5.2.3. Working process

The working process will be similar to the French one described
hercabove.
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5.3. PRELIMINARY PHASES

In order to adapt French PVVR 900MW EOPs For application to VVER
440/213 or 1000 plants, the environment of the EOPs(see §S.3.3) on the
concerned NPP must be extensively assessed- Two phases are needed
before developing French PWR 900MW EOPs so as to acquire enough
information and to succeed in the implementation process.

5.3.1. First phase

This first phase aims at getting a good overview of the EOf>s context in
the plant and concerns:

Human factors and hitman behaviour including shift operating team
organization, crisis organization or other organizations in charge of
providing the NPP in emergency conditions with technical supports,
operating staff training session, local emergency operating procedures
requirements in term of quality, ergonomics and human behaviour.

Technical concerns including the as-built documentation, the normal
operating procedures, the abnormal operating procedures, die alarms
sheets, the technical specifications, instrumentation and equipment
usable in accidental conditions,

5.3.2. Second phase

This second phase aims at getting a good knowledge of the information
needed to develop the EOP on the plant, and concerns :

Technical aspects

- Assessment of the available and suitable safety analyses and best
estimate analyses. Applicability of existing VVER 440/213 or 1000 best
estimate studies and safety analyses must be assessed prior to any
calculation.

- Definition of the scope of work in term of events and operating states
to be considered:

Design basis accidents, Beyond design accidcnts(Stati°n Black Out,
total loss of Steam generator feed water supply, total loss of heat
sink), Losses of power supply such as loss of off site Power supply,
and Combination of events and equipment or/and human failure. It
will also include feedback experience.
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The NPP operating states from full power to hot state will be taken
into account to design EOPs. Other operating states will be analysed
case by case as regards the risk and the initiating event.

- Definition of the instrumentation and equipment available in accidental
conditions.

- Definition of generic operating principles and their various means:

Determine generic principles for the control of the safety objectives
described in Physical-State approach(§4.5.4) and various means. Those
generic principles will be used for the EOG strategies elaboration in
order to manage the main group of initiating events such as Steam Line
Break, Loss Of Coolant Accident, Reactor Trip, Leaks from Primary to
Secondary Side, Beyond Design Accident, loss of I&C power supplies
and power sources.

Some examples of generic principles to be defined :

- Safeguard systems operating criteria;

- Boration strategies;

- Cooldown and depressurisation generic strategies and main criteria to
choose one of these strategies;

- Steam generator isolation criteria.

Methodological aspects

In order to avoid numerous discrepancies in the development process,
guidelines to explain how to write the background and the operating
documents shall be worked out.

- Guideline to design and write an Emergency Operating Guideline.
The methodology describes how to design an operating guideline
with respect to the following details. Initiating event definition, Plant
state to be taken into account, Needed support studies, Equipment to
be used, Available instrumentation.

Guideline to write an Emergency Operating Instruction
describes precisely the formal aspect of the document including
aspects such as ergonomics, breakdown of the document, division of
the document according to different objectives, main and
intermediate objectives, general structure of the instruction, main
checks such as automatic or protective actions, operating team
warning, operating modes, pages format and setting, colour codes
and meaning, size of symbols, typography.
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- Organizational note in order to co-ordinate within the time schedule all
the partners involved in the project.

- In order to facilitate and allow the know-how transfer between all
partners, they will be provided with a handbook and trained to the
French PWR 900MW EOPs.

5.3.3. Interfaces with the EOPs environment

Care must, be taken to define clearly the boundaries with the
environment such as Abnormal procedures, Normal procedures,
Technical Specification, Severe Accidents, Crisis Organization,
relationship with the Safety Authorities and Safety Parameters display
system or equivalent.

Particular care will be taken to assess the different ways of checking and
validating the operating guideline strategies as well as the operating
instruction ergonomics on full scope simulator or during real tests on
site.

5.4. DEVELOPMENT PHASE

This phase aims at providing the NPP operators with Emergency
Operating Guidelines and related Emergency Operating Instructions. All
the information and documents elaborated during the preliminary phases
will be used as background documents to implement the relevant EOPs
on the concerned plant. This phase is equivalent to the development
process hereabove for French PWRs 900MW EOPs(§4.6).

6. CONCLUSION

The proposed EOPs set, as a reference for the adaptation for VVER
plants, is the results of a close co-operation between plant designers and
plants operator.

Similar EOPs set has been implemented on more than sixty plants
including South Korean plants, Belgian plants and Chinese plants.

For EOPs elaboration VVER operators shall bring their long operation
experience and their plain knowledge, FRAMATOME and EDF will
bring their well mastered methodology in EOPs implementation and
PWR operation experience. Both experiences are necessary to provide
an efficient set of EOPs for VVER440/213 or 1000 plants.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Once the first set of State-Oriented procedures was implemented in 1990, after installation of
reactor vessel level instrumentation, we have proceeded to the extension of State-Oriented
procedures to all the Nuclear Power Plants, integrating a five years experience feedback. State-
Oriented procedures (called APE in French) replaced event-based procedures including SPI/SPU
for managing of ihermohydraulic incidents and accidents.

The purpose was to achieve significant gains ai all levels (EOP's): design, maintenance, training,
operation.

In the light of feedback, we have undertaken (see chapter 3):

-restructuring procedures (SLIDE N°I),

- extending State-Oriented procedures to cold shutdown initial conditions, in order to manage
thermohydraulic acciden\s(SLIDE N°2),

- extending State-Oriented procedures to abnormal situations with loss of systems, without
physical state degradation SLIDE N°2).

Inside this extended field, these "second generation" EOP's allowed for (see chapter 5):

- integrating Probalistic Reliability Assessment (PRA) data,

- integrating new developments in Design Basis studies,

- managing Fire Action Plan,

- improving the normal and incident/accident operation interface,

- integrating experience feedback from M1HAMA SGTR accident.

• From 1995 onwards, APE procedures are being implemented to the management of all incidents
and accidents.

2 - STATE-ORIENTED PROCEDURES MAIN PRINCIPLES :
The main principles applied arc as follow :

• The State-Oriented approach arose out of a single observation : unlike the possible combinations
of failures which are unlimited, the physical states of a nuclear plant can be listed. It results in a
set of consistent actions that is a direct function of the several physical states of the Nuclear Steam
Supply System (NSSS), irrespective of the sequence of events that led to the state.

• The physical state is a set of parameter values that, at any given time, defines the plant's beha-
viour, primarily in terms of nuclear safety.

• State-oriented operation is designed around a self-adjusting process of closing the loop. In practi-
ce, an operator when confronted with a given incident or accident can diagnose the state of the
NSSS from a combination of six "state functions" (sub-criticality, primary coolant inventory, pri-
mary system residual heal removal, steam generator integrity, steam generator water inventory,
containment integrity). Therefore, at any given time, the necessary mesures to be taken can be de-
termined.

• State oriented operation is based on a limited number of strategics in order to place the NSSS in
a safe condition while constantly and simultaneously controlling each of the six state functions
and by using the various means available in a graded approach.

• Operators implement the stategics by using a limited number of EOP's that continuously provide
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optimum coverage of the deteriorated states of the plant. These procedures cover a range of pro-
blems from minor incidents to major accidents excluding core meltdown, that is taken into account
in specific procedure (Severe accident procedure).

• Concurrent with the use of team EOP's, a periodic state monitoring procedure (SPE) is used by a
safety engineer that provides an additional degree of redundancy on the major safety actions. This
procedure provides a direct link between the slate and actions to be taken independently of the ope-
rational logic diagram used by the control room operators.

• Each operator is provided with an individual document that includes detailed procedural instruc-
tions.

• These documents used by the operators have been designed based on feedback experience gained
since the first simulator tests were performed in 1980. Special attention has been placed on docu-
ment ergonomics and structure, to enable the station personal to use the document in real time and
to ensure quality assurance during implementation through :

- self-checking by each operator,

- team operation control by the supervisor,

- verification by the safety engineer.

3 - EOP's FIRST GENERATION EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

• Taking into account experience feedback on the first set of APE procedures in service from 1990
leading to simplify and optimize the more foreseeable situations (SLIDE N"3):

- Restructuration of the whole set with greater homogeneity through standard and modular form and
technical content.
- The standardised modular presentation and structure of each document makes for easier procedure
use, training and updating
Finally the resulting set of procedures may be presented as follow:

OPERATIONG CONDITIONS
STATE ORIENTED PROCEDURE ( APE )

NEW GENERATION

Physical Sevo

Power operation
•hutdown RHR

vatvedoul

• hutdown RHR
connected

moot or coolant
•ystem open
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Depending on the physical severity, one of the following eight strategies is adop'ed in order to :

- stabilise the plant,

- reach.cold shutdown by gradual operation,

- reach cold shutdown by rapid operation,

- control the risk of pressurised thermal shock on the reactor vessel,

- control the risk of reactor core criticalily,

- re-establish reactor coolant system heat removal,

- attempt final measures to avoid core meltdown in the event of extensive core uncover.

The eight strategies are used and adapted into seven procedures:

- 6 procedures for primary side (ECP1 to ECP4 and ECPR1 to ECPR2)

- 1 procedure for secondary side (ECS).

In addition, the SPE procedure used by safety engineer includes monitoring :

- criteria for severe accident conditions to implement severe accident guide and give up
EOP's.

- criteria for detecting failures of containment.

At CHOOZ B1 plant, APE procedures have been implemented on the computerised control room.

STATE ORIENTED PROCEDURES CONTRIBUTION TO SAFETY (SLIDE N°4)

* APE strategies have been validated on study simulator at FRAMATOME (SAF simulator) and
EDF(SlPAsi»-c'?T,,\

* Ergonomics s&«} •.•'v.Iency of APE pr.vriiures have been optimised by using numerous tests on
full scope simulatuii •>'•" b operator teams.

* Currently real life tesis on fd! scope simulators are being run to reassess human reliability data
used for PRA.

* Because it takes into account the possibility of unforeseen equipment failures and/or human er-
rors, the APE procedures contributes to limiting the risks of a minor incident gradually deteriorating
into a serious accident.

* With periodic diagnosis and a structure that closes the loop, APE procedures are "fault-tolerant",
operators describe them as "stress reducing"(SLTO£ N°5).

* Due to the ability to substitute that is built in, APE procedures define the appropriate operation for
any sltamonfSUpE N"6). This means that operators are confident in the procedures, which there-
fore enhances their efficiency.

Following completion of staff training, adapting individual site procedures and approval by the
French Safety Authority, the second generation of APE procedures is being gradually in application
from CHOOZ B1 starting up in 1995 to all the EDF - PWR plants.
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5-THE LATEST EVOLUTIONS OF PROCEDURES FROM 1995 ONWARDS

5.1 • extending State-Oriented Procedures to abnormal situations with loss of systems,
without physical state degradation (SLIDE NV):

In accident situation, the Strategy implemented to reach a safe state is irrespective of the initiating
event that led to the Physical slate.

For a given time, the adopted strategy and set of consistent actions are direcdy conditioned by the
state of the NSSS.

The same approach has been followed when no physical degradation has been identified. In this
case, the strategy implemented depends only on the means available. When the specifically
designed system is inoperable, we resort to a susbstituie solution. The purpose is to provide
guidance to the operator, for him to achieve the final result without being confronted with unfore-
seen situations.

—> The reactor can be controlled without paying attention to the cause of the loss of systems.

Operation actions arc based only on the remaining operable systems.

Among the eight possible strategics, 3 can be used to manage incidental situation due to loss of sys-
tems. Selection is directed by system unavailability.

5.2 - Fire Emergency Action Plan (SLIDEN°8):

- The purpose of Fire Alarm sheets

a cutting off system likely to be affected or disturbed by the fire,

D cutting off enables Fire Brigades to take action more safely.

—> around 200 fire areas / or compartments in a 900 MW7 1300 MW PWR.

Among them, 40 areas / or compartments are subjected to state Oriented Procedures application.

- The purpose of partitioning into areas / or compartments

n minimize protection systems to be installed( cost)

n reduce losses of systems (related to the siv£ of the area)

•Interface with state Oriented Procedures

- Funciionnal analysis per areas / or compartments helps identify system likely to be inoperable and
protection systems to be installed.

When the application of Fire Alarm Sheets leads to the unavailability of systems required to control
the NSSS main parameters, entering into EOP's makes it possible to achieve safe shutdown, as
defined by Technical Specification, depending on system unavailability.

5.3 • integrating Probalistic Reliability Assessment (PRA) data (SLIDE N°9):

Taking into account the requirement* defined in PRA's up to core meltdown given probability or
containment bypass probability.

This refers to two different aspects :

- Technical content of the State Oriented Procedures emphasizes on the contribution of particular
systems or components to safety in a given situation, hence, introduction or reinforcement of
specific monitoring of these systems.

-Ergonomics lav nut of the State Oriented Procedures to ensure that the operator will not miss
the listed important PRA actions(SL/£>£ N°10).
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State Oriented Procedures contribution to PRA: currently, Real Life Tests on Full Scope Simula-
tors are being run to reassess Human Reliability data used for PRA's.

5.4 - integrating new developments in Safety Analysis on the design stage :

review of design basis accidents, taking into account operating sequence including long term actions
and compliance with associated criteria.

• the Safety Analysis provides for a" safe path " which must be included in EOP 's together with
the use of associated instrumentation.

• Checks have been conducted to make sure that the "safe path" has been introduced in the
procedures.
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CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

OPERATIONG CONDITIONS
STATE ORIENTED PROCEDURE ( APE )

NEW GENERATION

Physical Severity

of

Q
>-
o
cr
UJ
i

(oss of :
- power supply
- systems operating

conditions

Power operation
shutdown RHR

valved out

shutdown RHR
lined up

reactor coolant
system open



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

FIRST GENENERATiON EOP's(1990) EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

greater homogeneity through
standard and modular form

and technical content

LIMITED number of
sequences and EOP 's

significant gains : •
- design
- maintenance
- training
- operation

SLIDE N° 1



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

FIELDS of APPLICATION (SEVERITY/ INITIALS CONDITIONS)

APE 1° GENERATION (89)

L PHYSICAL SEVERITY

ECP1

mm

loss of power supply
loss of systems
beyond design procedures

A7
Power operation
shutdown RHR

valved out

shutdown RHR
lined up

OPERATING
CONDITIONS

APE 2° GENERATION (95)
i PHYSICAL SEVERITY

ECP2

ECP1

reactor coolant
system open

Power operation
shutdown RHR

valved out

ECPR2

ECPR1

shutdown RHR
lined up

loss of :
- power supply
- systems
beyond design
procedures

reactor coolant
system open

SLIDE N° 2
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CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

STATE ORIENTED PROCEDURE CONTRIBUTION TO SAFETY

State Oriented Procedures defines the appropriate operating action for any situation

Technical aspects :
MORE COMPREHENSIVE ANTICIPATION (break spectrum, multiple failures )

BETTER ADJUSTED RESPONSE IN CONTROL ACTIONS BASED ON PHYSICAL
DEGRADATION

Human aspects :
PERIODIC DIAGNOSIS/ " CLOSED LOOP" STRUCTURE

---> EOP's are " fault tolerant " and " stress -reducing ","
self -corrective " tool
SUBSTITUTION —> EOP "s answer all situation thus enhancing operators confidence
and consequently being better applied and more effective

•i • • I mm
SLIDE N" 4



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

STRUCTURE of " closed loop " SEQUENCE

STRATEGY i

NSSS PHYSICAL STATE
( parameters / 6 state functions )
DIAGNOSIS / REORIENTATION

SET of ACTIONS
means available

Monitoring of main
systems in operation

7
STRATEGY j

I
SET of ACTIONS
means available

Monitoring of main
systems in operation

SLIDE N 5



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20 th 1995

SUBSTITUT ION

PHYSICAL STATE

T
SET of ACTIONS

T
MEANS

- Design system

- substitutions systems ( priorities )

- other sequence ( safety requirement )

- no action or delay ( no safety requirement)

example
PRIMARY PRESSURE CONTROL

- Normal spray

1
1 - auxilary spray

2 - make-up and letdown flowrates

3 - seal injection and exceeds letdown

other sequence
- pressurizer relief valves
- maximum RCS cooling

- No pressure
control

SLIDE N° 6



CZECH NUCLEAR KORUM MAY 20lh 1995

INTERFACE BETWEEN NORMAL OPERATION and APE EOP's

anomaly Detection

presumed leakage

?
LEAKAGE BALANCE

Fire detection

T
Fire Alarm Sheets

cutting-off power supply

- Safety Injection
Actuation
-reactor TRIP
- Specific Alarm

w^ T n r h n i n f ^nnr*ifip*if inn •• • • i

loss of individual component or
system necessary for Normal
Procedure Implementation

Limiting conditions for operating /
Safe and steady conditions

loss of individual component or
system necessary for Normal
Operating Procedure
Implementation

Limiting conditions for operating /
Safe and steady conditions

^ ECP
"~ ECPR

ECP1/R1
implementation

of
substitution

ECP 2, 3/R2
cold

shutdown
conditions

ECP1/R1
implementation

of
substitution

ECP
to> o r

back to
Technical

specification

*-— 9-
SLIDE N" 7



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20lh 1995

EVOLUTION Emergency Operating Procedures

event- based procedures
andSPI/SPU APE first GENERATION (89) APE 2C GENERATION (95)

power / hot standby conditions (8
Conditions RHR valved out (84)

Cold shutdown + RCS open (93)

i) power conditions •
RHR valved out

-ECP1 -> 7 power conditions m

RKR valved out
cold shutdown conditions
ECPR1/R21

-ECP1 ->4

RCS open

design Accidents (80)
best estimate Incidents (64)

Idem Idem

COMBINATION of INCIDENTS/ACCIDENTS
_ c o y e r e d b y . S £ l / S P U _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a p t i t _ | _ c _ e _ g e _ _ _

loss of power supply (84)
beyond design procedures (84)

loss of power supply covered
by event-based procedures

loss of power supply
beyond design situation
multiple losses power supplies

of thermohydraijlics incidents / accidentscombination

_coyered by_SP\_ISPU_ _

and loss if system (including safeguard )

optimu n coverage

SP| - * - periodic state monitoring procedure-*- SPE
t

Criterion SEVERE Accident Procedure

leakage cri erion

' implementation Technical
Specification :

--> loss of system
--> leakage criterion

Fire A larrn sheets and Technical
Specification :
—> system necessary for normal

operating procedure unavailable

SLIDE N" 8



CZECH NUCLEAR FORUM MAY 20th 1995

STATE ORIENTED PROCEDURES IMPROVEMENTS

SAFETY requirements

SAFETY ANALYSIS
RULES

+ news requirements

Fire Action Plan

PRA
1

SLIDE H° 9

E
R
G

-Real Life Tests—

EOP's Operations Experiejic_e__
Feedback

— Training Experience
Feedback



SLIDE N° ' I 0

HISTORY of the INSTRUCTIONS in the
Emergency Operating Procedures

Text

1
DECREASE the PRIMARY PRESSURE by

maintainig the subcooled margin
near 30 "C

using the pressuriser spray system

11 LOGICAL TEST "

(ATSat<20°C

GRAPH

(ATSat>40°C "}-
Decrease spray flowrate I

Increase spray flowrate

20

Decrease spray flowrate

\

40 ATSat

Increase spray flowrate



PASSIVE HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM WITH
EJECTOR-CONDENSER

K.1.SOPLENKOV', V.G.SELIVASOV1, V.V.BREDIKH1\\
B.I.NIGMATVUN2, E.I.TRUBK1N2, l.I.SHMAL \ Y.V.FILIMOXOV2

'' Research Institute for Nuclear Power Plant Operation (RISPO) Fer-
ganskaya 25 Moscow 109507 Russia
2> Electrogorsk Research Engineering Center (EREC)
Beiymyannaya 6 Electrogorsk Moscow region 142530 Russia
j ; Kharkov Aeronautical Institute (KhAl)
Chkalova 17 Kharkov 3100S4 Ukraine

Abstract

The objective of the analysis, design, and testing of a new type of passive heat
removal system is the development of a concept with the capability to terminate a
broad spectrum of postulated accident sequences. Its principle is based on the dynamic
form of natural convection utilizing menial forces instead of gravity for Uuid circula-
tion. The process develops in a loop combining an ejector specifically designed for dy-
namic natural convection and heat exchanger in a fixed geometry. This simple configu-
ration, independent of electric power and automatic controls, is capable of coping with
the majority of initiating events occurring in light water reactors. Since motive power
does not depend on gravity, heat can be rejected from a high elevation to a lower level,
reducing capital costs by locating the heat sink at the ground level.

A broad analytical and experimental development program for a passive heat re-
moval system with ejector-condenser (PA11RSEC) has been conducted at n in coop-
eration with ; ),}). Various ejector types and PAHRSEC flow schemes were tested. The
most promising one removes heat from steam generator, and has been tested in a 3.5
MW PAHRSEC facility at 2). The system starts up rapidly and maintains stable opera-
tion over a wide range of thermohydraulic parameters and transient conditions. Based
on the results from these comprehensive tests. PAHRSEC loops have been proposed
as retrofits for the currently operating WWER--I40 nuclear power plants at Novovo-
ronezli. The analysis of a station "black-out" at a WWKR-440 plant equipped with
4 PAHRSEC of 10 MW each was performed with the integral codes DYNAMICA
(Russia) and TRAC-PF1/MOD2 (USA). The results prove consistently that licit
removal from the reactor core was ensured for extended time with only two out of
four PAIlRSECs operating. The last phase of validation effort, the construction and
adjustment of a full-scale test loop of the PAHRSEC designed fora WWER-J-IO plant,
is proceeding swiftly. Completion of the facility and first tests are scheduled for the
second quarter of 1995.

The concept of heat removal by steam condensation in an ejector recirculating
the condensate to the nuclear steam supply system is applicable to all nuclear plants
with a steam cycle power conversion system. A modified PAHRSEC can serve as pas-
si\e heat sink in the containment under severe accident conditions.
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1. Principle of Dynamic .Natural Convection

Since the PAHRSEC process functions within a fixed geometry, flow developing
within the system boundaries is a form of natural convection which, in this particular
application, is based on menial forces. In contrast, natural convection induced by hy-
drostatic or aerostatic pressure differences is caused by gravitational forces. Most of
the natural fluid phenomena such as wind, ocean currents, livers and fire are controlled
by static natural convection depending on gravity essentially. A common feature of
static and dynamic natural convection is that density differences resulting from energy
exchange in a fixed geometry generate the flow.

For steady compressible flow in a streamline, the equation of motion without
viscous effects in differential form is

p g dz + p w dw + dP = 0

The integral of the first term represents the hydrostatic or aerostatic pressure
difference between two elevations. Static natural convection develops if heat is added
at low elevation to a fluid and removed at high elevation. In an analogous way, dy-
namic forces for fluid propulsion are developed if heat is added at low fluid velocity
and removed at high fluid velocity. The second term in the differential equation of mo-
tion represents dynamic pressure gradients. Accelerating and decelerating flow in dy-
namic natural convection correspond to ascending and descending flow in static natural
convection. In the PAHRSEC concept, heat is added, for example, in the steam gen-
erator at low flow velocity and removed in the ejector at high flow velocity by mixing
accelerated steam with water.

Since dynamic forces and, therefore, dynamic natural convection are independent
of gravity, the heat sink can be located at a lower elevation than the heat source, re-
ducing costs substantially.

2. Ejector-Condenser

One of devices realizing the idea of dynamical convection is an Ejector-
Condenser (EC). Fig.1 shows a typical geometry of EC.

Steam first comes into the Laval Nozzle and speeds up to a high velocity. Next,
in the Mixing Chamber (MC) it mixes with "cold"' water that takes off its heat, mass,
and kinetic energy. At the outlet of MC the resulting two-phase mixture gets a super-
sonic flow. Then, in the Difliisor the flow kinetic energy turns into potential fom. As a
result the EC pressure can exceed essentially initial steam and "cold"' water pressures.
Fig. I shows also typical pressure profiles in EC at different values of return pressure.

Presently there are two trends to use of EC in NPP Safety Systems:

• Development of high-pressure EC to supply water in reactor or in containment
while accident conditions: [1J, [2], [3] and others.

• Development of closed loops for heat removal from the 1st or the 2nd circuits as
well as from the containment with EC as a pump. In that case EC in PAHRSEC
should have the special properties:

• simple start-up (without bypass in MC)

• low EC pressure difference

• higli "cold" water temperature (about 100- IIO°C)

• a quite wide range of parameters of stable operation
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3. PAHRSEC

fa this paper some PAHRSEC study results for operating NPPs and new genera-
tion ones are preseuted.

Fig.2 shows the heat removal scheme for SG under accident conditions. The
scheme "steam-liquid" has been tested as a most promising one for currently operating
and new generation reactors.

PAHRSEC starts up as the valve (5) opens. Steam from SG (1) enters the EC
nozzle (2) and "cold" water from SG (1) through HE (3) enters MC. After EC the re-
sulting water, through the check valve (4), returns into SG. The ultimate heat sink is
the HE water under atmosphere pressure. The analysis of PAHRSEC and its testing,
presented below, have shown that PAHRSEC has the following properties:

• passive operation regime

• simplicity of passive start-up and capability to be restarted up repeatedly
(as well as manually)

• short tune interval between an accident and the beginning of heat removal

• maintaining stable operation over a wide range of SG parameters

• resistance to "strong" external disturbances such as the safety valve being opened

• capability to control (automatically or manually if necessary) its power for reli-
able cooling.
Again, the System is consistent with other safety systems and uses staudard and

operating equipment that is very important for its swift installation at reactors in serv-
ice.

4. Experimental study

Fig.3 shows the started at :> test facility with maximal heat removal of 3.5 MVV.
The facility has all main parts of a real PAHRSEC:

• Supply tank. Its total height is 5.3 m and its volume is 0.5 nv3. There is a system
of steam supply and removal of steam and liquid (not shown on Fig.3) which al-
lows to simulate different emergency situations at real units (for example, in SG).
Water level, pressure, and temperature are measured in the tank. The maximal
pressure and temperature in it can reach 9 MPa and 315 °C respectively.

• Ejector-Condenser. Its photograph is presented on Fig.3. That EC allows to
remove heat Com a heat source with power about 3.5-4 MW.

• Heat Exchanger (HE). It is 5 m high and 0.53 m in diameter. There are two pipe
coils in the vessel, each is SO m long. The total heat exchange area is 21 m2.

• Check valve. It is a typical one, located between EC and Supply tank.

• Start-up valve. An air-driven valve, installed in the start-up line. Its actuation
time is 0.7 - 0.9 s.

• Start-up tank. It is 1.5 in high and 0.426 m in diameter.

• Data acquisition and processing system. It allows to monitor non-stationary slow
and quick processes (the frequency of channel measurements is 2 1 lz and 2 KHz
for quick processes). It uses conventional primary transducers typical for ther-
mal-physical experiments, and is made on base of IBM PC AT. (A hardware of
"CAMAC" standard is used as a communication means with the object.)
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Some experimental results are presented on Fig.-) - 6.
Typical experimental curves of PAHRSEC start-up and of maximal EC pressure

difference definition are presented on Fig.4. After the start-up valve opens the pres-
sures Pp. Pn and Pn,th drop. One can say that EC comes into operation if the pressures
Pn and Pmch correspond to the saturation pressure at the mixing chamber temperature.
One can see that EC start time is very short (3-5 s.). The start-up of the whole System
occurs later and depends on the start-up tank volume. After the tank (6) fills out. the
pressure behind EC becomes higher than that in the SG and this opens the valve (4).
This is the way PAHRSEC starts up. It should be noticed again that heat removal from
SG begins just after the valve (5) opening and it is most intensive at this moment.

During one experiment, when time was about 200 s, 400 s, and 600 s (Fig.4) the
hydraulic resistance behind EC was suddenly increased. Despite it. the System worked
in a stable way and MC pressure did not change. The maximal EC pressure difference
was higher than 1.5 MPa.

The PAHRSEC parameters behavior while step-by-step SG pressure decrease is
shown on Fig. 5. In this case the System worked stabiiy in the range 1 - 7 MPa.

During the first 400 s of another experiment (Fig.6) the SG pressure was being
increased from 4.6 MPa to 6.8 MPa and then it was being decreased in a monotone
way to 2 MPa. The System again worked stabiiy.

5. Installation of PAttKSEC at the 3rd and the 4th blocks of
Novovorooczh NPP

VNUAES (RINPO), EREC, GIDROPRESS and AEP Institutes have developed
the technical requirements for PAHRSEC designed for WWER-440 NPP, where it was
shown that:

• the System is compact and can be easily integrated with existing equipment

• it uses common technology: HE, piping, valves etc. are standard ones (the
"steam-liquid" scheme has been chosen just from these reasonings)

• its cost is much lower relative to other safety systems of the same purpose

The calculations of "black-out" accidents for WWER-440 have been conducted
using the code TRAC-PF1/MOD2. They showed that one 10 MVV PAHRSEC was
sufficient to remove heat from one SG. The parameters behavior when two PAHSECs
are put in to operation is shown on Fig.7. In about 2.S hours (IOJ s) the system reaches
a quasi-stationary regime when power of residual heat generation is equal to
PAHRSKC heat removal power.

6. Full-scale 10 >I\V PAIIKSEC

The full-scale experimental set (Fig. 8) with N = 10 MW is intended for:

• testing EC for WWER-440 PAHRSEC

• study of PAHRSEC behavior under different accident conditions

The set design takes into account the requirements to meet while introducing at
acting WWER-440, and the experience of running 3.5 M\V PAHRSEC.

Researches planned:

• stait up of the System under rated SG parameters

• start up under off-design SG parameters
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• repeat start-up

• operation under different disturbances

• determining the stable operation range

• heat removal under low (less than 1 MPa) SG pressure

• experimental and simulated founding serviceability of PAHRSEC in different

accident conditions (black-out, SG's tube rupture, LOCA, etc.)

Fig.9 shows the 10 M\V EC and Heat Exchanger. The whole 10 M\V PAHRSEC
is nearly ready, and its putting in service is going to be soon.
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Scheme "Steam-Liquid"
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PAHRSEC Test Facility and Ejector-Condenser
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Start-Up of EC and Determination
of the Maximal Attainable Pressure Difference

in PAHRSEC Circuit
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PAHRSEC Operation
Under "Rapid" Pressure Change in SG
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PAHRSEC Operation
Under "Slow" Pressure Change in SG
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WWER - 440, "Black-Out", PAHRSEC - 10 MW
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PAHRSEC Test Facility of 10 MW
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Ejector-Condenser and Heat-Exchanger for the Test
Facility of 10 MW PAHRSEC
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PAHRSEC channel for Novovoronezh NPP
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4TH BLOCK OF NOVOVORONEZH NPP
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OPUS. AN ADVANCED CONCEPT FOR RCS OVERPRESSURE
PROTECTION
A. MARINC1C, Framatome, France

BACKGROUND

Pressurizer Overpressure Protection Systems (POPS) have been shown to be of utmost
importance for the safe and reliable operation of PWR nuclear power plants. This is
reflected in the increasingly detailed licensing requirements with regards to the design
and the qualification of this type of equipment.

Similarly, in certain situations where post-accident operation would be required, the
availability of a qualified pressurizer discharge system capable of reliable operation in a
"feed and bleed" mode is essential to ensure plant safety.

Plant operaion and testing experience with spring-loaded safety valves has revealed
difficulties in maintaining stable operation, avoiding setpoint drift and preventing valve
chattering for the range of discharge flow conditions encountered (steam, saturated
water, or subcooled water discharge), as well as problems of maintaining valve leak-
tightness. Another problem with spring-loaded valves is that the periodic verification of
the setpoints generally requires dismantling the valve.

The evolution of the RCS overpressure protection system for the French PWR reactor
program has led Framatome and Electricite de France (EDF), the French utility, to
adopt OPUS, an arrangement of three pressurizer relief lines each equipped with pilot-
operated safety valves manufactured by "Sebim" (See Figure 1).
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OBJECTIVES

The spring-loaded safety valves, and the discharge lines comprising each a PORV with
its motor-operated isolation valve are replaced by three discharge lines, each
comprising an assembly (called "tandem") of two pilot-operated valves mounted back to
back.

The objectives of the advanced design are the following :

- ensure stable operation without the risk of valve chatter for any type of discharge
flow condition encountered; while maintaining specified opening and closing
characteristics,

• provide the capability for remote manual opening and closing (feed and bleed)
operation under post-accident conditions using fully qualified equipment,

• improve accuracy of setpoint adjustment, and provide capability to periodically verify
setpoints and valve operability (i.e.full stroke opening and closing) without valve
dismounting,

- maintain absolute valve leaktightness in particular for conditions when the margin to
the trip setpoint is reduced,

- maintain adequate reliability of valve reclosing ; thus avoiding failure modes leading
to impossibility to isolate the reactor coolant system in case of a stuck open valve,

- reduce dynamic loads on discharge piping induced by unnecessarily rapid opening
action.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Details of the configuration adopted for a tandem of safety valves and their associated
pilot cabinets for one of the three discharge lines are shown on Figure 2.

The pressurizer on each unit is provided with three separate relief lines. Each of the
three lines comprise two hydraulic pilot operated valves mounted back to back as a
tandem. The first valve in each line serves as a safety or relief valve and the second
valve serves as an isolation valve. All valves for safety, relief and isolation functions are
of identical type and size.

The three relief lines assure the hot overpressure protection function (safety function).
In addition two of the three lines can ensure the cold overpressure protection.

The safety valves remain closed during normal operation and open only in case of
reactor coolant system overpressure. The isolation valves remain open during normal
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operation and close if its associated safety valve fails to close after opening.The inlet
lines from the pressurizer head to the safety valves are arranged with a U tube section.
The U tube section is unlagged, in order to allow the formation of a water seal at its
lower point, by condensation of the pressurizer vapor during normal operation. The
formation of a water seal upstream of the safety valves prevents the steam from coming
into direct contact with the valve seats thus avoiding themal dilatation problems.

A purge line is connected to the lower point of the U tube section, with return to the
pressurizer liquid phase.

The outlet lines from the relief valve tandems connect directly to the ring shaped section
of the pressurizer discharge header, which transfers the steam/water discharge to the
pressurizer relief tank.

The layout of the relief lines and supports are designed to minimize dynamic loading.
As a consequence fewer snubbers are required on the discharge line and none are
needed in the area above the pressurizer.

Each safety and isolation valve is operated hydraulically by the pressurizer pressure by
the intermediary of an impulse line linking the pressurizer steam space to the valve pilot
cabinet. The valve pilot cabinet is connected also by a service line to the valve
operating piston inside the valve head.

A condensation pot is situated in the impulse lines to the pilot cabinets in order to
condense the pressurizer steam. The impulse lines to the pilot cabinets function with
borated water and not steam in order to reduce the response time. Initial make-up is
provided by a line form the reactor make-up system.

Each valve pilot cabinet (see Figure 3) contains a pilot detector, which consists of a
hydraulic piston and a setting spring. The detector is connected to the impulse line from
the pressurizer. The pilot detector operates two impulse valves (R1 and R2) by means
of a cam. The combined operation of these two valves (R1 and R2) allows the
pressurization or depressurization of the pilot operated valve head and thus provokes
the closing or opening of the main valve.

A filter is situated upstream of the impulse valves in order to avoid blockage of these
valves by impurities from the primary circuit. A second filter is situated between the pilot
cabinet and the pilot operated valve head to avoid the return of impurities to the impulse
valves.

A valve electromagnet actuator is installed at the bottom of the pilot detector and acts
directly on the shaft and cam that serve to operate the two impulse valves. This
electromagnet provides a means of directly depressurizing the pilot operated valve
head to provoke the forced opening of the valve.

The instrumentation provided with the system is described below:
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The safety and isolation valves are provided with position indicators and alarms. The
purge collection tanks underneath the pilot cabinets must be provided with level
indicators activating alarms in the control room.

The U tube pipe section upstream of the safety valves is instrumented to monitor the
temperature of the water seals. The temperature is monitored by the computer and
alarms are displayed in the control room to continuously indicate these temperatures.
An increase in temperature of the water seals would indicate leakage in the safety
valves. A high temperature alarm must be provided to indicate an excessive leak
requiring return to cold shutdown.

The temperatures of the impulse lines must be monitored and indicated in the control
room. Increase in temperature in these lines would indicate a leak in the impulse
valves in the pilot cabinets.

VALVE OPERATION

(See Figure 3)

NATURAL POSITION OF A SAFETY VALVE

A bellows element, capable of taking full system pressure is welded to the valve disk
(C) and sealed towards the valve body to prevent leakage of primary fluid along the
valve stem to the atmosphere.

The valve operating piston (V) is provided with springs which are dimensioned to
provide a force greater than the traction force of the bellows. A pressure of around 5 to
7 bar is necessary to open the valve.
When the pressure is atmospheric in the valve head and the differential pressure is
zero between the valve inlet and outlet, the natural position of the valve is closed.
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NATURAL POSITION OF AN ISOLATION VALVE

The bellows element installed on the isolation valve is identical in function to the safety
valve. It is similar to that of the safety valve but with three folds less. The valve
operating piston is provided with a spring which is dimensioned to only partly
compensate the traction force of the bellows. The combined effect of the spring and
bellows is to return the valve stem towards the head and ensure a slight permanent
opening.

When the pressure is atmospheric in the valve head the natural position of the valve is
open.

HYDRAULIC CLOSING OF A VALVE

In the case of a safety valve, the setpoint of the pilot detector spring (B) is sufficiently
high so that the pressurizer pressure cannot, under normal operation, push on the
hydraulic piston (P), shaft and cam downwards further than the position required to
keep the upper impulse valve (R1) open and the second (R2) closed. In this case the
pressurizer pressure is transmitted via the upper impulse valve (R1) to the safety valve
head and the valve remains closed hydraulically.

In the case of the isolation valve, the setpoint of the pilot detector spring is adjusted so
that, under normal operation, the pilot hydraulic piston pushes the shaft and cam
downwards sufficiently so that the upper impulse valve (R1) is closed and lower impulse
valve (R2) open. When the pressurizer pressure falls sufficiently, the hydraulic piston
will move upwards closing the lower impulse valve (R2) and opening the upper impulse
valve (R1). In this case the pressurizer pressure is transmitted to the isolation valve
head and the valve closes hydraulically.

HYDRAULIC OPENING OF A VALVE

In the case of a safety valve, the setpoint of the pilot detector spring is adjusted such
that the action of the pressurizer pressure on the hydraulic piston can push it
downwards when the pressures reach thoss corresponding to the hot overpressure
protection setpoints. When the opening setpoint is reached, the hydraulic piston, shaft
and cam displace to open the lower impulse valve (R2) after allowing the upper impulse
valve (R1) to close. The safety valve head is emptied via (R2) towards the collection
reservoir and the valve opens hydraulically.

In the case of the isolation valve, the opening setpoint is set lower than the pressure
encountered during normal operation. The pilot detector spring is adjusted so that the
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pilot hydraulic piston keeps the shaft and cam displaced downwards. The upper im-
pulse valve (R1) remains closed and the impulse valve (R2) open. The valve remains
open once above its setpoint pressure.

REMOTE MANUAL OPERATION

An electromagnet (E) installed on the hydraulic piston shaft in the pilot cabinets and
operated from the main control room allows depressurization of the main valve head by
allowing downward displacement of the shaft and cam. This action closes the upper
impulse valve (R1) and opens the lower impulse valve (R2). thus depressurizing the
valve head. The valve then opens as a consequence. This priority opening is used for
cold overpressure protection, and for "feed and bleed" operation.

OPERATION FOR HOT OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

The three relief lines ensure the hot overpressure protection function. The operation of
the safety valves is purely hydraulic and no electrical signal is required.

The opening pressures for the three safety valves are stepped in order to avoid the
simultaneous ejection of the three water seals into the discharge header and therefore
to decrease loading of the header.

The isolation valves remain open through the period oi operation of the safety valves,
as the reactor coolant system pressure remains above the closure setpoint. However, in
the case of a failure of one of the safety valves to close after opening, the three
isolation valves close when the reactor coolant system pressure falls below the closure
setpoint, in order to avoid the uncontrolled depressurization of the primary system.

OPERATION FOR COLD OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

The principle is to compare the maximal measured reactor coolant pressure with the
calculated allowable pressure P = f(T). The temperature used to calculate P = f(T) is
the minimal temperature recorded in one of the six cold legs. The curve P = f(T) is
issued from the NDTT curve and introduced in a function generator. If the maximal
measured pressure is higher than the pressure calculated by the function generator,
the safety valves open at setpoint pressure P = f(T) and close at Pminus the hysteresis
of the threshold relay.
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EMERGENCY OPERATION - FEED AND BLEED

In the case when make up of the reactor coolant system using the safety injection
system becomes necessary, the valve lines can be forced open by the operator using
the electromagnet actuators to perform feed and bleed :

- the operator puts the control switch for the isolation valve in its forced open position,

- the operator then turns the safety key for the safety valve to the forced open allowed
position and he maintains the control switch in this position as long as the line must
remain open,

- the safety valve will reclose as soon as the operator releases the control switch.

IN SERVICE PERIODIC TESTING

Periodic testing is greatly facilitated as a result of the use of pilot-operated valves.

Setpoint verification tests are performed at each refueling outage. A mobile hydraulic
test cabinet is connected to the impulse line input connection on the pilot cabinets.
Opening and closing operation of the pilot and main valves is performed with system
pressure being simulated by the test cabinet. An appropriate arrangement of pressure
gauges and recorders allows verification of opening and closing setpoints with excellent
accuracy and reproductibility.

In addition, valve operability tests are performed at each shutdown : full stroke
operation of the safety valves is verified by limited steam discharge at 25 bars and
isolation valve operation is verified at each reactor heatup to the hot shutdown
condition.

QUALIFICATION TESTING

FUNCTIONAL QUALIFICATION

The functional qualification of the pilot operated valves for RCS overpressure protection
was the subject of a comprehensive testing program.

The tests demonstrated the capability of the valves to operate correctly, for the
expected life duration of nuclear power plants, with subcooled or saturated water or in
saturated or superheated steam. The tests have also enabled the determination of the
actual water and steam flowrates through the valves as well as the life expectancy of
certain valve and pilot components.



ACCIDENTAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION

Numerous tests were performed on the individual valve components such as position
sensors, electromagnet actuator and seals needed to assure the qualification of the
pilot operated valves under accident conditions.

A full qualification testing program, under accident conditions, for a valve tandem and
its pilot system was conducted.

As a result of the tests, the equipment was declared qualified by the witness
organizations.

DESIGN BASIS

The overpressure transients which determine the required valve discharge capacity,
pressure setpoints, and allowable opening time delay are defined by the requirements
of the French RCCP and RCCM codes. This leads to the following design bases.

- Two of the three available protection lines must be capable of limiting reactor coolant
system pressure to 120 % of the system design pressure for the limiting transient of
plant condition 3, which is the total loss of steam flow together with a delay in reactor
trip action.

- In addition, one of the three discharge lines must ensure the function of pressure
relief for events of plant condition 2 : limiting maximum RCS pressure to below 100 %
of the design pressure. The most severe of condition 2 transients is the total loss of
offsite power supply.

REFERENCES

After installation on the French PWR units, as well as plants in Belgium, South Korea,
China, England and Switzerland, OPUS opeiation to date has provided a considerable
amount of operating experience (more than 300 reactor-years). The operation of the
system has proven to be highly satisfactory.
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HIGHLIGHTS

OPUS has the following advantages :

- one set of valves, qualified to post-accident environmental conditions, can be used to
ensure all of the following functions therefore reducing the total number of valves
used in the plant:

. pressurizer relief,

. hot and cold overpressure protection,

. post-accident reactor coolant systeme depressurization ;

- periodic testing is simplified,

- smooth operation is ensured for any type of discharge flow conditions,

- insensitivity to line pressure drop or back-pressure,

- total reliability for both lifting and reseating operation,

- popping and reseating pressure settings can be easily and reliably adjusted as
required,

- no setpoint drift.

Extensive qualification tests and operating experience using a range of tandem "Sebim"
valve configurations at nominal pressure, temperature and flow conditions provide
confidence that the Overpressure Protection Upgraded System will perform its function
for the full range of overpressure tansients that might be encountered under all required
plant conditions.

The tandem arrangement provides assurance of capability to isolate a discharge line in
case one of the safety valves fails to close. Setpoins are selected to ensure a smooth
sequence of valve opening and reclosing operations as required to mitigate
overpressure transients. In order to verify the highly accurate setpoint adjustments as
well as individual valve maneuvers, periodic testing at individual valve pilot cabinets is
possible.

Extensive layout studies, taking into account experience with the French nuclear power
program, have led to a discharge arrangement ensuring minimal loads on piping
supports during discharges. A loop seal of minimal volume is provided on each
discharge line to increase valve leaktightness. This has result in an optimised layout
eliminating the need to install snubbers in the pressurizer compartment upper levels
and suppressing the need for heat tracing the loop seal.
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FRAMATOME SERVICES

Framatome has extensive experience in analyzing original Pressurizer Overpressure
Protection Systems (POPS), featuring spring-loaded safety valves and PORVs.

An investigation by Framatome may include all or part of the following steps:

- Evaluation of existing POPS : this involves investigating how the risks linked to the
various types of currently used valves are viewed by the utility and the safety
authorities, and checking short-term acceptability of installations facing further safety
and availability requirements.

- Understanding of risks inherent to present POPS: this covers checking safety
analysis report assumptions in order to remove unnecessary conservatism and/or
identify new functional requirements, and investigating, through analyses as well as
calculations of discharge capability, pipe fatigue and mechanical behavior.

- Implementation of improvements : the objective is to take advantage of experience
gained with the fully qualified OPUS system, to enable existing POPS to retain their
licenses by means of optimized modifications.

On basis of past experience in OPUS implementation, FRAMATOME offers to perform:

- analysis of the plant overpressure transients,

- thermal hydraulic analyses for determining valve tandem characteristics (number,
capacity, nozzle diameter, etc.),

- cabling and relaying schematics,

- piping layout of the suction, discharge and impulse lines,

- analysis of the blowdown loads in the discharge line,

- detailed design of the discharge and impulse piping (isometrics, support drawings),

- code justification,

- licensing documents.

The above activities can be packaged with :

- Supply:
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. valves and pilots,

. piping and supports,

. control cabinets.

Installation of equipment, cabling and connection to electrical equipment.

Performance of pre-operational tests, startup and assistance to initial operation.
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FIGURE 1 : OPUS TYPICAL LAYOUT
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SAFETY VALVE

FIGURE 1 • INSTALLATION OF VALVE TANDEMS
" AND ASSOCIATED PILOT CABINETS



FIGURE 3 : SAFETY VALVE PILOT CABINET
OPERATION
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EXPERIENCE FROM PRECOMPLEX AND COMPLEX TESTING
OF VVER UNITS AND THEIR IMPACT ON NUCLEAR SAFETY
Vladimir KOKOJAN, CEZ-ETE

The appropriate staffing of corresponding working teams is an important prerequisite
for the precomplex and complex testing to be successful.

The activities connected with the operational setups are usually carried out by the
personnel belonging to the corresponding final supplier managed and supervised by the staff of
general supplier and by the operational personnel of a given nuclear power plant.

During the start-up period of Bohunice nuclear plant and Dukovany plant, working
teamj for the start-up were formed within the individual final suppliers whose members
reached at that time a very good level both in theoretical, practical and organizational fields.

Many start-up personnel belonging originally to the final suppliers moved subsequently
to the Mochovce nuclear plant building site where the start-up activities were, however,
terminated by the first hydrotest of the first unit. With regard to the assumed start-up schedule
of Temelin power plant a big delay was thus created and the working teams of the final
suppliers were dissolved. In order to carry out the start-up activities at Temelin power plant,
the final suppliers will have to form completely new start-up teams consisting of new
personnel. There will probably be no problem as to the number of team members. The
expertise of those who were starting-up Bohunice and Dukovany will, however, be lacking.
There has not been much attention paid to this fact so far, although the date of the Temelin
start-up may already be expressed in terms of months

The quality of the personnel is closely connected with the quality of the work carried
out and consequently with the nuclear safety.

Precomplex and complex testing of the systems represent the last stages in which it is
still possible to find out, identify and remove the errors before the FS and ES. This fact clearly
shows the importance of activities carried out during these stages of the start-up of nuclear
plants. Although the individual quality assurance programmes can, in the case of individual
apparatuses, discover almost all defects, the cooperation of all components, as examined in the
case of precomplex and complex testing, is clearly unique in its ability to achieve a high degree
of system operational safety and thus the nuclear safety.

The basic types of apparatuses (pumps, valves, blowers, etc.) are usually present in all
operational setups. For this reason the classification is made according to equipment type.

Pump defects

The pumps are usually the first components that arc put in operation by the start-up
teams. The causes of defects are numerous. So, e.g. the cases are known in which the molding
of the spiral box was so porous that the liquid being pumped was leaking through the metal
wall of the stuffing box body (3TE10D01).

There are many defects connected with the seals. These may be caused by the inferior
quality, by erroneous assembly or by transportation during which an axial disturbance
occurred. In all such cases the seal leakage is observed.

Another cause of leakage was observed to occur due to the insufficient cooling of the
seal (e.g.TR, TD31D01, D02). In order to reduce the input volume into the waste water
sump, the flow rates through these seals were reduced to such an extent that the seals were
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destroyed. Other defects were observed in the case of bearings. Both in pumps and their drives
it was noted that the bearings were frequently installed without being greased or they were
assembled contaminated with chips formed during machining the molor or pump body. In
some cases a bearing with cracked ring or a defective cage was used.

The non-compliance with the manufacturing tolerances was particularly significant in
the case of topping up impellers. The hydraulic conditions in this pump are evidently very
complicated so that even the slightest deviation from the tolerances between the shaft
circulating wheels leads to vibrations. The critical situation in the case of ITK 20D02 pump or
4TK40D02 pumps was solved by making an atypical shaft to attain the required tolerance with
regard to the circulating wheels.

A possible reason for the increased vibrations is the operational region of these pumps.
The pumps used for the VVER units were originally four stage pumps, but in this case they
have only three circulating wheels. During the repairs of these pumps it was also observed that
their rotating parts were insufficiently dynamically balanced already during the assembly in the
process of their manufacture.

In the case of high pressure piston pumps (UD) there was reported a case of axial
disturbance (manufacture defect) which lead consequently to the spalling of the pistons and
sleeves. The defect was removed by subsequent machining and axial alignment of the parts.

Blower Defects

The defects are similar to those observed in the case of pumps. The manufacturing
tolerances of certain manufacturers were so high that some blowers could not be turned at all.
The rotors were stuck both to one another and to the stator part (almost all TS10, 50 blowers
and others). This effectively meant the repair of all blowers before their transport to the unit.
All these defects were subjects of complaints but it was just in the case of the TS10, 50 in
which the Russian experts prohibited their dismantling. They did not tell us, however, how to
put these blowers in operation without dismantling.

In the course of time, the fact that the rotating parts were usually not dynamically
balanced was considered as normal. The dynamic balancing was carried out in cooperation
with I. brnenska strojirna.

Fittig Defects

Commissioning and operation of controlling fittings was accompanied by a number of
problems in the case of all kinds of fittings. Usually, the flow through the closed control valve
was so high that it represented a considerable part of the total flow rate controlled. The valves
had to be repassed and in many cases some of the essential parts, such as the cones, had to be
made again. Apart from unsatisfactory manufacturing tolerances it was shown that some of the
valves were not selected correctly from the viewpoint of the desired flow characteristics. The
valves TK 10, 50S16 or TE10 and 50S20 may serve typical examples. The defects of the
closing valves, particularly of those installed in the systems of technical water, were caused by
the contaminations present of these systems.

The delects occurring in the case of electrically controlled valves were caused by the
override of the limit switches This was partly caused by the operational personnel (to achieve
better tightness - reaching fully closed position) and also by the sticking of the contractor
contacts in both open and closed position. After the deconservation of the contacts by the
Electromont technicians the occurance of these defects stopped almost totally.
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Similar defects were occurring during the finalization operations carried out by the
Electromont technicians in the switching stations. The most frequent errors observed were the
interchanged phases, erroneous wiring to blockades, etc. This kind of errors lead, almost
invariably to the burning of the valve drives.

In the case of fast closing valves the leaks were frequently occurring on the
compressed air distribution systems. During the final works the painters, insulation fitters and
other personnel were using, apart from other constructions, also the piping for compressed air
distribution as the scaffold or ladders. The result of these activities was the leaking of the
connecting fittings.

The cores of electromagnets were another cause of leakage. Even a small hit can cause
a coil core case deformation which subsequently leads to the formation of a leak in the
compressed air circuit and also to a blockage of the coil core in the case and eventually to the
failure of the valve.

Preparation of niter systems

The drainage system of filters of the continuous purification in the primary circuit on
the VVER 440 units is combined with the base layer consisting of 6 mm diameter ceramic
spheres. The spheres were first leached out in 5 % nitric acid and then loaded in amount of
500 kg per filter.

In the first unit of Dukovany plant the filters were filled after the first hydrotest while
in the case of the second and subsequent units (as well as in the case of Mochovce plant) this
operation was made before the first hydrotest. In this way the necessity of opening up the
filters and some problems with final tightening were eliminated after the end of hydrotest.

The high pressure apparatuses arc sealed with nickel rings and the tightness is reached
by an irreversible deformation of these latter. Similarly, the screws on lids arc deformed. In
this case, however, although the deformation is below the limit of proportion, it is not
recommended to apply the stress several times. It is advisable to consider the requirements
concerning the activities that are connected with the filter opening up and its final tightening.
This is valid not only for the filters.

During the test of washing out of the ionex filling of the filter systems, the most
suitable operational parameters were found (such as the flow rates of wash water and air)
which were sometimes substantially different from those stated in the precomplex testing
programmes. The found parameters were immediately announced to the operational personnel
by means of the assembly logs.

Piping systems

Although it may seem that no problems can occur in the case of piping systems, the
reverse is true. On the recirculation routes of TJ pumps the 19.9 mm perforated orifice plates
were originally applied.

The piping was vibrating her.vily and was noisy during the pump operation under these
conditions. After changing these plates for the slot type orifice of the new design the
vibrations were eliminated and the noise was substantially reduced. A similar measure was
taken in the case of recirculation TK 20, 40, 60, and D02 feeding pumps.

The orifice plates on the routes of technical water for oil coolers belonging to the
system of normal feeding were changed several times.
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The final solution was found by using the orifice diameter 35.96 mm. This was then
satisfactory for all flow rate ranges and flow meter scales.

Similar problems were occurring on the RY blowdown routes. The situation was,
however, soon clarified and the orifice plates were fitted definitely on the 3rd and 4th unit.
Sometimes the piping routes were blocked. So, e. •;. the sacks with sih'cage! from steam
generators were found after cutting the pipes of the steam generator blowdown RY system. A
pair of welding gloves, remnants of a sweater, etc. were found on the drainage route leading
from the dividing plane of the reactor shaft in the area of the B101/2 sludge tank (4TG15
route). This indicates that the rules concerning the increased cleanliness during the assembly in
the area of steam generator and reactor shaft were not observed.

Frequently, the alterations or changes in the location of sampling points for I&C were
made. These changes were effected also in the case of FS and ES and it was not easy to fulfil
the necessary orders by the given date, particularly if one takes into account that other
experiments were running in the unit (c. g. YP53, TY89, etc.).

Conclusion

The repairs and modifications of the low quality supplies represented a considerable
volume of activities for the startup teams. It was as late as during the assembly when the
errors appeared caused by the personnel in manufacture, carelessness of the quality control,
insufficient final inspection, the influence of combined assembly, damage during the transport,
etc.

In the course of Dukovany Nuclear Plant startup there was a number of measures
taken to rationalize the startup process, such as skipping of the second hydrotest and
introduction of the integrated hydrotest, showering of the steam generator box before fitting
the insulations (earlier testing of the TQ pumps), safety valve hydroaccumulator tests carried
out by means of a fixture independently of nitrogen distribution system, etc.

These measures were applied also in the case of Mochovce Nuclear Plant, e.g. by
installing a temporary tank in the A0003 corridor for the TZ systems and its filling up by using
a temporary collector. In this way the operational waste water tanks were protected from the
contamination. The cleaning up of these tanks, their final assembly to the design form and
carrying out the prccomplex testing took place always in a time press before charging boric
acid.

The result is a problemless assurance of internal services cleanliness, of the equipment
and a greater time reserve for the precomplex testing of these systems (TZ and TR).

The quality of supplies and activities on the nuclear plants is permanently increasing.
So, e. g. while in the case of Jaslovske Bohunice Plant there were about 20 individual
programmes of quality assurance implemented according to the former regulation No. 5/79, in
the case of Dukovany this amount was about 100 and in the case of Temelin there were
already about 1,000 individual programmes of quality assurance which were in accordance
with the regulation No. 436/1990. According to § 26 of this regulation the startup of activities
can be carried out on condition that a temporary programme of quality assurance worked out
by the investor and suppliers is approved for this stage by the State Office for Nuclear Safety
(SUJB). Similarly, according to § 15 decree 6, the constructor submits for approval by SUJB
the precomplex testing programmes and according to notice No. 76/89 it is necessary to
submit the preoperational safely report., etc.

As it has already been mentioned in the introduction, the team staffing of the startup
teams is lacking continuity. It is also for this reason that the startup experience gained during
the startup operations in previous units should not be forgotten arid it should be applied both
in practical activities and their organisation.
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ENHANCEMENT OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF STEAM
PIPINGS AND FEEDWATER LINES IN THE INTERMEDIATE
BUILDING. FLOOR + 14.7 M
L. PECI'NKA, J. ZDAREK

Nuclear Research Institute Re" pic
250 68 Rez
Czech Republic

Background
Steam and feedwater lines arc inside as well as outside hermetic zone. They are
manufactured from carbon steel 12 022.2 with following mechanical properties

- yield stress R^2 = 225 MPa; 7$J j = 180 MPa

- ultimate stress R™ = 441 MPa; /J*60' = 385 MPa

Until recently there has been no concern about damage and possible impact on
related safety equipment. NDT was performed to less extent than on primary piping.
Main damage mechanism resulting from normal operation conditions is erossion -
corrosion, from upset operation condition as are the dynamical stresses generated by
water or steam hammer events.
As DBA break of one steam and feedwater line is considered.
Following piping systems are located in the intermediate building, floor + 14.7 m,
connecting the hermetic zone with turbine hall without physical separation, see
Figs. 1 and 2
- main system lines and collectors from SG
- main fecdwater lines and collector for SG
- super emergency feed system for SG
- reduction station for continuous cooling after normal shutdown
- reduction station to keep vacuum
- electricity supply system.

Main deviation from safety standards and design practise is nonexistence of the
steam and feedwater lines separation and straight pipe whip impact on the safety
related equipment at this floor (86 motor operated valves and electricity supply
system) and consequences to the lower floor flooding (main electrical relay hall).
Issue was identified by internal audit and also by PSA level 1 conclusions. Since the
additional separation is difficult the following tasks are prepared and solution with
upgrading goals.

Task 1 - rupture postiiialion
Steam piping and feedwater lines are classified in accordance with ANS standard III
as high energy pipings. Both circumferential and axial breaks shall be postulated to
occur, but not concurently, at the following locations
- the terminal ends of the pressurized portions of the run and
- at intermediate locations where the following condition is fulfilled
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o > 0.8 ( 1.2 [a*] + aA)

(1)
where
a - stresses under combination of loadings associated with level A plus Level B

service limits, as calculated from the sum of equations (9) and (10) of the
ASME B & PV Code, Section III, Subarticle NC - 3600. As dynamical
loadings, are supposed
• water hammer in feed water lines induced by steam or air bubble

collapse
• steam hammer induced by sudden closing of isolation turbine valves
• seismic event

[(f] basic material allowable stress at hot temperature from the condition

(7A allowable stress range for expansion stresses as defined in Subarticle NC
3600.

This methodology have been applied to both pipings in hermetic zone 111. The
criterion according eguation (1) has not been fulfilled It means that this pipings have
a low potential for rupture. The analyses of pipings outside HZ is now under
development.

Task 2 - application of 0.1 A concept
If the criterion according equation (1) will not be fulfilled, the application of 0.1 A
concept according RSK Guideline will be applied. In this approach

the circumferential (2A) break is assumed at terminal ends (weldment with
penetration etc) and the effects of jet impingement forces on the adjacent
structures are analysed
the stable subcritical through wall cracks limited to 0.1 A are postulated at
various locations and the effects of reactions forces on piping system,
structures or adjacent equipments are analysed.

Task 3 - reaction forces evaluation
For steam piping and feedwater lines the distincions are made between
circumferential breaks (non - offset and case) and 0.1 A breaks.
If the movement of breaked pipe ends is limited so that A ^ less than 2A:, this is
considered as non - offset case and the following equations are valid

FR = Po Aj + PK (Ae - A() ... steam pipe- (2)
or

1:R = Po Aj -1- p, (A, - Aj) ... fecdwater pipe (3)
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where
p 0 . . . system pressure
Aj ... internal cross - sectional area
A e . . . external cross sectional area
PK ... critical pressure
p , . . . saturation pressure

This case is typical for the break of steam piping in the weld with penetration due
to the fact the relief valves and isolation valve are supported. In the remaining
postulated locations the offet case shall be applied.
The simplified method according III will be used and the friction limited flow will
be supposed. The following equations are used:
- in the initial phase

FIST = P, A, (4)
- in the steady state

Fss = C( po A, (5)
where

c,. = p u] Af -• ( p0 - pa ) A{ ... inertial term of the thrust coefficient

Ux ... fluid velocity at exit plane of break
p 0 . . . system pressure
p. ... ambient pressure around pipe
p ... mass density

The graphs of C, can be found in III for saturated steam and saturated or nonflashing
water.
For subcritical break 0.1 A the same equations (4) and (5) are valid as for offset
case, only the effective crack opening area (break cross - section) is determined after
Fauske III using the formula A =0 .61 (0.1 A)

Task 4 - jet impingement forces evaluation
The above postulated breaks could result in a jet of fluid escaping from the break
points. Safety related structures and components could be damaged as a direct or
indirect result of the impingement of this jet on nearby target.
According Appendix D of ANS Stndard III, the following general equation is valid

w
where
F ^ impingement force on the target as the function of the time
Fj, reaction force, see Task 3
K, the shape factor as the measure of the target potential for changing the

momentum of the jet
AUlJrt the impinged upon portion of the target cross sectional projected area

perpendicular to jet ccnterline at the impingement plane. The maximum value
of the ratio A ^ . M j t i i s ' -0-

Aj:1 cross sectional area of the jet perpendicular to jet centcrline at the
impingement plane as calculated in Appendix C of/1/
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For targets which are totally engulfed in the jet, experimental data is available to
establish the shape factor. The shape factor K, is related to drag coefficient by the
equation

* . = \ CD < * ) <7)

where Re is the local Reynolds number.

Task 5 - upgrading measures
In acordance with Task 1 the installation of shock absorbers will be proposed for all
terminal ends of steam and feedwatter pipings. As a result the pipe whip effect will
be eliminated. For the detection of the leak, the installation of the leak detection
system based on the acoustic emission principle is recommended. Other methods
(moisture tapes etc) are also possible.

Conclusions
The protection of the safety related systems and equipments against postulated steam
piping and feedwater lines rupture in the intermediate building, floor + 14.7 m has
according IAEA classification the highest priority. Task 1, 2 and 3 are under
development and will be finished at the end of 1995. Task 4 is planed for the year
1996. The realization of the Task 5 will be performed as the part of planed NPP
modernization in next future.
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HERMETIC ZONE

TUKUINK 11AI.1.

Symbols:
lll'K ... main steam collector '
RSI) ... reduction valves for HHR after shutdown |gatc valve] j_'jj j . c a l a

KS ... reduction valves ' '
path of missile for DI2GI3
direction of flow for 0.1A0 break

Fig. 1 : principal layout of the floor -I-M.7 — left :;idc of main .sLnam collector

safety significant valves:
| gate valvc|
;4"lol)c vahTe



HERMETIC ZONE
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TUKDINK 11A1.1.

Symbols:
lll'K ... miiin sLeom eollccLor
I IN K ... feed—water colleclor

safely significant valves:
|{;alc valve]
(;lobc valve;

l in
scale

~ pulh of missile for Dh'GU
SIINC ... emergency f.-w. collector ' - direction or flow tor 0.1 A, break

KifV 2 : principal luyouL of the floor +14.7 — ri^hl .side of main slcarri collector



INDENTATION TESTS AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION FOR
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY EVALUATION

J.NOVAK
Nuclear Research Institute Rez pic,
250 68 Rez near Prague, Czech Republic

I. Introduction
Assessment of integrity of metallic structures serves for evaluation of both safety

and. in connection with the degradation of their properties during operation,
remaining life of the structure. Evaluation of integrity needs as input information,
besides the geometry and loading of the structure, data defining defects and
mechanical and fracture mechanical properties of materials. It is known that in many
cases degradation of fracture properties of materials of nuclear reactors is uniquely
determined by irradiation effects on mechanical properties; this assertion is valid for
base metal, weld metal and also for weld overlay cladding of reactor pressure vessels
(RPV). Changes of mechanical properties are sensitive to both fine details of
chemical composition and irradiation conditions; particularly the influence of
different neutron fluxes on mechanical properties can't be reliably assessed.
Therefore, strong motivation exists for development and application of such
nondestructive method for determination of mechanical tensile properties as
indentation testing, From the point of view of technical practice, determination of
mechanical properties must be followed by evaluation of fracture mechanical
properties.

Nuclear Research Institute Rez (NR1) solved these problems with use of
instrumented hardness tester with spherical indentor. developed and produced by
Scientific and Research Institute for Nuclear Power Plant Operation (VNI1AES).
Moscow. Russia, and using corresponding basic software, giving indentation
diagrams, i.e. dependences of indentation depth on load, in digital form. Work of
NRI consisted in realization (in form of cooperation) of auxiliary equipment for
measurements inside the RPV. measurements of stainless weld overlay cladding,
development of indentation diagrams analysis method (i.e. method of determination
of mechanical tensile properties) specific for stainless welds or weld overlay
claddings and. finally, correlation of mechanical and fracture mechanical properties
specific for stainless weld overlay cladding (which permits to derive local values of
fracture mechanical properties of weld overlay cladding).

Experimental and analytic work in this complex is unique; this was caused by
the fact that the need for annealing of RPVs and monitoring and evaluation of effects
of this annealing emerged most stringently in countries of former Soviet block as a
consequence of specific properties of WWER reactors. Nevertheless, in U.S.A. in
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) similar programme has been realized, which
is yet more ambitious: ORNL develops a more widely orientated equipment named
Field Indentation Micropsobc (FIM) with Automated Ball Indentation (ABI) System
as a subsystem of FIM. Evaluation of tests by ABI is followed by prediction of
fracture toughness and therefore it is of interest to compare the approach NRI and
its results with those ones of ORNL for the whole analytic part of the problem, i.e.
beginning with the evaluation of indentation diagrams and finishing by fracture
toughness prediction. The present paper is devoted to this comparison and to the
underlying work.
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2. Method of determination of mechanical tensile properties from indentation
diagrams - solution by NRI and ORNL and comparison of results

Both approaches (methods) are based on properties of the so called constraint
factor (Cl :). This quantity, called also "normalized indentation pressure" or
"hardness - How stress ratio", represents ratio of Meyer hardness (mean
perpendicular pressure in area of projection of ball indentation into the plane of
surface of tested body) to the true stress in homogeneously deformed material
corresponding to the so called mean strain under the indentor. which is generally
expressed as e=0.2"(d/D); here d is diameter of indentation, D diameter of indentor.
The notion of constraint factor is not new; this quantity is important because values
of CF are universal to considerable extent. Two recent works | 1 . 2] may be
mentioned as examples of experimental and analytic studies documenting practical
value of this quantity. It is documented in both works that in the vicinity of d/D=0.5
a region of constant Cl:-value exists: for both quasihomogeneous precipitation
hardened ferritie (i.e. with homogeneous space distribution of carbide particles in
ferritic matrix) and austenitic steels the approximative equation CF = 3.0 is valid. For
greater values lhan d/D =0.5 properties of CF are not sufficiently known, therefore
corresponding part of indentation diagram cannot be used for determination of stress

- strain curve without deeper investigation. On the other side, the region of constant
CF-value extends in the majority of cases to the value d/D<0.4 |2 | . During
indentation test (i.e. with growing d/D) CF grows from the value CF= 1.1 linearly
with respect to logarithm of strain until the level of plateau CF=const with sharp
transition (break) is reached. The physical nature of ihis transition is generally not
sufficiently understood; according to | 1 | it is a transition from "elastic - plastic
transient process" to the "ideal plastic deformation", according to [2| from "elastic

- plastic indentation" to the "fully plastic indentation". Johnson came apparently most
near to the understanding of the essence of the phenomenon in his formulation that
it is a transition of deformation mode as a type of configuration of both stress and
strain fields under the indentor.

Transition points between individual modes are generally expressed by means of
nondimensional criteria; the best known example of these criteria is the familiar
Reynolds number from the fluid dynamics, whose critical value separates regions of
laminar and turbulent How. The finding presented in work fl) that the transition
takes place for constant value of ratio of mean total strain to the mean elastic strain
under indentor can be characterized as a knowledge of this category. On the basis
of this knowledge an universal (normalized) form of relation CF=CF(d/D) and
corresponding method for evaluation of indentation diagrams have been proposed.
The significant part of the ORNL method |4 -r 8|, which is used for determination
of stress - strain curve for sufficiently large values of strain, is based on similar
principle. This method uses several cycles of full or partial unloadings suitably
included into a single indentation test. Partial unloading permits to determine the true
indentation diameter and in this way to use the general information contained in the
universal (normalized) form of CF. The more detailed new experimental data | 2 |
leads to the conclusion (similarly as our own conclusions drawn from only partially
succcsful attempts to apply the method [1|) that the direct determination of stress -
strain curve on the basis of the increasing branch of CF=CF(d/D) is not sufficiently
precise. It is therefore logical that for determination of yield stress, ORNL uses a
qualitatively quite different procedure. From the indentation diagram, the nominal
indentation diameter dm,m can be simply determined depending on load P. and
consequently also the dependence P/dm,m '=A.(dm,m/D)m '2. The method is based ti
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observation that the yield stress is proportional to the constant A, <rv=j8,n.A: tor
materials of different types the value of /3m is different. In reality, even with one
material type the factor (3m cannot be supposed constant, as will be shown later in
context with analysis of our experimental results concerning stainless weld overlay
cladding of RPV.

Method of NR1 [8 -r 10] starts from the statement that a simple and reliable
conversion of Meyer hardness to the corresponding true stress values (with usual
relation c=0.2"(d/D)) is possible only in the region of constant CF. Transition from
nominal to true indentation diameter is based on empiric calibration, which permits
to determine certain seciion of stress - strain curve within the range of constant CF.
For extrapolation of stress - strain curve to larger and smaller strain values (which
includes also evaluation of the yield stress) suitable analytical expression for the
stress - strain curve is used. This analytical expression containing three parameters
is combined with confining condition among three parameters so that - in accordance
with experiments - all real stress - strain curves for the class of materials examined
be defined by two independent parameters which can be determined from the seciion
of stress - strain curve already obtained. The most striking difference between ORNL
and NR1 methods therefore consists in the manner of evaluation of yield stresses: we
will show it on the example of our measurements of stainless weld overlay cladding
of RPV.

Fig. I shows experimental values of yield stress in dependence on uniform
strain, determined using tensile tests of surveillance specimens of weld overlay
cladding and derived from indentation tests performed on RPVs of both V-l units
(Jaslovske Hohuniee. Slovakia), for different histories (before and after annealing of
RPV). Groups of four points corresponding to individual histories of surveillance
specimens represent four combinations of two values of strain hardening exponent
and two values of yield stress, obtained as mean value + standard deviation on the
basis of usual tensile tests of surveillance specimens. Other points on the Fig. 1
represent always the mean value obtained from several indentation diagrams in
certain location of the first or second RPV after certain local irradiation and
annealing history. It can be seen that values derived from indentation diagrams and
values obtained in classical way show identical general trends without apparent
displacement in any direction. In order to compare NRI and ORNL methods,
corresponding value of "constant" /imcan be assigned to every point obtained by NRI
method. Values of /3m obtained in this way are vary in range of 0.159<|3m<0.250
and the mean value n=0.1905 is, with surprizing accuracy, identical with the value
/3m=0.191 presented in publications of ORNI. |5 , 7| for stainless steels including
weld metals. Steel of U.S. notation 347, very similar to the weld overlay cladding
Crl9NilONb, was among materials tested by ORNL. For illustration of the
dependence of /3ln on material type we can mention that for "carbon steels" the
parameter /3m takes value 0m=O.2285 |4 -f- 7|. Without going in details we
remember that the idea of ORNL about constant value of/3m for certain material type
might be considered acceptable due to the fact that for one material type in different
microstructural slates the strain hardening exponent remained practically constant and
therefore the dependence of /3in on this exponent was not detected. If we suppose, for
our data, that /3,n is really constant, we do not obtain any such accordance of values
derived from indentation diagrams and values obtained in classical way as it is shown
in Fig. 1.
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3. Fracture toughness prediction applied by NRI and procedures of ORNL
Only the initial assumption that fracture toughness is uniquely determined by

mechanical tensile properties is common for both methods. Therefore, we limit us
only to references to works dealing with corrcspondig problems in connection with
indentation testing (11. 12. 4, 6. 7. 13. 14) with the aim to show that both teams
(ORNL, NRI) work for practically identical objectives. The more detailed analysis
of these problems would exceed the theme of this paper and is not necessarily
associated wiili the problems of indentation tests. We emphasize only that the NRI
procedure respects specific features of ductile fracture of weld overlay cladding and
is based on corresponding physical model. Fig. 2 shows cumulative distributions of
fracture toughness of weld overlay cladding measured in usual way and predicted by
means of the physical model using indentation tests of weld overlay cladding of the
inner surface of RPV. Comparison of values for irradiated cladding measured
conventionally (lower smooth curve drawn for supposed two-parametric Weibull
distribution) and values predicted on the basis of indentation tests of irradiated
cladding (broken line) show that the model predicts realistically both mean value and
distribution of fracture toughness.

In ORNL. besides the ductile fracture also the cleavage (brittle) fracture is
considered: iii this case, the corrclaiion and prediction is based on the relation of
ductile - brittle transition temperature and yield stress, in accordance with the
approach generally accepted.

4. Discussion
4.1. Determination (if mechanical tensile properties

The NRI method seems to be advantageous with respect to demands on surface
quality of the tested body. The ORNL method which uses the initial part of
indentation diagram for the direct determination of corresponding section of the
stress - strain curve is certainly more sensitive to the surface quality; this is
obviously the reason why the ABI system contains also a tool for surface preparation
(polishing).

NRI method using suitable representation of the whole stress - strain curve with
the confining condition needs special input information. Hut an analogous demand
exists for ORNL method too - value of /3m needs to be determined by means of
conventional tensile testing. It is valid generally that albo the "principal" value, the
stationary value of CF. needs experimental determination: fordifferem materials. CV
may take values 2.4 < CF :£ 3.0. Work of ORNL emphasized both possible influence
of strain rate which is usually included into CF and the face that Likicrs strain
complicates analysis of indentation diagrams; in our work we discussed influence of
fine details of mechanical behaviour under nonproportional loading. Analysis of
indentation diagrams cannot be, in general, correctly solved as an inverse problem
to the numerical simulation of indentation tes;s by finite element method, as it is
sometimes performed, because the necessary deep knowledge concerning mechanical
behaviour under nonproportional loading is lacking and. therefore, the error may be
as high as 20% (in view of really existing differences in stationary values of CT
which are not apprehensible in the framework of the usual plastic flow theory with
isotropic hardening).

4.2. Determination of fracture toughness
In this area, specificity of materials and fracture mechanisms is yet more

pronounced. It is obvious that only after including this thematic area into the
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complex approach indentation tests can significantly contribute to the structural
integrity evaluation. The area mentioned is \ery extensive and is in present time
under development independently of indentation testing.
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Fig. 1. Experimental values of yield stress in dependence on uniform strain,
determined by means of tensile tests and derived from indentation tests performed
on reactor pressure vessels of both V-1 units, for different histories (both before and
after annealing of RPV)
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